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I. INTRODUCTION 
The role of soil In crop production has been of Interest 
to man throughout recorded history. It has long been recog­
nized that crops produce abundant yields on one area and fail 
on another. It has been observed that a treatment or cultural 
practice that increases yields on one field may have no effect 
on yields on another field. The different behavior of crops 
has freqiiently been credited to soil differences, and as a 
result soils have long been classified by such terms as corn 
soils, wheat soils or pasture lands. 
With the introduction of a systematic scheme of soil 
classification about 50 years ago, a framework was available 
for the first time in which crop responses could be related to 
soil properties and the results projected to large areas. 
Relating crop response to soil properties, through the use 
of a soil classification scheme, Involves the following'hypo­
theses 1 
1. That soils produced by uniform soil forming fact­
ors have uniform soil properties that can be 
treated as a unit in classification. This unit 
is known as the soil type or phase. 
2. That the soil unit can be identified, described 
and its extent shown on a map. 
2 
3* That the soil unit iflll give the same response 
to management throughout Its extent. This does 
not Indicate that the soli unit can not be 
greatly modified by management but only that 
under similar management, yields vlU be the 
same. 
Thus, crop behavior at one location can be predicted If 
the response at a different location but on a similar soil Is 
knoim, providing that past management practices have also been 
comparable. 
Since yields vary from year to year due to seasonal dif­
ferences, long time average jrlelds are much more desirable for 
studying differences betiveen soils or treatments than are short 
time results. 
A series of rotation experiments started In 1915 at the 
Iowa State College Agronomy Farm at Ames Is a possible source 
of long time average yield figures over a relatively wide 
range of rotations, treatments and soils. 
The location and extent of the soils found on the experi­
ment are knoim. It, therefore, appears desirable to study the 
data to see If It Is possible to relate differences In soil 
properties to differences In yields ivlth the hope that these 
relationships, If they exist, can be of use In making predictions 
on similar soils In Iowa. 
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The primary objective of this study Is to evaluate the 
soil factors that affect crop production on the Clarion-
Webster soils. The principal source of data is from the rota­
tion experiments on the Agronomy Farm at Ames. 
To evaluate the effect of the soil factors it is neces­
sary tot 
1. Petermlne uhat portion of the yield differences 
are the result of differences bettveen soils, be-
t?reen treatments, betiveen rotations, betiveen 
seasons, or result from other variables. 
2. Relate yield differences to selected soil proper­
ties. 
It is recognized that the soil is a complex and djmamic 
body, that the role of various components of the soil in fur­
nishing plant nutrients is not clearly understood, and that 
many methods of analyses,while more precise than the ones used, 
Here not available for this study. This study makes use of 
the ijork of many men over many years, and it is hoped that the 
findings, imperfect and Incomplete though they are, will fur­
nish a more accurate picture of soil and crop relationships 
for this area than has previously been available. 
II. HISTORICAL SETTING AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A. Description of Clarion-Webster Soil Area 
To imderstand the nature of the problem,It is desirable 
to have as complete an understanding as possible of the soil 
area in which this study is located. 
The Rotation Experiment at the Iowa State College Agro­
nomy Farm at Ames, Iowa, which is the principal source of 
data for this study, is located near the southern edge of the 
Clarion-?febster soil area. This large and agriculturally 
important soil area occupies a lobate area which extends from 
southern Minnesota south to Des Koines in central Iowa. The 
location of the Clarion-Webster soil area as well as the loca­
tion of Ames is shown in Figure 1. The Iowa portion of this 
map is taken from the Principal Upland Soils of Iowa by Riecken 
and Smith, 1949 (49), and the Minnesota portion from Soils of 
Minnesota by McMlller, 1945 (36). The principal interest in 
this study is in the Iowa portion of this soil area. 
1. Factors of soil formation and their effect on the soils of 
the Clarion-Webster soil area 
Our present understanding of the factors or forces of soil 
formation has evolved principally from the work of Dokuchaiev 
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about the beginning of the present century, (19)| of Hllgard, 
1914 (26)J of Glinka, 192? (20); and of Marbut, 1935 (33). 
These concepts, as presented by Jenny, 1941 (28), envision that 
the soil system Is described by the Independent variables, 
climate, organisms, topography, parent material, and time. As 
long as all of these properties remain constant, soil proper­
ties remain constant. If any one of the factors changes, the 
soil properties change. 
Time. The Clarion, Webster and associated soils oc­
cur on the ground moraines of the late Wisconsin glaciers. 
Until recently all of this area T/as considered to be a part 
of the Mankato lobe ivhlch dates it as the most recent glacial 
deposit in the Midwest. Recent studies by Ruhe, 1952 (50), 
indicate that the southern portion, including the Ames area, 
is a part of the slightly older Gary glacial plain, while the 
northern part is of Mankato age. No differences have been 
discovered as yet between the soils developed on the two till 
plains. 
The age of the last glacial advance has been established 
by Libby, et al,, 19A9 (32) through studies of the radioactive 
carbon in organic material buried by the glacier. 
Flint and Deevey, 1951 (18) using dates determined by 
Libby, assigns an age of 11,000 years for the Mankato maxiioum 
and an age of approximately 17,000 years for the Gary maximum. 
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The land surfaces on both the Gary and Uankato till 
plains of Iowa are thus less than 11,000 to 17,000 years in 
age. The present land surface shows evidence of its relative 
youth. The major drainage, such as the Pes Holnes River has, 
at least in places, deeply incised valleys with steep side 
slopes and narrow flood plains. Away from the major drainage-
ways, surface drainage is imperfectly established, and there 
are numerous depressions which have no surface outlet. The 
land surface on the interstream divide has a typical swale 
and swell topography with a local relief of 10 to 20 feet. 
Scattered throughout the entire area are higher eminences that 
rise 50 feet or so above the surrounding plain. 
b. Parent material. The texture of the glacial drift 
varies locally from medium to coarse, but over large areas 
averages loam. An analysis of nine Uankato till samples re­
ported by Riecken, Allaway and Smith, 1947 (48) shows a range 
in clay content of from 15 to 46 per cent with only one sample 
greater than 25 per cent. The sand content for the same 
samples ranged from 5 to 48 per cent. Kay and Graham, 1941 
(30) report a wide range of textures within short distances 
for Uankato till samples, but they state that on the average 
the greatest percentage of the sample is within the size 
grades between 1/2 and I/32 millimeter in diameter. These 
size grades also indicate a medium texture, probably a loam. 
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The till,as deposited, vas calcareous and of highly mixed 
llthology. The following classification reported by Kay and 
Graham, 1941 (30) Illustrates the wide range of materials 
present. 
Table 1. Llthologlcal Analysis of Leached 
and Iftileached Uankato Till* 
Hankato 
Dhleached 
till 
Leached 
Greenstone 19.0 36.5 
Greenstone Schist 1.0 2.0 
Granite 21.0 40.0 
Dlorlte 1.0 2.0 
Porphyry 3.0 6.0 
Other Crystallines 3.0 6.0 
Quartzlte 1.0 2.0 
Quartz 1.0 2.0 
Sandstone 1.0 2.0 
Limestone 47.0 — — 
Chert 1.0 2.0 
•Table from Kay and Graham, 1941 (30), p, 222, 
The high percentage of limestone In the tmleached mater­
ial Indicates the freshness of the material. The classifica­
tion given In Table 1, while It Indicates the range of mater­
ials, does not clearly Indicate the proportion of soil forming 
minerals. This Is Indicated somewhat more clearly In Table 2. 
While the exact weathering sequence of minerals In soil 
Is not thoroughly established, work of Goldlch, I938 (23), 
Graham, 1941 (24), and Jackson, et al., 1948 (27) Indicates 
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Table 2. Mlneralogleal Analysis of Uankato Till* 
Minerals Per cent of fraction 
Light fraction 
Quartz 74.50 
l^differentlated Feldspars 21.30 
Mlcrocllne 1.53 
Plagioclase (Alblte) 2.53 
Muscovite .20 
Heavy fraction (Specific gravity greater than 2.89) 
Pyrite 2,00 
Magnetite and Ilmenlte 4.50 
Hornblende 44.00 
Pargaslte .90 
Glaucophane .45 
Actlnolite .50 
Hypersthene 2.50 
Enstatlte .50 
Auglte 13.20 
Aegerlte .10 
Chlorite 1.00 
Andaluslte 1.00 
Epldote 12.00 
Zircon 3.50 
Garnet 10.01 
Tourmaline .53 
Tltlnate 1.01 
Staurollte 
Butlle .98 
Barite .51 
Rlebecklte .15 
Spinel .12 
^Analysis taken from Kay and Graham. 1941 (30), p. 182, 
Fig. 64. 
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that the ferromagneslan minerals and the calclum-rleh plaglo-
clase minerals weather fairly rapidly, the potash feldspars 
and muscovlte somewhat more slowly, and a number of the rarer 
heavy minerals such as zircon, rutlle and garnet very slowly. 
While the proportion of calcic feldspars is not given, it 
seems safe to assume that an appreciable quantity of tlie un­
differentiated feldspars would be in this group and should 
continue to release a supply of calcium to the soil system 
for a long period after the free calcliun carbonate is leached 
out of the surface horizons. Potassim could also be expected 
to be supplied from this large fraction,as orthoclase is one 
of the most common feldspars. 
The only common nutrient, aside from nitrogen, for which a 
source is not Indicated in the mlneraloglcal analysis is phos­
phorus. Apatite is not reported. This, of course, does not 
indicate that none is present, but It does indicate the strong 
probability of it being in short supply in the soil. 
c. Climate. Very little is definitely known concerning 
the climatic conditions that have existed in Iowa from the 
time of the last glaclatlon until the nineteenth century. 
During the relatively brief time for which weather records are 
available, there is no evidence for any marked climatic change. 
Indirect evidence indicates that the climate, over the 
period that the present soils have been developing, has varied 
and probably in the past few thousand years has been more arid 
11 
than at present. A period of dry climate Is Indicated 'by 
pollen studies of leme, 1931 (31) i»hlch Is tentatively con­
sidered by Flint and Deevey, 1951 (18) to have occurred some 
4,000 years ago. 
llcComb and Loomls, 1944 (35) present evidence that Indi­
cates that prairie vegetation Is not In equilibrium vlth pre­
sent climatic conditions, and probably became established 
tmder more arid conditions which they consider to have per­
sisted until a few hundred years ago. 
It appears probable that the prairie province, of which 
this region Is a part,Is a climatic province. The 50 per cent 
relative humidity line for July noon as shown In the 1941 Year­
book of Agriculture, Climate and ICan, (15) delineates the 
region of prairie soils as outlined by Smith, Rlecken and 
Allaway, 1950 (61) with reasonable accuracy. However, as 
trees grow vigorously throughout the entire region, it appears 
that the climatic conditions that led to the development of 
the prairies no longer exist in the same degree that it did 
when the prairies were established. 
d. Vegetation or organisms. At the time that this re­
gion was first occupied by white settlers, mixed hardwood 
forests occurred on the steeper slopes along the major streams 
and on the stream flood plains. Fork of McComb and Loomls, 
1944 (35) and of Shrader, 1946 (57) Indicates that a relation­
ship exists between slope and native vegetation. The reason 
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for this relationship and for the failure of forests to Invade 
more of the prairie are obscure, but regardless of the reason, 
the large Interfluvial areas were treeless at the time of 
settlement. 
In the Clarion-Webster soil association area these tree­
less areas occupied by far the major portion of the land sur­
face. It is with the prairie areas that this study is con­
cerned . 
It was on the broad, undulating or hummocky grass or marsh 
covered upland areas that the Clarion, T'ebster and associated 
soils developed. As Shively and Weaver, pages 4 and 5i 1939 
(56) so aptly expressed iti 
Prairie is not merely land covered with grass. It 
is a complex and definite organic entity with in­
terrelated parts developed and adjusted throughout 
very long periods of time. Prairie is the handi­
work of climate and soil. Vegetation is not only 
closely adjusted to these agencies but is an ex­
pression of them. 
According to Shively and Weaver, about 10 dominant or control­
ling species made up the general background of vegetation. 
Another 25 species of grasses and sedges were commonly present 
on uplands and another 25 species on the more moist sites. 
Shlmek, 1931 (55) states that 265 species make up the bulk of 
the prairie flora of Iowa. 
On the basis of information furnished by Shively and 
Weaver, 1939 (56)j by Meldrum, Perfect and Uogen, 1941 (37)i 
and by Pammel, Ball and Lamson-Scrlbner, 1903 (43) the vegeta-
13 
tlve pattern on the prairie at the time of settlement can be 
approximately delineated. The steeper, more eurid sites sup­
ported a groivth of hairy grama (Bouteloua hirsuta), side-oat 
grama (Bouteloua curtipendula), porcupine grass (Stipa spartea 
Trin.) and witch grass (Panicum capillare L) along with var­
iable quantities of little bluestem grass and various forbs. 
On the well drained but not droughty sites (Clarion soil area) 
big and little bluestem (Andropogon furcatus and A. scoparius) 
and Indian grass (Sorghastrum nutans) were present along with 
a host of other species, but little bluestem was probably the 
dominant species. On the more moist sites, but not in the 
poorly drained areas (Nicollet soil areas), the big bluestem 
was dominant. Shlvely and Weaver, 1939 (5^) state that on 
favorable sites big bluestem often forms nearly pure stands. 
On the wetter areas (Webster and Glencoe areas), slough grass 
(Spartlna pectinata), big corn grass (Spartina cynosuroldes), 
annual wild rice (Zlcania aquatica L.) and reed (Phragmites 
communis Trin.) were commonly found. 
These tall prairie grasses produce annual yields of hay 
of the magnitude of 3 tons per acre. Shlvely and Weaver, 1939 
(56) reported an average weight for big bluestem roots in the 
surface 10 inches as being 4*54 tons per acre at Anita in 
western Iowa. Later work by Weaver and Darland, 1949 (70) 
indicates that approximately 75 per cent of the total big 
bluestem roots is in the surface 6 inches. Thus it seems 
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logical to assign a tonnage figure of around 5 tons per acre 
for the underground portions of the plant. Reliable estimates 
of the annual production of subaerial plant material are not 
available, b ut work o f Goedewaagen and Schuurman, 1 9 50 ( 2 2 )  
indicates that 4,000 to 6,000 pounds per acre per year is not 
an unreasonable figure. 
These estimates of plant material production are given 
to indicate the enormous amount of plant material that was 
available for decomposition and incorporation into the soil 
organic matter during the thousands of years that the prairie 
existed. It is due, in no small part, to this organic matter 
that the Clarion and Webster soils owe their high producti­
vity. This organic matter functions directly to furnish 
nitrogen, phosphorus and various other mineral nutrients to 
growing crops. It helps to maintain soil tilth and increases 
the water-holding capacity of the soil. There is also evi­
dence [^Shrader, 1951 (58^ that the decomposing prairie vege­
tation tends to aid in the formation of clay in the surface 
horizons which does not tend to accumulate in the subsoil in 
materials as young as those on which the Clarion and Webster 
soils are formed. Work by Godfrey, 1951 (21) and by Jenny and 
Smith, 1935 (29) indicates that migration of clay may be deter­
mined by soil reaction which is relatively high in all of the 
group of soils considered in this study. 
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There is apparently a relationship between the amotmt of 
organic matter accumulated and the amount of clay formed, 
higher organic matter production and prairie species being 
associated with greater clay production* Hence, it would 
appear logical to predict that the soils developed under tall 
grass prairie vegetation on the fresh young glacial moraine 
should have the properties that they have, namely, a thick, 
dark colored surface, high in organic matter and higher in 
clay than the underlying horizon. Also, It is to be expected 
that the swampy areas with their ranker growth of vegetation 
and slower decomposition should be highest in organic matter 
and in clay. 
A quantitative measure of this relationship is given In 
the profile analyses collected by Simonson, Rlecken and Smith, 
1952 (59) and presented in Tables 3 and 4. The Clarion loam 
has a maximum of about 26 per cent clay and 3 per cent organic 
matter. The Webster soil has a maximum of about 35 P^x* cent 
clay and 7 per cent organic matter. 
In each of these profiles there is a gradual decrease in 
per cent clay with depth. There has been clay formation in 
the surface horizons, but no migration or accumulation in the 
subsoils. 
Both profiles contain relatively large amounts of ex­
changeable bases. Per cent base saturation and pH readings, 
however) both indicate that the upper horizons of the Clarion 
Table 3» Physical and Chemical Properties of Clarion Loam 
from Dickinson County, lovra* 
No. 
Depth 
inches 
Hori­
zon 
Sand 
f 
Clay 
f 
Organic 
matter 
% 
Repl. cations 
me/100 gms. 
Ca Mg K H 
Satu­
ration 
% PH 
P97-1 0-4 A 39.0 24,8 3.00 16.7 5.3 0.4 4.3 84 6.1 
2 4-8 A 37.2 26,2 2.48 14.6 4.9 0.3 5.9 77 5.9 
3 8-12 A 40,7 25.5 1.88 13.7 4.8 0.4 5.3 78 5.8 
4 12-16 A 41.9 26.2 1.38 13.3 4.8 0.4 4.3 81 5.8 
5 16-20 B 43.1 25.8 0.92 13.7 5.0 0.4 2.5 88 6.0 
6 20-24 B , • 
7 24-28 B 44.3 18.0 0.53 15.9 5.2 0.4 0.8 • 7.4 
8 28-32 C 39.8 20.9 — - — 7.9 
9 32-36 C 38.0 17.9 • 37.2 4.3 0.4 — - 8.1 
10 36-40 C 36.7 17.9 aw - - - - 7.9 
11 40-44 C 37.4 17.5 4.3 0.3 7.9 
12 44-48 C 37.0 17.4 — — - — 7.9 
13 48-52 C 39.5 17.0 — — 4.7 0.3 - — 8.0 
14 52-56 C 39.0 16.8 - - - — — 8.0 
15 56-60 C 40.0 17.0 - - 4.0 0.3 - - 7.9 
*Data from "l^derstanding lora Soils'* by Simonson, R. W., Rlecken, F. F., and 
Smith, G. D. Wn, C. Btoto, Co., Pub., Dubuque, Iowa. 1952. Page 117, 
Table 4. Physical and Chemical Properties of Webster Sllty Clay Loam 
from Humboldt County, Iowa* 
No. 
Depth 
Inches 
Hori­
zon 
Sand 
% 
Silt 
% 
Clay 
% 
Organic 
matter 
% 
Fepl. cations -
me/100 gms. 
Ca Hg K H 
Satu­
ration 
% PH 
46519 0-8 A 26.7 39.1 34.2 7.1 32.2 7.7 .3 2.9 93 7.4 
20 8-12 A 27.8 38.5 33.7 6.4 29.8 7.9 .4 3.5 92 7.1 
21 13-17 A 29.6 35.6 34.8 3.3 22.9 7.1 .4 4.0 88 6.5 
22 17-21 B 33.0 33.0 34.0 1.9 20.3 6.0 .3 4.0 87 6.7 
23 21-26 B 38.0 30.3 31.7 0.9 19.0 6.4 .3 3.0 90 6.8 
24 26-31 C 40.1 31.8 28.1 0.5 26.8 5.9 .3 0.4 99 7.7 
31-37 C 40.2 35.6 24.2 0.3 28.5 4.6 .2 0.0 100 8.0 
26 37-43 C 36.7 39.3 24.0 0.1 28.7 4.6 .3 0.0 100 8.0 
27 43-50 C 36.2 39.2 24.6 0.1 29.2 4.5 .3 0.0 100 8.0 
28 50-60 C 39.9 35.8 24.3 0.1 27.2 4.7 .2 0.0 100 8.0 
•Data from "Understanding low Soils" by Slraonson, R. W,, Rlecken, F. F,, and 
Smith, G. D, Wm. C. Browi, Co., Pub., Dubuque, Iowa. 1952. Page 120. 
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profile are slightly more highly leached than are correspond­
ing horizons in the V/ebster profile. 
The exchange capacity of clay in these soils is very high. 
The exchange capacity of the 24- to 28-lnch horizon in the 
Clarion profile is 1?4, and of the ?1- to 24-inch horizon of 
the Vebster soil is 90 milllequivalents per 100 grams of clay. 
As the organic matter level is low at these depths (0*53 per 
cent and 0.9 per cent respectively) it could make only a small 
contribution to the exchange capacity. This high exchange 
capacity is strong evidence, according to Uarshallf 1949 (34), 
that the clays are of the montmorlllonlte or expanding lattice 
group. 
e. Drainage or topography. When the early settlers came 
out on the prairie areas they found a treeless expanse of 
country with numerous small, well drained rises and equally 
niunerous swampy areas, many of which were lakes at least dur­
ing rainy seasons. The proportion and size of the well drained 
and swampy areas varied widely, but on many 40- or even 10-acre 
tracts the entire range of drainage conditions, from exces­
sively drained to swampy, was encountered. 
The differences in drainage conditions under which the 
soils developed, coupled with the associated difference in 
quantity and type of vegetative growth, account for most of 
the soil differences that are recognized in soil classifica­
tion work in this area. 
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The normal drainage sequence Is outlined beloiri 
Topography 
Moderately steep to steep. 
Slopes of 6 to 20 per cent 
or more. 
Gently to moderately slop­
ing. Slopes of 2 to 6 
per cent. 
Nearly level to gently 
sloping. 
Nearly level to level. 
Depresslonal. 
Nearly level (probable 
lake shore areas). 
Natural Drainage 
Good to excessive 
Sol,?, Typ^ 
Storden loam 
Good to moderately Clarion loam 
good 
Imperfect 
Poor 
Very poor 
Poor 
Nicollet loam 
Webster silty 
clay loam 
Glencoe silty 
clay loam 
Harpster silty 
clay loam 
2. Morphology of the major soils of the Clarion-Webster soil 
fitSS. 
The Storden soil is essentially the unaltered parent 
material which has been kept exposed at the surface by geolo­
gical erosion. The Clarion loam has a dark colored zone of 
organic matter accumulation ivhich normally extends about 6 to 
10 Inches deep. This dark colored surface horizon is under­
lain by from 8 to 24 or more inches of a broim, well oxidized 
upper subsoil (B horizon) that is leached free of carbonates. 
This subsoil horizon has a distinctly different structure than 
either the surface or parent material, but as is shown by the 
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analyses in Table 3 there is no distinct textural profile de­
velopment. 
Nicollet loam has a thicker and darker surface than the 
Clarion loam and the subsoil Is Imperfectly oxidized, indica­
tive of the poorer drainage conditions under uhlch it deve­
loped, Depth of leaching on the Nicollet soils varies from 
about 20 to 48 inches and averages about 36 inches* 
The Webster soils have more clay in the surface than any 
of the soils previously discussed. The surface soil is thicker 
and darker and the subsoil is domlnantly gray, Indicating the 
reducing conditions under which the soil developed. Depth of 
leaching varies widely. Some areas are leached to depths of 
48 inches and others are calcareous at the surface. These 
areas which are calcareous at the surface are commonly separ­
ated as a separate phase. Where the lime content is except­
ionally high, a separate soil, the Harpster series, is recog­
nized. On the Harpster soils the siu'face is somewhat fluffy 
or spongy, and on drying, the niimerous snail shell fragments 
in it give the soil surface a gray appearance* 
In the small, closed depressions the Glencoe soils are 
found. These soils, which have been formed imder extremely 
poor drainage conditions, commonly have from 30 to 40 inches 
of black siirface and a gray subsoil that is commonly leached 
of lime to a depth of 4 feet or more. 
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Of these six soil series, Storden, Clarion, Nicollet, 
Webster, Harpster and Glencoe, that make up the drainage 
sequence, the Clarion, Nicollet and Webster soils occup7 the 
bulk of most areas. One other soil series, Bolfe, which oc" 
cuples very limited areas Is apparently also a member of the 
drainage sequence. This soil which occurs on small, nearly 
level, high areas has a moderately dark surface and a gray 
subsurface horizon which commonly extends to a depth of 18 to 
28 Inches. The subsoil Is distinctly heavier In texture than 
the surface horizons and Is highly mottled. This soil Is com­
monly leached free of carbonates to a depth of 4 or more feet. 
Other soil series that occupy limited areas result from 
textiural differences In the parent material. The Lakevllle 
series are formed on knobs of gravelly outwash which commonly 
rise 10 to 30 feet above the surrounding plain. These soils 
have shallow surfaces and are calcareous within a few Inches 
of the surface. Dickinson and Thurman soils are formed from 
sandy materials. 
All of these soil series occur over a range of conditions 
and blend or merge one into the other. An attempt at present­
ing the range of conditions over which the soil series occur is 
given in Table where the range of various indlvidtial soil 
properties are outlined. 
Table 5> Ranges of Individual Soil Properties 
Storden 
loa" 
Clarion 
loam 
Nicollet 
loam 
?^ebster sllty 
clay loam 
Glencoe 
sllty clay 
Harpster 
loam 
Color 
Texture 
Thickness 
Consistence 
Structure 
Reaction 
Color 
Texture 
Thickness 
Consistence 
Structure 
Reaction 
lOYR 4. 
to 3. 
Loam 
0 to 6" 
Friable 
Weak 
crumb 
Calcare* 
ous 
lOTR 6/6 
to 4/3 
Loam 
0 to 4" 
Friable 
Structure­
less to 
coarse 
granular 
Calcare­
ous 
lOIR 3.5/2 
to 2,5/2 
Loam 
4 to 10" 
Mellow 
Moderate 
granular 
Slightly 
acid 
105R 4/3 
to 4/2 
Loam 
3 to 30" 
Friable to 
mod.plastic 
Weak coarse 
granular to 
moderate 
developed 
Sll|htly 
acid 
Surface horizon 
lOYR 2.5/2 
to 2/1.r 
Loam to 
sllty clay 
loam 
8 to 14" 
Moderately 
plastic 
Well dev. 
granular 
Slightly 
acid 
loffi 2/1.5 
to 2/1 
Sllty clay 
loam to 
sllty clay 
12 to 20" 
Moderately 
plastic 
Well dev. 
graniilar 
Slightly 
acid to 
calcareous 
Subsoil (B) 
lOIR 4/2 to 2.5y 4/4.5 
2.51 4/1.5 to 4/1 
Lora to sllty Sllty clay 
clay loam loam 
10 to 30" 10 to 30" 
Mod.plastic Plastic to 
to plastic very plastic 
lOm 2/1 lOYR 2/1 
Sllty clay 
18 to 30" 
Plastic 
Moderate 
granular 
Slightly 
acid 
Loam to sllty 
clay loam 
10 to 16" 
Mellow 
"(fluffy)" 
Crumb 
Calcareous 
Mod. deve­
loped to 
medium 
blocky 
Sll|htly 
Vreak blocky 
to massive 
Slightly 
acid to 
calcareous 
2.5Y 4/1 
to 3/1 
Sllty clay 
loam 
5 to 30" 
Very 
plastic 
Weak block 
to massive 
Slightly 
acid to 
calcareous 
(VJ 
w 
2^jy 4/1.5 to 
Loam to sllty 
clay loam 
10 to 20" 
Moderate 
plastic 
Mod. developed 
blocky 
Calcareous 
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3* Agronomic Implications of morphological characteristics 
We have discussed the probable action of parent material, 
climate, vegetation, drainage and time in forming the soils of 
the Clarion-Webster area. These factors were responsible for 
the soils having the properties described. These properties 
in turn identify the conditions under which the soils developed. 
The conditions under which the soils now exist are, however, 
considerably different than those under which they developed. 
The prairie is gone and the swamps are mostly drained. Fer­
tilizers and lime may have essentially altered the mineral 
content of the upper horizons. Tlie only thing unaltered by 
man is texture, climate, which apparently has been quite vari­
able in the past, and time, which is a very dynamic factor. 
The bright colors of the Clarion subsoil, which indicate 
good drainage or oxidation, still should indicate these same 
properties. The gray subsoil colors of the Webster soils, which 
indicate the poor drainage conditions under which the soil 
developed, are not necessarily indicative of present condi­
tions. Where the land has been tiled, as most of it has been, 
subsoil drainage and oxidation may be ample for crop growth. 
Thus this soil, which under its natural habitat may have been 
totally unsuited for crop production, may now be a very suit­
able soil for this use. 
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In light of our present knoivledge of grooving the common 
crops of the area* such as corn, oats, soybeans, and mixed 
meadows, it is important to ask what soil properties may be 
most important for sustained, high level, economic production* 
Plant growth is governed by the supply of oxygen, water, 
warmth, carbon dioxide, sunlight, and some 14 elements. The 
following table taken from page 2 of "Himger Signs in Crops" 
(54) furnishes a list of the "raw materials" needed for pro­
ducing a 100-bushel corn crop. This table also indicates the 
magnitude of the quantity needed. 
Table 6. Kinds and Approximate Amounts of Raw Materials 
Used Per Acre by Corn Plants Producing at the 
Bate of 100 Bushels Per Acre 
Substance Chemical symbol Pounds per acre 
Water HoO 
Oxygen O2 
Carbon C 
Nitrogen N 
Phosphorus P 
Potassium K 
Sulfur S 
Magnesium Mg 
Calcium Ca 
&on Fe 
Manganese Mh 
Boron B 
Chlorine C l  
Iodine 
Zinc Zn 
Copper Cu 
Molybdenum* Mo 
•Not listed in "Huni 
by Russell, 1950 ( 1  
4,300,000 to 5,500,000 
6,800 
5«200 carbon or 19*000 CO9 
130 
22 
110 
22 
33 
37 
2 
0.3 
0.06 
Trace 
Trace 
Trace 
Trace 
Trace 
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It Is readily apparent that water Is needed In far great­
er total quantity than all other substances combined. Water, 
oxygen and carbon make up most of the bulk. Next in quantity 
come nitrogen, potassium, calcium, magnesliun, phosphorus and 
sulfur and Iron. %ese elements are needed In magnitudes of 
pounds per acre. While all of the other elements listed are 
essential for crop growth, the amounts needed are measured In 
ounces per acre. 
Oxygen, which makes up about 20 per cent of the atmosphere, 
Is seldom limiting so far as the above ground parts of plants 
are concerned. Boots, however, also require oxygen, and the 
supply In the soil can, and frequently does, severely limit 
crop growth. 
Water, which Is used in extremely large quantities, is 
commonly taken up almost entirely from the soil. The supply 
of soil water therefore is of great importance in plant growth. 
lAnless the land is irrigated, which is not commonly done in 
the area of Clarion and Webster soils, the total supply of 
water is determined by the amount of precipitation. For this 
precipitation to be useful to plants, it must filter into the 
soil and remain there until picked up by the plant roots. Also, 
if too much water remains in the soil, oxygen is excluded and 
the plant roots smother. If an outlet is available, water 
moves through the Clarion-Webster group of soils rapidly 
enoTigh so that oxygen starvation seldom occurs on naturally 
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or adequately artificially drained land. After a rain, ?rater 
moves dovm through the soil until the larger pores are open 
to the air, but the small pores are still filled with vrater. 
At this point Mvater is held by the small capillaries against 
gravity. Plant roots can use water down to the wilting point 
of the plant at which point the plant roots, as discussed by 
Russell, 1950 (51)} exert a pull equal to about 15 atmospheres 
or 222 pounds per square inch. 
The water-holding capacity of a soil is the difference 
between the field capacity and the wilting percentage. The 
moisture equivalent, which is somewhat more easily measured, is 
commonly used in place of the field capacity. 
The rate and amount of water uptake and the water-holding 
capacity are very important soil properties so far as plant 
growth Is concerned. 
Soil differences that result in differences in water rela­
tionships might be expected to be reflected in yield differ­
ences. Water-holding capacity measurements of the soils being 
considered in this study have been made and will be discussed 
In a later section. 
The total quantity of warmth and of sunlight is the same 
for any one area, but Is not necessarily the same throughout 
the entire Clarion-Webster soil area. As the Cleorion-Webster 
soil area extends some 300 miles north and south, there is an 
appreciable difference in total warmth received and in length 
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of growing season ivlthln the soli area. Local variations In 
soil temperatures probably result from moisture differences, 
but no data for the various soil types are available. 
Chemical analyses of the parent material or soils give 
some general clues as to the supply of the various nutrients 
present. Brown, in 1920 (13)» reported an average of 1395 
pounds of phosphorus, 28,742 pounds of potassium and 18,975 
pounds of calcium in the surface 6 2/3 Inches of soils on the 
late Wisconsin till plain. The amounts of nutrients available 
to plants are related only in a very general way to the total 
supply In the soil. Fairly reliable chemical methods have 
been developed to measure the available supplies of the nutri­
ents which are needed In fairly large amounts. These analyses 
have been made. The methods used are described and the results 
discussed in later sections. 
4. Field studies of cropping systems 
Systematic field studies of the effects of different 
crops and soil treatments on crop yields and soil properties 
were started over a hundred years ago. At Rothamsted in Eng­
land, various cropping systems have been under study since 
1843 (51)* In mldwestern Uhlted States the Morrow plots have 
been In continuous operation at the University of Illinois 
for over 60 years (5)» Sanborn Field was started at the Iftii-
versity of Missouri in 1886 (62). 
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These older experimental plots have furnished a great 
deal of agronomic information. On soils of relatively low 
original fertility it has been found by Bartholomew, 1950, in 
Arkansas (4)| Smith, 1939) In Missouri (62); and in Ohio, 
1951 (25) that rotations alone do not maintain crop yields, 
but rotations do maintain crop yields at a higher level than 
continuous grain cropping. On the more highly fertile soils, 
as reported by Bauer, 1952, in Illinois (5); or Brage, Thomp­
son and Caldwell, 1951, in Minnesota (8), rotations containing 
a legume meadow have approximately maintained yields, but in 
most cases manure or fertilizer treatments have increased 
yields. 
One of the greatest values of the older rotations plots 
has been in furnishing information as to soil changes. Inter­
est has centered on changes in organic matter, or carbon and 
nitrogen,and in soil structure changes. It has been fotoid by 
Salter and Green, 1933» in Ohio (53)? by Uiller, 1947, in 
Missouri (38), as well as by numerous other workers, that 
there is a marked reduction in carbon and nitrogen with time 
when the land is used for grain crops. There is a less rapid 
reduction in these constituents when grain crops are grown in 
a rotation with legume meadow. 
Work of IKllson, Glsh and Browning, 19A5 (72) and of Van 
Bavel, 1951 (68) among others. Indicate that soil structure 
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tends to decline xsnder grain farming and to be improved under 
meadoTT crops. 
The existing rotation experiments at the Agronomy Farm 
at AmeS) loway vere preceded by at least two other rotation 
experiments. A comparison of continuous corn,irith a corn-
corn-oat-meadow rotation that was In operation from i906 to 
1915? was reported on by Stevenson, Brown and Forman in 1915 
(66). The results of a comparison of continuous corn, various 
two-year rotations and a corn-oats-meadow rotation, which was 
carried on from 1907 to 1913?are reported by Stevenson and 
Brown in 1916 (65). 
The rotation experiments established in 1915 have fur­
nished data for a number of publications. Brown in 1920 (13) 
reported on the results of these experiments. In 19^6, 
Stevenson, Brown and Forman (67) summarized the first 10-year 
results. At that tir.e the corn-oats-meadow rotation appeared 
to be the most profitable. 
In 1937, Smith, Brown and Russell (60) published the 
results of a study of the effect of organic matter on the in­
filtration capacity of Clarion loam. They found infiltration 
high on all treatments studied in the four year rotation, but 
found that it was higher on the manured than on the untreated 
plots. 
Peevy, Smith and Brown, 1940 (44) made an intensive study 
of organic matter, nitrogen relationships. In this same year -
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1940 - Pierre and Englehorn (46) reported that the phosphate 
content of corn on the rotation plots was 30 per cent higher 
on the maniired than on the untreated plots* 
In 1945» Cheney and Englehorn (14) report some organic 
matter trends from the different soil treatments and rota­
tions. They found a much more rapid decline In organic matter 
on the imtreated plots than on those that had received manure. 
A companion article by Pierre and Browning, 1945 (45) reports 
a slower decline in organic matter In the 5-year rotation than 
In any of the others. 
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III. DESCRIPTION OF ROTATION EXPERIMENTS 
A. Soils 
Soils on Uie rotation experiments have been mapped in 
detail. The map is presented on page 41. A ivide range of 
soil conditions are represented. Clarion, Nicollet, Y/ebster, 
calcareous phase Webster, Glencoe, Harpster, Lakeville, and 
Rolfe soils all occur. 1^'hlle this wide diversity of soil 
conditions makes evaluations of the effects of different soil 
treatments and different rotations much more difficult than 
they iwould be on a uniform soil area, they do make possible 
some very interesting studies of the yield differences on the 
different soils. From this standpoint it is unfortunate that 
there are not larger areas of the Lakeville and Bolfe soils 
each of which occupies only a part of one plot. There are 
fairly adequate samples of plots with Clarion loam; Nicollet 
loam; Webster silty clay loam; V/ebster silty clay loam, cal­
careous phase; and three plots with appreciable quantities of 
Harpster silty clay loam. Detailed profile descriptions of 
the various soil types followz 
Clarion loam 
Location! Plot 1300, 30 feet from west end of plot, 
4-year rotation experiment. Agronomy Farm, 
Ames, Iowa. 
Topographyt Gently sloping, 1^- to 2 per cent slope to 
south. 
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Cover t Plowed field. 
Moisture: Surface horizons very dry» 
Sampled byi W. D. Shrader, November 10, 1952* 
Profile description: 
AP 0-8 inches Very dark grayish-brown (lOYR 
3/2, dry) to very dark brown 
(lOTO 2.5/2, moist) friable 
loam with a well developed 
medium granular structure. 
A. 8-10 inches Dark grayish-brown (lOIR 4/2 
^ to 4/1.5, dry) to very dark 
grayish-brown (lOYR 3/2, moist) 
slightly hard loam with a well 
developed coarse, granular to 
fine blocky structure. 
A^-Bi 10-18 inches Dark grayish-brown (lOlER 4/2, 
dry) to very dark grayish-
brown (lOlR 3/2, moist) loam. 
Slightly hard when dry with a 
well developed fine blocky 
structure. Vhen moist the soil 
is friable and breaks down into 
a medium granular structure. 
Bj, 18-24 inches Dark grayish-brown (lOYR 4/2, 
dry) to dark brown (lOYR 4/3, 
dry) to dark brown (lOlR 4/2. 
moist) heavy loam. This hori­
zon is moderately hard when dry 
but friable when moist. It has 
a moderately developed medium 
nuciform or subangular blocky 
structure. The surfaces of the 
structure aggregates are slight­
ly darker than the soil mass. 
Bo 24-32 inches Brown (lOYR 4.5/3» <3ry) to dark 
brown (lOXR 4/3, moist) slightly 
hard when dry to friable when 
moist loam with a weakly deve­
loped medium subangular struct­
ure. 
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32-38 Inches Btoto (lOYB 4/3. dry) or moist 
friable loam ivith moderately 
developed medium subangular 
structure. 
38-46 inches Light yellowish-browi (lOYR 
6/4) and pale brown (lOYR 6/3) 
friable calcareous loam. 
Glencoe silty clay loam: 
LocationI The northeast corner of plot 1213 in the 4-
year rotation experiment, Agronomy Farm, Ames 
Iowa. 
Topography t Slightly depressional. 
per cent. 
Slope less than 1 
Moisture: Surface 12 inches dry, rest of profile moist. 
Remarks: This very small area is not typical of most 
Glencoe soils in that it is calcareous at the 
surface. In color, texture and depth of sur­
face horizons it is, however, closer in appear 
ance to Glencoe silty clay loam than to any 
other existing series. 
Sampled by: W. D. Shrader, November 11, 19^2. 
Profile description: 
Ap 8-0 inches 
A. 8-14 inches 
Black (lOXR 2/1, dry or moist) 
slightly hard when dry "heavy" 
silty clay loam with a well 
developed medium to coarse 
granular structure. 
Black (loro 2/1, dry or moist) 
hard when dry, pastic when 
moist, silty clay loam to silty 
clay with a well developed 
coarse granular structure, 
14-28 inches Black (lOSB 2/1, dry or moist) 
silty clay that is hard when 
dry and very plastic when moist 
with a weakly developed fine 
blocky structure. 
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B, 91 
B, 92 
28-34 Inches 
34-40 Inches 
Very dark gray (lOXR 3/1, dry 
or moist) nearly massive sllty 
clay that is hard when dry and 
very plastic trhen moist. 
Dark gray (5* 4/1, dry) to very 
dark gray (lOYR 3/1> moist) 
v)lth some mottlings of olive 
(5X 3/1) very plastic light 
silty clay. 
Harpster silty clay loamt 
Location: Near southeast corner of plot 1315?in 4-year 
rotation experiment, Agronomy Farm, Ames, lov/a. 
Topography: Nearly level, but at a slightly higher ele­
vation than the area to the north. 
Cover t Plowed. 
Moisture: Surface 10 Inches dry, rest of profile moist. 
Sampled hy: W. D. Shrader, November 9f 195^* 
Profile description: 
Ap 0-8 Inches 
A. 8-10 Inches 
10-14 Inches 
14-18 Inches 
Very dark gray (lOYR 3/1* dry) 
to black (lOYR 2/1, moist) fri­
able sllty clay loam with a 
well developed fine granular 
structure, calcareous. 
Very dark gray (lOlER 3»5/l> <3ry) 
to black (lOXR 2/1, moist) mod­
erately hard or plastic sllty 
clay loam with a well developed 
coarse granular structure, cal­
careous • 
Dark gray (lOYR 4/lj dry) to 
very dark gray (lOw 3/1. moist) 
moderately hard or plastic sllty 
clay loam with a well developed 
coarse granular structure. Cal­
careous . 
Dark gray (lOIE 4/1, dry) to 
very dark gray (lOXR 3/1> moist) 
friable to moderately plastic 
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sllty clay loam with a well 
developed coarse granular 
structure. Calcareous In re­
action. 
Bg 18-22 Inches Colors similar to above but 
structure particles somewhat 
larger. Calcareous. 
22-28 Inches Gray (10® 5/1» dry or moist) 
moderately hard or plastic sllty 
clay loam with a well developed 
fine blocky structure. Frag­
ments of snail shells very num­
erous . 
28-34 inches Mottled grayish-brown and dark 
grayish-brown (2.5Y 5/2 and 4/2) 
highly calcareous heavy loam. 
Massive structure. 
Olive gray (5Y 5/2) highly cal­
careous loam. 
34-40 inches 
Lakevllle gravelly loami 
Locationt Plot 912, 5-y®ar rotation experiment, Agronomy 
Farm, Ames, Iowa. 
Topography! Gently sloping, 3 per cent slope to north. 
Cover I Plowed. 
Moisturet Entire profile moist. 
Sampled byt W. D. Shrader, May 2, 1953* 
Profile description: 
Ap 0-8 inches 
B 8-12 inches 
Dark brown to very dark grayish-
brown (lOXR 4/3 to 3/2, moist) 
very friable moderately gravelly 
loam with a moderately developed 
fine granular structure. 
Dark brown to brown (lOlSR 4/3 
to 5/3J moist) friable gravelly 
loam with a moderately developed 
coarse granular structure. 
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12-30 Inches Light yellowlsh-broim (IGYR 6/4 
moist) friable gravelly loam, 
calcareous in reaction. 
Nicollet loamI 
LocationI Plot 1335 about 30 feet from corner, from 4-
year rotation experiment. Agronomy Farm, Ames 
Iowa. 
Topographyi On a slight rise or a slope of about 1 to 
If per cent. 
Covert Plowed field. 
Moisture: Surface 12 Inches dry, rest of profile moist. 
Sampled byt W. D. Shrader, November 10, 1952. 
Profile description! 
Ap 0-8 Inches Very dark gray (lOYR 3/1» dry) 
to very dark broim (lOXR 2/2, 
moist) friable loam with a well 
developed fine granular struct­
ure. 
'12 6-12 Inches Very dark grayish-brown (lOYR 3/2, dry) to very dark brown 
(lOxR 2/2, moist) friable loam 
with a well developed medium 
granular structure. 
A3-B1 12-18 Inches 
B 1-2 18-26 Inches 
Very dark grayish-brown (lO'SB 
3/2, dry) to slightly darker 
very dark grayish-brown (lOYR 
2.5/2, moist) slightly hard 
loam with a well developed 
coarse granular to fine blocky 
structure. 
Very dark grayish-brown (10!CR 
3/2, dry or moist) slightly 
hard heavy loam with a moderate 
ly developed medium subangular 
blocky structure. 
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Bolfe loamt 
Location! IWest end of plot 919) in the rotation 
experiment, Agronomy Farm, Ames, lovra. 
Topography: Nearly level, slope 1^ per cent. 
Moisture I Entire profile moist. 
Sampled byt W. D. Shrader, November 18, 1952* 
Profile description: 
Ap 0-8 inches Very dark gray (lOYR 3/1, 
moist) friable loam ivith a 
freakly developed medium granu­
lar structure. 
'21 8-14 inches 
'22 14-22 inches 
B, 22-26 inches 
Dark gray (lOYR 3/1> moist) 
friable loam ifith a weakly de­
veloped coarse granular to 
coarse platy structure. The 
structure faces are coated vith 
gray (lOXR 4/1). 
Dark gray (lOYR 3/1), gray (lOYR 
4/1) and light brofinlsh-gray 
(2.57 6/2) mottled loam rrith a 
vreakly developed coarse blocky 
to platy structm-e. 
Dark gray (2.5r 3/1 or lOXR 3/1) 
gray (lOXB 5/1) and yellovrish-
brown (2.5^ 5/2) mottled mod­
erately plastic clay loamidth a 
weakly developed fine blocky 
structure. 
Dark gray (2,5Y 3/1)» dark gray-
ish-bronn (2.5? 3/2) and gray 
(lOYR 5/1) mottled very plastic 
"heavy" clay loam to silty clay. 
This horizon has a moderately 
developed medium blocky struct­
ure. 
3+-^ inches Light olive brown (2.52f 5/4-), 
dark olive gray (5Y 3/2) and 
gray (10?R 5/0 mottled clay 
B, 26-34 Inches 
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40 - Inches 
Webster sllty clay loami 
loam with a weakly developed 
coarse to medium granular 
structure. 
Ught olive broTOi (2.5r 5/4), 
yellowish-brown (lOYR 5/4) and 
gray (lOYR 5/1) mottled calcare­
ous loam. 
Location! About 20 feet from west edge and near center 
of plot 1305j in the 4-year rotation experi­
ment, Agronomy Farm, Ames, Iowa. 
Topography: Nearly level. Slope less than I per cent. 
Cover t Plowed field. 
Ifbisturei Surface 14 inches dry, rest of profile moist, 
Sampled byt W. D. Shrader, November 11, 1952. 
Profile description: 
Ap 0-8 Inches 
8-14 Inches 
B gl 14-18 inches 
Bg2 18-23 inches 
Black (lOYR 2/1, dry or moist) 
slightly hard when dry silty 
clay loam with a well developed 
medium to coarse granular 
structure. 
Black (lOYR 2/1, dry or moist) 
hard when dry, plastic when 
moist silty clay loam with a 
well developed coarse granular 
structure. 
Very dark gray (lOYR 3/1» <3ry or 
moist) hard when dry, plastic 
when moist, silty clay loam with 
a moderately developed fine 
blocky structure. 
Dark gray (lOXR 4/^ dry) to 
very dark gray (lOYK 3/l| moist) 
hard when dry, plastic when 
moist, silty clay loam with a 
moderately developed medium 
blocky structure. 
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23-30 inches 
30-36 inches 
36-42 inches 
42-46 inches 
Olive gray (JY 4/2, dry or 
moist) mottled vith dark gray 
(5* 4A. dry or moist) and 
olive 5/3) hard or plastic 
silty clay loam. Massive 
structure. 
Colors about as in 23 to 30 
inch horizon but a little more 
olive. Texture not quite as 
fine as above. 
Light broimlsh-gray (2.5^ 6/2) 
slightly hard or plastic loam. 
Similar to above horizon but 
amount of sand and fine gravel 
is slightly greater. 
Webster silty clay loam, calcareous phases 
Location: Plot I3IO from 4-year rotation experiment, 
Agronomy Farm, Ames, lovra. 
Topographyi Nearly level, slope less than 1 per cent. 
Cover t Plowed field. 
Moisture: Surface 10 inches dry, rest of profile moist. 
Sampled by: W. D. Shrader, November 12, 1952. 
Profile description: 
Ap 0-8 Inches 
A^ 8-10 Inches 
10-16 inches 
Black (lOYR 2/1, dry or moist) 
friable calcareous silty clay 
loam ivith a irell developed fine 
granular structure. 
Same as above. 
Dark gray to very dark gray 
(lOYR 4/1 to 3/1, dry) to black 
(lOXR 2/1, moist) moderately 
hard or plastic calcareous 
silty clay loam irlth a well 
developed coarse granular 
structure. 
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Bq 16-24 inches Gray to dark gray (lOXR 5/1 to 
^ 4/1, dry or moist) hard or 
plastic calcareous silty clay 
loam. 
P4-36 inches Olive gray and dark gray (5^ 
4/2 to 4/1, dry or moist) hard 
or plastic calcareous silty 
clay loam. 
36-42 inches Light bro)waish-gray 
6/2) slightly hard or plastic 
calcareous loam. 
B. Experimental Design 
The rotation experiments consist of 186 separate plots. 
Five different rotations are folloired. They are as folloivst 
1. One-year rotation, continuous corn. There are two 
cheek plots and three different fertility treatments. 
2. Two-year rotation, corn-oats. On each range there 
are ti»o check plots and four different fertility 
treatments. 
3. Three-year rotation, corn-oats-meadovi. Fertility 
treatments are the same as in the 2-year rotation. 
4. Four-year rotation, corn-corn-oats-meadoi». There are 
six check plots and 18 different fertility treat­
ments in each range. 
5. Five-year rotation, corn-corn-oats-meadovt-meadov. 
There are three check plots and eight different fer­
tility treatments in each range. 
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ROTATION EXPERIMENT 
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Figure 2, Soil Hap and Plot Layout on the 
Rotation Experiment, Agronomy Farm, Ames, Iowa 
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The different rotations are laid out In blocks or ranges. 
Each crop of each of the five rotations Is growti each year. 
The different crops in the rotations are groim on continuous 
areas which are subdivided for the various treatments. The 
treatments, plots and blocks are arranged systematically and 
are not replicated. On any one range,each crop appears once 
in the rotation. Thus, on the continuous corn rotation every 
crop is groim each year, but on the ^-year rotation each crop 
appears on the same range only once every 5 years. 
Treatments are listed by plot numbers in the following 
table. As It Is more convenient to use abbreviations or sym­
bols for the treatments in many of the following tables, the 
standard symbols used throughout this report are also shown 
In this table. 
Yields on the different plots are quite variable. The 
most probable sources of variation would appear to result from 
differences in rotations, soils, treatments, and seasons. 
Since every crop with all different treatments is grown 
each year, it would be possible to use long time average 
yields to measure the effects of the different treatments and 
rotations on a uniform soil area. Soils on this experiment 
are, however, not uniform. The relatively large numbers of 
check plots were incorporated in the original experimental 
design, apparently, in an effort to furnish reliable base 
points for making treatment coid rotation comparisons. This 
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Table ?• Treatments on the Different Rotations. 
Agronomy Farm, Ames, lova. 
Plot no. Treatment 
1. Continuous corn 
906 Check plot. No treatment Ck 
907 lianure applied once every 4- years U 
at the rate of 2 tons per acre 
per year. « 
908 Manure as above plus lime as needed. M—>L 
909 Crop residue plus lime as needed. L 
910 Check plot. No treatment. Ck 
805 & 811 Cheek plot. No treatment. Ck 
806 db 812 Manure as above plus lime as needed. M—L 
807 & 813 Manure as above plus lime plus M — L —RP 
rock phosphate at the rate of 500 
pounds per acre on the corn crop. 
808 dk 814 Crop residues plus lime. L 
809 & 815 Crop residues plus lime plus rock L-RP 
phosphate. 
810 A 816 Cheek plot. No treatment. Ck 
3* Corn-oats-meadoir rotation 
8l7t 8^3) 829 Cheek plot. No treatment. Ck 
818, 824) 830 Manure applied once every 3 years, M-L 
at the rate of 2 tons per acre per 
year plus lime as needed. 
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Table 7* (Continued) 
Treatment 
symbol Plot no. Treatment 
r 
8l9t 3^5} 331 Manure applied once every 3 years U-L-RP 
at the rate of ? tons per acre per 
year plus lime as needed plus 750 
pounds per acre of rock phosphate 
applied on corn. 
820, 826, 832 Lime as needed. L 
821, 827, 833 I'lme needed plus 750 pounds per L*RP 
acre of rock phosphate applied on 
corn. 
822, 828, 834 Check plot. No treatment. Ck 
4. Corn-corn-oats-meadon rotation 
(The 4-year rotation Is located on ranges 1100, 1200, I300 
and 1400. Plots are numbered from the north to the south, 
the first plot In each range being 0.) 
0 Check plot. No treatment. Ck 
1 8 tons of manure applied once In 8M 
4 years on first-year corn. 
2 2 tons of manure applied annually. 2 x AU 
3 8 tons of manure applied once In 8U-L 
4 years plus lime as needed. 
4 12 tons of manure applied once In 1211- L 
4 years plus lime as needed. 
5 Check plot. No treatment. Ck 
6 16 tons of manure applied once In 16M- L 
4 years plus lime as needed. 
7 20 tons of manure applied once In 20M- L 
4 years plus lime as needed. 
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Table 7. (Continued) 
Plot no. Treatment Treatment symTool 
8 8 tons of manure applied once In 8lf- L-fiP 
4 years plus lime plus rock phos­
phate applied at the rate of 1000 
pounds every 4 years on first-
year corn. 
9 8 tons of manure applied once In 8M- L 
4 years plus lime as needed. 
10 Check plot. No treatment. Ck 
11 8 tons of manure every 4 years 8M-L-P 
plus lime as needed plus 120 pounds 
of 0-20-0 applied on each corn crop 
and on oats. 
12 8 tons of manure every 4 years plus 811-L-RPK 
lime as needed plus rock phosphate 
applied at rate of 1000 pounds per 
acre on first-year corn and 20 
pounds 0-0-60 applied each corn 
crop and on oats. 
13 8 tons of manure every 4 years plus 8M- L -
lime as needed plus 200 pounds 2-12-6 
2-12-6 applied on each corn crop 
and on oats. 
14 8 tons of manure every 4 years plus 8M- L -
lime as needed plus 200 pounds of 2-12-12 
2-12-12 appli<3d on each corn crop 
and on oats. 
15 Check plot. No treatment. Ck 
28 Crop residues plus lime as needed Cr- L-RP 
plus rock phosphate applied at the 
rate of 1000 pounds per acre on 
first-year corn. 
29 Crop residue plus lime as needed. Cr-L 
30 Check plot. No treatment. Ck 
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Table 7* (Continued) 
Plot no. Treatment Treatment symbol 
31 Crop residue plus lime as needed Cr-L-P 
plus 120 pounds of 0-20-0 applied 
on each corn crop and on oats. 
32 Crop residues plus lime as needed Cr - L-
plus 200 pounds of 2-12-6 applied 2-12-6 
on each corn crop and on oats. 
33 Crop residues plus line as needed Cr-L-RPK 
plus 1000 poTinds of rock phosphate 
applied on first-year corn plus 
20 pounds of O-O-6O applied on 
each corn crop and on oats. 
34 Crop residues plus lime as needed Cr- L -
plus 200 pounds of 2-12-12 applied 2-12-12 
on each corn crop and on oats. 
35 Check plot. No treatment. Ck 
5. Corn-corn-oats-meadow-meadow rotation 
912, 924, 1000. No treatment. Ck 
1012, 1024 
913» 925» 1001, 10 tons manure every 5 years. M 
1013, 1025 
914, 926, 1002, 
1014, 1026 
10 tons manure every 5 years H-L 
plus lime as needed. 
915i 927, 1003, 10 tons manure every 5 years M-L-RP 
101^, 1027 plus lime plus 1250 pounds rock 
phosphate on first-year corn. 
916. 928, 1004, 10 tons manure every 5 years M-L-P 
lOlo, 1028 plus lime plus 120 pounds of 
917, 929, 1005, 
1017, 1029 
0-20-0 on each corn crop and 
240 pounds on oats. 
No treatment. Ck 
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Table 7* (Continued) 
Plot no. Treatment 
Treatment 
symbol 
918, 930, 1006, 
1018, 1030 
Crop residue. Cr 
919, 931, 1007, 
1019, 1031 
Crop residue plus lime. 0
 
1 
920. 932, 1008, 
1020, 1032 
Crop residue plus lime plus 
rock phosphate. 
Cr- L-RP 
921, 933, 1009, 
1021, 1033 
Crop residue plus lime plus 
120 pounds of 0-20-0. 
Cr- L-P 
922. 934, 1010, 
1022, 1034 
No treatment. Ck 
nethod Is only partially successful. There are no Webster 
soils, for example, on the 1- and 2-year rotations, and a 
much lovrer proportion of Clarion soils on the 4- than on the 
5-year rotation. 
Held differences due to treatment and rotations are con­
founded vrlth differences due to soil. To properly evaluate 
treatment and rotation effects It Is necessary to evaluate 
the effects of the different soils. By making this evalua­
tion not only are the original objectives of this experiment, 
namely, the evaluation of treatment and rotation effects, 
more nearly met, but additional highly valuable information Is 
acquired concerning differential responses on the various 
soils. 
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other sources of variability that might affect predict­
ions from the results on the rotation experiments are changes 
over time in cultural practices and in seed. While cultural 
practices and seed have been kept uniform in any one year, 
there have been some changes with time. 
The possibility exists that differences in past manage­
ment on different portions of the land may have influenced 
yields during the first few years that the experiment was run. 
A study of the data indicates that corn yields during the first 
few years were subject to rather extreme and apparently erratic 
variability. For this reason corn yields for the first 4 
years were not used in this study. As no abnormal variability 
in oat and hay yields were apparent in the early years of the 
experiment, the first 4 years of yields of these crops are 
Included. 
While yield differences have probably resulted from the 
use of different oat varieties and meadow strains, no Informa­
tion is available by which these effects can be evaluated. 
Open pollinated corn was used prior to 193?. Since that 
time hybrid seed corn has been used. Fairly reliable esti­
mates as to the effect of this shift in seed on corn yields 
are available and have been used in adjusting the yields of 
open pollinated corn, thus making yields in the early years of 
the experiment more nearly comparable to those of recent 
years. 
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C. Adjustment of Yields 
1. For hybrid seed corn 
Barger's data, 1948 (2) Indicate that a satisfactory ad­
justment factor Is available for converting yields from open 
pollinated corn to yields from hybrid corn. The following 
adjustment factor, based on Story County results, was usedt 
y s 8.97 0.96 X. 
In this equation Y Is the yield of hybrid corn, and X Is the 
yield of open pollinated corn. This relationship between 
open pollinated and hybrid corn was found to have an *'r" 
value of 0.91 which Is significant at the 1 per cent level. 
All corn yields from open pollinated seed have been ad-
Justed by the factor given above. 
2. For differences between ranees 
The continuous corn plots are all In the same range and 
In the same sequence of years. No adjustment of yields aside 
frcm adjustments for hybrid seed is necessary. 
There is a wide difference between ranges in the 2-year 
corn-oats rotation. As there Is no great soil difference on 
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these two ranges, the difference in average yields appears to 
result from seasonal differences. 
In both ranges there is a tendency for the yields to 
increase with Increasing amounts of Nicollet loam when treat­
ments are the same. In range 805 the CN check plot outyielded 
the NC check plot by 2.5 bushels, and in range 811 the check 
plot with 45 per cent Nicollet outyielded the other check, 
which has only 30 per cent Nicollet, by 3 bushels. These dif­
ferences due to soils are, however, very minor when compared 
to the differences resulting from treatment differences and 
differences between ranges. 
An analysis of variance of the mean yield confirms ob­
servations that significant differences exist between both 
treatments and ranges. A summary of results is given in 
Table 8. 
Table 8. Analysis of Variance of Average Corn Yield 
froB the Corn-Oats Rotation 
df SS US F 
Ranges 1 280 280 40»» 
Treatment 5 148 148 21»* 
Remainder 5 35 7 
Total 11 1,057 
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As no pronounced soil differences are present on the tivo 
ranges in the corn-oats rotation, there appears to be no 
reason to adjust the yields between ranges but rather to re­
port the average yields of the two ranges as is done in Table 
8. 
The 3-year corn-oats-meadow rotation presents a somewhat 
different problem concerning the differences between ranges. 
As is shown in Table 9 there is a marked difference between 
soils on the different ranges, but there appears to be no way 
in which comparisons between treatments or soils can be made 
any more exactly by adjusting between ranges. As is shown in 
Table 9) there is no significant difference between the ave-
rage corn yields on the different ranges. This analysis, of 
course, does not eliminate the strong possibility of there 
being compensating differences that arise from the presence 
of the different soils with the experiment. There, however, 
appears to be no way in which the effects of soil type dif­
ferences and treatment differences can be separated. 
A study of the average corn yields for the 4-year, corn-
corn-oats-meadow rotation presented in Table 10 reveals that 
there are obviously wide differences between plots and between 
ranges. Some of the differences between plots within the 
same range appear to be associated with treatment differences 
and others appear to be associated with soil type differences. 
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Table 9* Average Corn Yields In Corn>Oats-Meadow 
Rotation 1919 to 1951. Yields Adjusted for Hybrid Seed 
and Plots Classified as to Soil Types 
Treatment 817-22 
Ranses 
823-28 829-34 Average 
yield Yield SollJ- Yield Soil^ Yield Soil?-
(bu./A) (bu./A) (bu./A) (bu./A) 
Check 58.6 CN 63.8 NC 61.5 N 61.3 
Manure - lime 74.6 CN 78.4 NC 77.6 W 76.9 
Manure > lime - 75.6 CN 80.3 CN 78.5 W 78.1 
rock phosphate 
Lime 69.9 CN 61.9 c 72.9 w 68.2 
Lime - rook 71.2 NC 65.9 C 74.6 w 70.6 
phosphate 
Check 59.9 NO 63.7 MC 65.6 w 63.1 
L.S.D • • 11.6 bu. 
Total 409.8 414.0 430.7 1254.5 
Analysis of Variance of Plot Means 
Source df 
Sum of 
sauares 
Mean « 
SQuares 
Ranges 2 40.74 20.37 N.S. 
Treatment 5 719.84 143.97 12.84»» 
Error 10 112.07 11.21 
Total 17 872.65 
^ * Clarion loam, M s Nicollet loam. H s V.'ebster sllty 
clay loam. The first letter indicates the dominant 
soil on the plot. 
Table 10. Average First-Year Corn Yields for the Period 1919 to 1951 in the 
4-Year Corn-Corn-Oats-Headov Rotation. Yields Adjusted for 
Hybrid Seed and Plots Classified as to Soil Type. 
Ranee Average 
Plot Treatment^ 1100 1200 1300 1400 all 
Yield soir Yield Soil Yield Soil Yield Soil ranges 
(bu./A; (bu./A) (bu./A; (bu./A; 
0 Ok 60.2 C 65.3 N 67.4 C-N 62.5 N-c 63.8 
1 811 76.3 C 73.6 C-N 75.4 N-C 75.0 N-W 75.0 
2 2 X 4M 70.2 C 66.6 C-N 76.0 N-W 73.3 W-N 71.5 
3 8H.L 79.1 C 77.4 C-N 78.2 N-W 74.8 W 77.4 
4 12M-L 78.1 C 81.3 N 84.4 W-N 77.6 W 80.4 
5 Ck 61.1 C-N 70.5 N-W 66.6 W 63.6 N-G 65.4 
6 16H-.L 81.0 N 83.6 W-N 84.0 W 75.6 N-W 81.0 
7 20H-L 83.4 W-N 84.6 W-Wa 85.3 W 74.0 N-W 81.8 
8 8H-L-RP 84.8 W 79.2 Wa-W 83-6 W-Wa 74.0 K-W 80.4 
9 8H-L 84.5 W 77.1 Wa 81.0 Wa-y 75.6 N-W 79.6 
10 Ck 77.1 W 57.4 Wa 58.6 Wa 62.6 W 63.9 
11 8H.L-P 86.3 W-N 75.8 Wa 80.6 Wa 73.6 w 79.0 
12 8M-L -RPK 84.4 N-W 79.8 Wa 80.2 Wa 74.6 w 79.8 
13 8M -L -2-12-6 N-W 76.2 Wa-b 79.3 Wa 73.9 w 78.8 
14 8H - L - 2-12-12 82.6 N-W 73.8 H-Wa 78.0 Wa 75.3 W-N 77.4 
^Detailed descriptions of treatments are given on Pages 44 to 46. 
^C m Clarion loan; N = Nicollet loam; V s Webster sllty clay loam; Va s 
Webster sllty clay locun, calcareous phase; G s Glencoe sllty clay: H « 
Harpster sllty clay loam. The first letter Indicates the dominant soil. 
Table 10. (Covi tinned) 
wange Average 
Plot Treatment! 1100 1200 1^00 1400 all 
Yield Soil^ Yield Soil Yield Soil Yield Soil ranges 
(bu./A) (bu./A) (bu./A) (bu./A) 
15 Ck 64.2 W-N 47.8 H-Wa 54.6 H-Wa 52.8 N-W 54.8 
28 Cr- L -RP 69.2 N-W 60.1 W-Wa 65.2 W-Wa 60.0 Wa 63.6 
29 Cr- L 71.4 N-W 60.4 W-T7a 61.6 Wa 67.6 Wa 65.2 
30 Ck 65.4 N-W 55.8 W-Wa 54.2 H-Wa 64.6 Wa 60.0 
31 Cr- L -P 67.9 N-Wa 65.7 W-N 72.0 Wa-W 62.3 Wa 67.0 
32 Cr- L - 2-12-6 70.0 N-Wa 68.1 W 70.2 Wa-W 65.4 Wa 68.4 
33 Cr- L -RPK 72.4 T.'a-r 62.2 w 72.6 W-Wa 67.0 N 68.6 
34 Cr - L -2-12-12 79.1 Wa-W 70.8 N 76.6 N-W 74.0 N-C 75.1 
35 Ck 62.8 Wa-W 63.6 N 62.2 N-W 61.2 C-N 62.4 
Total 1797.1 1676.7 1747.8 1660.9 
^Detailed descriptions of treatments are given on Pages 44 to 46. 
^ = Clarion loam; N • Nicollet loam; W a Webster silty clay loam; Wa = 
Webster silty clay loan, calcareous phase; G s Glencoe silty clay: H • 
Harpster silty clay loam. The first letter indicates the dominant soil. 
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A detailed study of the yield figures reveals that all 
of the Nicollet and Webster soils that receive 8 tons of man­
ure have about the same corn yield In any one range, regard­
less of the other treatments that they receive. Plots 9, 11, 
12 and 13 In all four ranges occur domlnantly on Webster 
soils, and the average yields on these four plots within any 
one range have a very narrow range. Therefore, these four 
plots are used as a base point for adjusting the yields of 
all the plots so that direct comparisons can be made between 
ranges. There Is no way to make an exact evaluation of the 
accuracy of this adjustment, but at the least It Is more ac­
curate for comparative purposes than Is the unadjusted data. 
The method of calculation of the adjustment factors Is 
given In Table 11, 
The average yields for all ranges which reflect the com­
bined effects of treatment and soil differences are essen­
tially unchanged by this procedure. It Is now possible, how­
ever, to make some progress In sorting out the effects of 
treatment and of soil types on yields. 
Second-year corn yields are adjusted In the same manner 
as are first-year corn yields. The same four plots are used 
to establish a base point, but new adjustment factors are cal­
culated using yields of second-year corn. 
Oat and meadow yields in the 4-year rotation were adjusted 
for differences between ranges in the same manner as was the 
corn. 
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Table 11• Average Yield of First-Year Corn from Plots 
In the Corn-Corn-Oats-Headow Rotation Selected 
for the Calculation of an Adjustment 
Factor Betfreen Ranges 
Yield - bushels per acre 
Plot Treatment Range 
1100 1200 1300 1400 Average 
9 8M - L 84.5 77.1 81.0 75.6 79.6 
11 8M - L - 0-20--0 86.3 75.8 80.6 73.6 79.0 
13 8M - L - RP - K 84.4 79.8 80.2 74.6 79.8 
14 8H - L - 2-12. -6 85.6 76.2 79.3 73.9 78.8 
Average 85.2 77.2 80.2 74.4 79.2 
Adjustment factor 
(79.2 • 1,00) .9295 1.026 .9875 1.0645 
Analysis of Variance 
df Sum of squares 
Mean 
square 
Treatment 
Ranges 
Error 
Total 
3 
3 
9 
15 
2.5 
255.3 
13.7 
271.5 
.8 
85.1 
1.5 
N.S. 
The 5-y®ar rotation appears to have wide yield differ­
ences that result from treatment, soil and seasonal differ­
ences. There does not appear to be any ivay to separate out 
these factors with any accuracy except within ranges. As the 
present rotation has been followed only since 1942 on these 
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plots, some of the average yields are composed of only 1 
year's results. No adjustments are made on these yields. 
The results urill be presented and discussed In the following 
section. 
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IV. METHODS OF INVESTIGATION 
A, Soli Sampling 
A complete set of surface soil samples from all plots in 
the rotation experiment were collected in October) 1950. 
Each of the whole plots was divided into eight subplots for 
sampling purposes, and a composite sample made up of 16 in­
dividual randomly selected samples was taken from each sub­
plot. These composite subplot samples were air dried, crushed, 
mixed thoroughly, sieved through a 10-mesh sieve and stored 
in pint fruit Jars. 
Profile samples of the various soil types were taken 
from pits In 1952 and 1953. 
B. Soil Test Determinations 
Available phosphorus, available potassium and pH were 
determined on all 1950 subplot samples by the methods de­
scribed by Nelson and Heidel, 1946 (40). Nitrate nitrogen 
determinations were made on a portion of these samples by 
the method described by Fltts, 1952 (17). These determina­
tions were made by the Iowa State College Soil Testing Labora­
tory. 
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1. Available phosphorus 
A S'gram sample of soil Is placed In a shaking bottle 
with 35 CO of phosphorus extracting solution which is a 0.03 
N ammonium fluoride solution in 0.02? N hydrochloric acid 
solution /isray No, 1 phosphorus extractant (9)J . The mix­
ture is shaken vigorously for 1 minute and filtered. To the 
filtrate 0,4 cc of molybdate-sulfuric acid reagent is added. 
The molybdate-sulfuric acid reagent is a 9*6 N sulfuric acid 
solution containing 2,5 grams of ammonium molybdate per 100 
cc. 
^fter mixingf 2 drops of a stannous chloride solution is 
added and the filtrate is again shaken. The stannous chloride 
solution is made up of 25 grams of stannous chloride dissolved 
in 100 cc of concentrated hydrochloric acid and diluted to 
1000 cc. 
After standing from 2 to 5 minutes, the Intensity of the 
blue color which develops is read on the photometer which is 
calibrated with standard phosphate solutions, 
2. Available potassium 
A 5-gram soil sample is mixed with 10 cc of a neutral 
sodiion per chlorate solution. The extracting solution is made 
by dissolving 220 grams of sodium perchlorate in 760 cc of 
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distilled water. The mixture is filtered and the filtrate 
cooled to 16^to 20° C. A cooled 2-cc portion of a 50-50 mix­
ture of pure methyl and isopropyl alcohol is mixed with 6 
drops of cobaltlnltrlte solution in a dry adsorption tube. 
The cobaltlnltrlte solution is made according to the proce­
dure outlined by Bray, 1945> In "Photometer method for deter­
mining available potassium in soils'* (10) • 
A ?-ce portion of the soil solution is added with a 
hypodermic sjrrlnge, to assure thorough nixing, to the alcohol 
mixture and the color intensity that results is read on a 
photometer. 
3. ^913, »<?j.djLt?y 
Soil acidity is determined as pH on a 2 to 1 soil water 
mixture with a glass electrode pH meter. 
4. Nitrate nitrogen production 
Nitrate nitrogen production is measured by incubating 
soil samples at 25 per cent moisture and 35° C temperature 
for 2 weeks. Water soluble nitrate nitrogen is washed from 
the samples both at the beginning and at the close of the 
Incubation period and determined colorimetrlcally by the 
phenoldisulfonlc acid method as described by Fitts, 195^ (17)• 
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The difference between Initial and final nitrate nitrogen 
levels Is considered as a measure of the rate of nitrate pro­
duction In the soil. 
C. Total Mtrogen 
Total nitrogen was determined on the soil profile samples 
by the KJeldahl distillation method as described by Black (?)• 
A ^'gram sample of soil is placed in a KJeldahl flask, 
30 ml. of sulfuric acid containing 1 gram of salicylic acid 
Is added, the mixture shaken and allowed to stand for 30 min­
utes. A ^'gram portion of crystallized sodium thlosulfate 
and 0.7 grcims of mercuric oxide added and the mixture digested 
with heat applied for approximately 2 hours. The flasks are 
then cooled and approximately 75 ®1« ot 50 per cent sodium 
hydroxide (containing 12 grams of potassium sulfide per 
liter) carefully added. Granulated zinc is added and the 
flask connected to a still. The distillate is collected in a 
standard add solution which is back titrated with a standard 
base to determine the quantity of nitrogen released by the 
distillation procediire. 
D. Moisttire Eelationshlps 
Moisture equivalent and wilting point determinations 
were made on three different soil profiles and on nine surface 
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samples from each of four different soil types* The deter­
minations are made at arbitrarily defined points on a soil 
moisture curve, but are useful as an index of the relative 
quantities of water held by the different soils. 
1. Moisture equivalent 
Moisture equivalent determinations, which are considered 
by Veihmeyer, 1927 (69) to approximate the water-holding capa­
city, are determined as described by Briggs and McLane, 1907 
(11), by subjecting the soil sample to a force of 1000 times 
gravity. 
Soil samples 1 cm. deep are placed in moisture equiva­
lent boxes, saturated with water, allowed to drain for 30 
minutes, and centrifuged at 2440 revolutions per minute for 
30 minutes. The difference in weight of the soil after 
centrifuging and after drying is used to calculate the moist­
ure equivalent which is expressed as a percentage of the weight 
of the dry soil, 
2. Wilting point 
The pressure membrane as described by Richards, 1947 
(47) is used. Approximately 50 gram samples of dry soil are 
placed on the membrane of the pressture cell. The soil is 
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sprayed yilth water and allowed to stand for an hour. The 
pressure cell Is bolted together and 220 pounds pressure per 
square Inch (15 atmospheres) applied and maintained for 24 
hours* A portion of the soil is removed, weighed, and dried 
and reweighed. The difference in weight is used to calculate 
the per cent of moisture in the soil at the wilting point, 
E. Volume Weight Determinations 
Volume weight or apparent density of soil determinations 
were made by the clod method as described by Russell and 
Balcerek, 1944 (52). 
A natural occurring, air-dry clod is brushed free of 
loose material, a thread attached, and the clod coated with 
melted paraffin. The weight of the water displaced when the 
paraffined clod is submerged in water is determined by weigh­
ing the clod in air and again when it is suspended in water. 
The clod is weighed before coating with paraffin so that the 
volume of paraffin can be calculated. (Specific gravity of 
paraffin used • 0.87.) 
Moisture determinations are run on other fractions of 
the sample and the volume weight of the sample is calctilated 
on a dry soil basis. 
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F. Statistical Methods 
Three statistical procedures are utilized in this study. 
These are* (1) analysis of variance, (2) detemlnatlon of 
confidence limits of single populations, and (3) correlation 
or regression analyses. 
The analysis of variance technique \sas used to test the 
significance of differences between plot yield averages. As 
the plots are not randomized or replicated, the conventional 
analytical procedure used on most plot work could not be em­
ployed. 
On the continuous corn plots where every crop is grown 
every year with the same treatment, years were considered as 
replications and the analysis of variance technique as de­
scribed by Snedecor, 1946 (63) was employed. 
For the 3- and 4-year rotations where every crop is grown 
every year but not on the same range in each year, the separ­
ate ranges were treated as replications and tests of signi­
ficance were made between the plot averages. While this 
method does not utilize all of the precision that is expressed 
by the plot averages, as the large number of determinations 
by years is lost, some indication of the reliability ofihe 
plot yields is furnished. This procedure should furnish a 
very conservative estimate of the reliability of the differ­
ence In average yields* Most of the soil and treatment dif­
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ferences that appear to be Important were fotmd to be signi­
ficant by this procedure. Least significant differences,as 
d e t e r m i n e d  b y  t h e  f o r m u l a  L S D  =  ^ 0 5 i n d i c a t e d  
for some data. T/hile it is recognized that this measure does 
not insure against improper interpretations, it is a conven­
ient measure for obtaining a general idea as to the signifi­
cance of individual differences within an experiment. 
The 2-year rotation experiment is treated as having only 
two replications by this procedure. As the difference be­
tween ranges, due apparently to seasonal differences, is large, 
the method used on the 3- and 4-3rear rotation experiments is 
not satisfactory. No tests of significance of differences 
between yields in the 2-year rotation are possible. 
It Is helpful in some cases to have an estimation of the 
validity of a given population mean, as,for example, of the 
mean of tests from a number of samples of available soil 
phosphorus tests within any one soil type, rotation and treat­
ment. Such a test is furnished by formula m • ^ (Sx) 
from Snedecor (63) where: 
m = mean 
% s apparent mean 
to^ = constant from table of t values 
Sx = standard error of the mean •)/~ 
2 f ° 
8^ « standard deviation z 
n-1 
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Sx^ B SX^ -
n 
n > number of samples 
Such a test gives an Indication of probable variance of 
the mean at the ,05 or 95 per cent level. The confidence 
limits are valid unless a one-in-twenty chance has occurred 
in the sampling. 
Correlation analysis is quite helpful in studying var­
ious cause and effect relationships as, for example, whether 
or not an increase in nitrate nitrogen as determined by a 
soil test is associated with an increase in corn yield* The 
relationship is measured by the formula, (from Snedecor) (63), 
In this example, X equals nitrate nitrogen and Y equals 
yields of corn. The significance of the r value is tested 
in standard tables. 
Regressions can also be fitted to data by this same gen­
eral method. For linear regressions, for example, the follovr-
ing general formula appliest 
r 
r « correlation coefficient 
Sxy s SXY - (SX) (Sy) 
' n 
Sx^ = SX2 - and Sy^ • SY^ -
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SY B na bSX 
SXI • aSX f bSX^ . 
Appropriate values of X and Y are determined from the 
data and the equations solved simultaneously for values of 
and b. 
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V. RESULTS 
A. Crop Yields 
1. Continuous corn plots 
The continuous corn plots are of great Interest because 
they furnish a continuous record of corn yields on one area 
of ground over a 35-y®ar period. As is shown on the soil 
maps and as again Is Indicated In Table 12, the soils are uni­
form Nicollet loam over foiir of the five plots, and the other 
check plot is Clarion loam. Results are summarized In Table 
12. A complete record of yields since 1919 Is given In Ap­
pendix A, Table A. 
Table 12. Average Corn Yields on Continuous Corn Plots 
1919 to 1951• Yields Adjusted for Hybrid Corn. 
Plot 
Soil types 
no. Treatment 
Clarion 
loam 
Nicollet 
loam 
(bu. per A) 
906 
907 
908 
909 
910 
No treatment 
Ifaoiure 
Manure and line 
Lime 
No treatment 37.2 
44,5 
51.8 
54.1 
46.5 
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Analysis of Variance 
Source df 
Years 32 
Plots 4 
Error 128 
Total 164 
L.S .D. -
Sum of squares Mean square F 
18,053 
5,797 
457 
24,307 
3.4 
564 
1,449 
3.57 
158»» 
405^» 
As shown in Table 12, there is a significant difference 
in average yields hetfreen the two check plots. The long time 
average yield for the Nicollet plot (No. 906) is 7.3 bushels 
per acre higher than the average for the Clarion plot (No. 
910). 
The manure treatment Increased yields significantly. 
While the long time average yield for the lime plot, which is 
on Nicollet loam, is slightly higher than on the no treatment 
Nicollet plot, the difference is only 2 bushels which is too 
small to be significant. The same is true of the manure plus 
lime plot. The average yield is slightly above the yield of 
the plot that received manure alone, but again the differ­
ence is only 2.3 bushels. As both the manure and manure plus 
lime treatments are on Nicollet loan, the conclusion can be 
drawn that lime has had no significant effect in increasing 
corn yields in this rotation. 
Studies of yield trends on the plots indicate that while 
there is apparently a slight downward trend in yields on the 
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tifo cheek plots and on the lime plot, the year to year varia­
tions in yields are so great that the trends are not quite 
significant at the 5 per cent level. The "r" value required 
for significance at the 5 per cent level is .33. The r* val­
ues for linear regressions of yield ivith time are: 
Since the values for the tyio control plots are approach­
ing significance, the slope of the regressions were calcu­
lated. 
For plot 906 on Nicollet loam the linear regression is 
expressed by the formula Y • 53.53 - .4037X and the regres­
sion for plot 910 on Clarion loam is Y s 42.17 - .238X. Corn 
yield is represented by Y and number of years by X. Yields 
on the Nicollet loam plot are decreasing at the rate of about 
4 bushels and on the Clarion loam plot about 2.0 bushels 
every 10 years. 
In 1943 the continuous corn plots were subdivided and a 
sweet clover catch crop was superimposed on the other treat­
ments. Each plot was divided into four subplots. Two sub­
plots in each plot, selected at random, receive sweet clover 
Plot 906 -.21 
Plot 907 -.119 
Plot 909 -.114 
Plot 910 -.26 
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seedlngs In the corn and the other two subplots do not. The 
effects of the sveet clover seedlngs on average corn yields 
for the period 1943 to 1951 are siumnarlzed In Table 13. A 
complete record of corn yields Is given In Appendix A, Table 
B. 
Corn yields have increased folloi»lng siveet clover only 
on the plots that have received lime. The difference in 
yields i?ith sweet clover on Plot 910 is associated with a 
difference in soil type. Vvlth the exception of subplot A 
which is on a different soil than Is the rest of the plot 
there is no Increase in corn yields following sweet clover 
associated with any of the xmlimed plots. There is a 5-bushel 
increase in corn yields following sweet clover on the limed 
plots, l^nure has resulted in a 10-bushel increase and manure 
plus lime in a 12-bushel Increase. 
2. Corn-oats rotation 
The corn yields adjusted for hybrid seed corn and oat 
yields are presented in Table 14. A complete record of yields 
by years Is given in Appendix A, Table C. In order that the 
corn yields can be more readily compared with the 4-year rota­
tion corn plots, the 1919 end 1951 period is used. As was dis­
cussed In the section on adjusting yields, the soil conditions 
on the two ranges in this rotation are reasonably uniform. 
Table 13. Effect of a Sveet Clover Catch Crop on Average Corn Yields 
on Continuous Corn Plots 
Plot 
Sub> Yield - bushels per acre 
plot Soil Treatment Average Treatment 
1943-51 average 
906 
Ck 
B 
D 
Nicollet 
Nicollet 
loam 
loam 
None 
None 
36.7 
37.5 37.1 
A 
C 
Nicollet 
Nicollet 
loam 
loam 
Sweet ( 
Sweet 1 
clover 
clover 
33.1 
44.4 38.7 
907 
U 
A 
C 
Nicollet 
Nicollet 
loam 
loam 
Manure 
Ifanure 
47.5 
46.9 47.2 
B 
D 
Nicollet 
Nicollet 
loam 
loam 
Manure 
Manure 
- sweet clover 
- sweet clover 
52.6 
42.1 47.3 
908 
If . L 
B 
C 
Nicollet 
Nicollet 
loam 
loam 
Manure 
Manure 
- lime 
- lime 
53.4 
45.9 49.6 
A 
D 
Nicollet 
Nicollet 
loam 
loam 
Manure 
Manure 
- lime - sweet 
- lime - sweet 
clover 
clover 
58.6 
50.7 54.6 
909 
L 
A 
D 
Nicollet 
Nicollet 
loam 
loam 
Lime 
Lime 
42.6 
33. 38.0 
B 
C 
Nicollet loam 
Clarion-Nicollet 
Lime -
Lime -
sweet clover 
sweet clover 
47.2 
38.9 43.1 
910 B Clarion loam 
Ck C Clarion loam 
A Nicollet-Clarion 
D Clarion loam 
None 
None 
Sweet clover 
Sweet clover 
29.4 
25.7 
35.8 
?8.2 
27.5 
32.0 
L.S.D. for treatments • 5,6 bushels. 
Table 13. (Continued) 
Analysis of Variance 
df Sum of 
squares 
Mean 
square F 
Total 
Years 
Treatments 
Error 
179 
8 
19 
152 
32,842 
14,827 
14,001 
4,013.6 
183.4 
26.4 
27,8* 
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Table 14, Average Corn and Oat Yields In 
the 2-Year Corn-Oats Rotation 
Treatment 
Yield-bushels 
Corn 
per acre 
Oats 
Check 45.9 35.2 
Manure - lime 65.0 48.2 
Manure - lime - rock phosphate 64.9 47.7 
Lime 52.7 36.6 
Lime - rock phosphate 53.6 40.2 
The average yields are, therefore, the best estimates avail­
able for evaluating the effects of treatment. 
Corn yields in the check plots are in very close agree­
ment. When the tivo ranges are combined, there is an average 
difference of only .4 bushel between checks. Manure and lime 
increased corn yields over no-treatment yields from 45«9 
bushels to about 65 bushels or a 20-bushel increase. Yields 
on the plots that received rock phosphate in addition to man­
ure and lime were no higher than on those that received only 
manure and lime. Yields on the plots that received lime 
only, averaged about 6 bushels above the yields on the no-
treatment plots. Rock phosphate in addition to lime had 
little apparent effect on corn yields. 
It will be recalled that lime alone on the continuous 
corn plots had no effect on corn yields. Therefore, if the 
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higher yields on the limed plots of the corn-oats rotation 
result from the use of lime, it apparently functions differ­
ently than on the continuous corn plots. 
Oats show about the same yield responses to treatment as 
does corn. Oat yields on the no-treatment plots average 35*2 
bushels, and on the manure and lime plots, 48.2 bushels. 
Thus a 13-bushel Increase In oat yields h&s resulted from the 
manure and lime treatment. 
Rock phosphate In addition to manure and lime has had no 
apparent effect on oat yields. Oat yields on the plots that 
have received lime alone are only very slightly higher (1.4 
bushels) than on the untreated plots. Oat yields on the plots 
that have received lime and rock phosphate are some 5 bushels 
higher than on the no-treatment plots, but there is no way to 
be sure that this yield Increase is due to the rock phosphate. 
Uanure plus lime Increased average corn yields by 19 
bushels and oat yields by 13 bushels. As lime alone had 
little effect on yields, It appears that most of this increase 
resulted from the manure treatment. Rock phosphate vlth man­
ure did not Increase yields, tut vhen used frithout manure ap­
pears to be slightly better than lime alone. 
Correlations of yield with time were measured on the best 
and poorest treatments in this rotation, but in no case was 
there a significant trend. 
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3* Corn-oata-neadOTr rotation 
Average yields of corn since 1919 and of oats and hay 
since 1915 a^'e presented in Table 15* A complete record of 
yields by years is given in Appendix A, Table D. As was dis­
cussed in an earlier section, there is a marked difference in 
soil conditions ivithin this experiment. The corn yields on 
the check plots have very little spread, but tend to be high­
er on the Webster soil (plot no. 834-) and lover on the plot 
that has the highest percentage of Clarion loam (plot no. 817). 
The manure plots on range II have slightly higher yields 
than do the manure plots on the other two ranges. The lime 
and lime and rock phosphate plots, however, have a yield of 
about 10 bushels per acre less than do comparaMe treatment 
plots in the other two ranges. This difference apparently 
is a result of differences in soil types. In range II lime 
appears to have had no effect on corn yield, but in the other 
two ranges it has increased yields over those on check plots 
which are on similar soil types. In range I on Clarion soil 
the increase from lime is 11 bushels, and in range III on 
Webster soils the increase is 7 bushels. Since there is no 
check plot in range II that has soil conditions comparable to 
the Clarion soil on the lime plot, no conclusions can be drawn 
concerning the effect of lime on corn yield in this range. 
The manure plus lime treatment increased yields in all cases. 
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Table 15' Average Yields of Corn, Oats and Hay 
In the 3-Year Rotation 
Plot Soil Tl>eatment Corn 
bu. 
per A 
Yield 
Oats 
bu, 
per A 
Hay 
tons 
per A 
- lime 
- lime - rock phosphate 
Range 1 
817 C-nJO Check 
818 C-nJO Manure 
819 C-NfO Manure 
820 C-h30 Lime 
821 N-C^x Llmo - rock phosphate 
822 N-c20 Check 
Rbpk? II 
823 N-C?0 Check 
824 N-<:30 Manure 
825 C-n20 Manure 
826 C Lime 
8^7 C .. Lime - rock phosphate 
828 N-C^ Check 
- lime 
- lime - rock phosphate 
N 
W lis 
831 w 
832 w 
§33 834 
w 
w 
Check 
Manure - lime 
Manure - lime - rock phosphate 
Lime 
Lime - rock phosphate 
Check 
58.6 
74.6 
75.6 
69.9 
71.2 
59.9 
63.8 
78.4 
80.3 
61.9 
65.9 
63.7 
61.5 
77.6 
76.5 
72.9 
74.6 
65.6 
41.6 
57.6 
60.1 
55.3 
58.3 
52.1 
46.8 
61.0 
62.4 
43.6 
47.4 
43.6 
59.4 
65.1 
66.9 
62.6 
64.0 
62.6 
1.18 
2.34 
2.89 
1.90 
2.19 
1.66 
1.38 
2.05 
2.27 
1.48 
1.47 
1.75 
2.91 
3.23 
2.14 
2.16 
2.16 
Average for all ranges 
Check 62.2 
Manure - lime 76.9 
Manure - lime - rock phosphate 78.1 
Lime 68.2 
Lime - rock phosphate 70.6 
L.S.D. 11.6 
51.2 
61.2 
63.1 
53.8 
56.6 
1.60 
2.65 
2.79 
1.66 
1.96 
8.5 .73 
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Table 15* (Continued) 
Analysis of Variance for Average Yields 
Source df Sum of squares 
Mean 
square 7 
A. QS£n 
Total 17 872.65 
Ranges (replications) 2 40.74 20.37 N.S. 
Treatments (plots) 5 719.84 143.97 12.84»« 
Error 10 112.07 11.21 
L.S.D. • 11,6 bushels per acre 
B. Oats 
Total 17 1,143.8 
Ranges (replications) 2 513.6 256.8 12.0»» 
Treatments (plots) 5 416.9 83.4 3.9* 
Error 10 213.3 21.3 
L.S.D. B 8.5 bushels per acre 
c .  gfiZ 
Total 17 6.308 
Ranges (replications) 2 1.875 .937 11.3^» 
Treatments (plots) 5  3.602 .720 8.7»» 
Error 10 0.831 
m
 
00 0
 • 
L.S.D. s .73 ton 
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The average Increase for corn Is about 15 bushels. Rock 
phosphate In addition to manure has little effect on corn 
yields* The lime plus rook phosphate yielded a little more 
than did the lined plots. The only case in which rock phos­
phate appears to have been much more effective in increasing 
yields than lime alone is for the hay yields on the Clarion 
loam plots (plots 826 and 827). On these two plots) both of 
which are on Clarion loam, the limed plot has an average hay 
yield of only .96 ton, and the plot that received lime plus 
rock phosphate has a yield of 1.48 ton per acre. While no 
exact comparisons between ranges is possible, the great dif­
ference in average hay yields between the Clarion soils in 
range IZ and the Webster soils in range III appear to result 
from a difference in the two soils. 
The marked increase in hay yields on all of the manured 
plots is also of interest. The average increase from manure 
is about 1 ton of hay per acre, 
Fhen the average yields are arranged in order of increas­
ing bay yields as in Table 16 the correlation between hay, 
corn and oat yield is easily seen. 
For regression of corn or hay yields Y » 47.3 -f 11.21 X, 
in which T • yield of corn and X • yield of hay. 
For regression of oats on hay yields Y • 38.4 i 8.79 X, 
in which Y • yield of oats and X • yield of hay. 
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Table 16. Corn, Oats and Hay Yields from the 3-Year Rotation 
Arranged In Order of Increasing Hay Yields 
Average Average Average 
hay yield corn yield oat yield 
tons per acre bu. per acre bu. per acre 
Treatment 
Check 
Lime 
Lime - rock 
phosphate 
Manure - lime 
Manure - lime -
rock phosphate 
1.60 
1.66 
1.96 
2.65 
2.79 
62.2 
68.2 
70.6 
76.9 
78.1 
51.2 
53.8 
56.6 
61.2 
63.1 
Correlation of hay and corn yields • .95**. 
Correlation of hay and oat yields s .98**. 
The exceptionally high correlation in yield of these 
three crops indicates that the same soil conditions favor 
the growth of all crops. It appears probable that a portion 
of the effect of the manure on corn yields results from the 
stimulating effect of the manure on the meadofr crop. The re­
lationships of the yields are presented In graphic form in 
Figure 3. The regressions fitted by the method of least 
squares are plotted as linear, although the data suggest that 
there is a tendency for a curvilinear relationship at the 
lover yield values. The straight line relationship, however, 
gives a very good fit over the range studied and is suffl-
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O 70 • 
OATj»i^ 60 
18 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 
HAY YIELDS, TONS / ACRE 
Figure 3* Regressions of Average Corn and Oat Yields 
on Hay Yields in 3-Year Rotation 
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olently precise for the purposes of this study. It shovs 
that every ton increase in average hay yields Is associated 
ivlth ahout an 11-bushel Increase In corn yield and a 9*'bushel 
increase In oat yield. 
Correlations of yield irlth time were tried on several 
plots, but no significant trends vere found. 
4. Corn-corn-oats-neadow rotation 
The corn-corn-oats-meadon rotation experiment is laid 
out In four ranges on one of T»hlch one of the four crops Is 
gronn each year. The experiment Is not randomised or repli­
cated, but there are six check plots on each range as well as 
18 other treatments. There are also a wide variety of soil 
conditioners present on this experiment. These soil differ­
ences make the analysis of the average treatment responses 
much more difficult, but afford an excellent opportunity to 
study yield differences on the different soils under a var­
iety of treatments. 
The distribution of the different soil types is shonn on 
the soil map on page 41, and a description of them Is given 
on pages 31 to 40. The average adjusted yields are sunmarlzed 
In Tables 17a« 17b, 17c and 17d. As was described in the 
section "Adjustment of Yields,** the group of similar plots, 
No. 9, 11, 13 and 14 in all four ranges were used to establish 
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Table 17* Average Yields In the 4-Year Corn-Corn-Oats-Ueadoir 
Rotation. Yields Adjusted for Hybrid Seed and for 
Differences Bet-ween Ranges. 
a). First-Year Corn Yields for the Period 1919 to 1951 
Plot Range Average 
1100 1200 1300 1400 all ranges 
0 56.0 67.0 66.6 66.5 64.0 
1 70.9 75.5 74.4 79.8 75.2 
2 65.2 68.3 75.0 78.0 71.6 
3 73.5 79.4 77.2 79.6 77.4 
4 72.6 83.4 83.3 82.6 80.4 
5 56.8 72.3 65.8 67.7 65.6 
6 75.2 85.8 83.0 80.4 81.1 
7 86.8 84.2 78.8 81.8 
8 81.2 82.6 78.8 80.4 
9 78.5 79.1 80.0 80.4 79.5 
10 71.6 58.8 57.8 66.6 63.7 
11 80.2 77.8 79.6 78.3 79.0 
12 78.4 Bi.e 79.2 79.4 79.7 
13 78.2 78.3 78.6 78.6 
14 76.8 75.7 77.0 80.2 77.4 
59.6 49.0 53.9 56.2 54.6 
28 64.3 61.6 64.4 63.8 63.5 
29 66.4 62.0 60.8 72.0 65.3 
30 60.8 57.2 53.5 68.8 60.0 
31 63.1 67.4 71.1 66.3 67.0 
32 65.0 69.8 69.3 69.6 68.4 
33 67.2 63.8 71.6 71.3 68.4 
34 73.5 72.6 75.6 78.8 75.1 
35 58.4 65.2 61.4 65.1 62.5 
Adjustment 
1.026 .9875 factor per .9295 1.0645 
range 
Zi.S.D. B 8.3 bushels 
Analysis of Variance 
df Sum of 
sauares 
Mean 
sauare P 
Treatment 
Ranges 
Error 
Total 
23 
6| 
9? 
5911.5 
200.6 
961.6 
7074.7 
'U 
13.7 
18.0»» 
4.7 
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Table 17* (Continued) 
b). Second-Year Corn Yields for the Period I919 to 1951 
Yield - bushels per acre 
Plot Range Average 
HOC 1200 1300 1400 all ranges 
0 57.8 63.2 67.7 54.0 60.6 
1 68.0 67.8 74.6 68.8 69.8 
2 64.5 66.0 74.8 68.8 68.5 
3 67.1 71.8 74.2 68.8 70.4 
4 69.2 73.5 75.1 69.9 71.9 
5 55.4 62.4 63.4 63.0 61.0 
6 74.0 77.8 73.2 70.2 73.8 
7 78.0 80.4 79.4 72.4 77.6 
8 72.3 72.6 75.4 70.6 72.7 
9 73.4 69.2 71.6 72.8 71.8 
10 64.2 55.4 53.3 60.2 58.2 
11 70,4 69.4 63 *0 69.8 69.6 
12 69.2 72.6 70.6 67.1 69.8 
13 69.6 71.4 71.6 72.8 71.4 
14 69.4 69.5 71.0 77.4 71.8 
15 55.4 45.6 45.1 56.6 50.6 
28 60.8 59.2 57.5 51.6 57.2 
29 59.1 60.2 54.8 58.1 58.0 
30 5^7 53.9 48.4 58.8 54.2 
31 56.0 62.0 66.4 54.0 59.6 
32 57.4 64.4 64.6 63.2 62.4 
33 56.9 62.9 69.4 64.2 63.4 
34 64.2 68.0 79.6 68.7 70.1 
35 56.0 60.2 65.9 59.7 60.4 
Adjustment 
.9645 .9064 factor per 1.1064 1.0458 
range 
L.S.D. * 8.7 bushels 
Analysis of Variance 
df Sum of sauares 
Uean 
sauare F 
Treatment 23 4683.15 203 13 
Ranges 3 106.71 35 N.S. 
Error 69 1047 14.9 
Total 95 5836 
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Table 17* (Continued) 
c). Oat Yields for the Period 1915 to 1951 
Yield - bushels per acre 
Plot 
1100 
Range 
1200 1300 1400 
Average 
all ranges 
0 47.4 52.9 61.2 56.0 54.4 
1 55.7 54.8 65.6 65.4 60.4 
2 55.9 52.0 67.2 68.8 61.0 
3 59.6 56.8 64.0 65.6 61.5 
4 60.8 61.0 66.3 68.0 64.0 
5 44.4 53.3 59.0 57.2 52 
6 68.6 67.8 68.0 71.0 68.8 
7 71.6 71.1 68.0 73.8 
8 70.1 67.2 66.4 71.0 68.6 
9 67.8 66.8 67.0 71.0 68.2 
10 57.6 59.2 60.4 60.1 59.3 
11 68.5 72.4 69.0 69.6 69.8 
12 70.6 67.6 68.5 65.4 68.0 
13 70.7 71.0 72.8 71.6 71.5 
14 75.1 70.3 73.2 72.1 72.6 
1^ 55.0 52.6 61.7 53.5 55.7 
26 52.6 54.7 62.6 67.3 59.3 
29 53.6 56.5 63.8 70.0 61.0 
30 50.8 51.2 61.8 70.6 58.6 
31 58.1 61.3 66.4 76.3 65.5 
32 60.6 62.9 72.4 73.4 67.3 
33 58.2 54.7 70.1 64.1 61.8 
34 67.1 68.0 73.3 71.8 70.0 
35 58.0 59.4 60.6 63.2 60.3 
Adjustment 
1.0116 factor per .9559 1.0644 .9747 
range 
L.S.D. >8.6 bushels 
Analysis of Variance 
df Sum of Mean sauares sauare F 
Treatment 
Ranges 
Error 
Total 
23 
69 
95 
2988 
846 
995 
4830 
129 
282 
14.4 
6,6** 
19,0** 
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Table 17. (Continued) 
d). Meadow Yields for the Period 1915 to 1951 
Yield - tons ner acre 
Plot Range Average 
1100 1200 1300 1400 all ranges 
0 1.68 2.61 2.72 2.05 2.26 
1 2.12 2.85 3.28 2.49 2.68 
2 2.25 2.79 3.36 2.85 2.81 
3 2.38 3.17 3.16 2.98 2.92 
4 2.56 3.56 3.46 3.00 3.14 
5 1.56 2.46 2.23 2.16 2.10 
6 3.16 3.72 3.76 3.15 3.44 
7 3.44 3.60 4.07 3.22 3.58 
e 3.12 3.05 3.28 2.93 3.10 
9 3.24 2.76 2.81 2.82 2.90 
10 2.88 2.12 1.74 1.91 2.16 
11 3.20 3.32 3.49 3.18 3.30 
12 2.85 3.16 2.74 3.18 2.98 
13 3.10 3.14 3.33 3.23 3.20 
14 3.12 3.17 2.98 3.26 3.13 
15 1.93 1.96 1.57 1.56 1.76 
28 1.94 1.96 1.57 1.48 1.68 
29 2.06 1.72 1.77 1.73 
30 1.90 1.76 1.84 2.47 1.99 
31 2,12 2.82 2.78 1.97 2.42 
32 1.94 2.70 2.02 2.30 
33 1.74 2.18 2.18 1.51 1.90 
34 2.48 2.58 2.82 2.30 2.5^ 
35 2.06 2.54 2.26 2.12 2.24 
Adjustment 
.8908 1.1832 .8806 factor per 1.1151 
range 
L.S.D. • 0^67 ton 
Analysis of Variance 
df Sum of sauares 
Mean 
saiiare F 
Treatment 23 30.86 1.34 17** 
Ranges 3 1.62 7 
Error 69 5*37 .078 
Total 95 38.85 
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a base yield to irhich all plots nere adjusted to remove as 
much as possible of the variance that exists because of diff­
erences between ranges that appear to have resulted largely 
from seasonal differences. 
The individual plots were classified as to the dominant 
soil condition or conditions into one of 11 soil groups. To 
reduce the number of soil classes to this number, it was 
necessary to classify each plot on the basis of not more than 
two soil types and to ignore a few of the minor soil condi­
tions that do not appear to be affecting yield. Thus, if all 
of a plot is on Webster silty clay loam, this plot is classi­
fied as Webster. If more than 50 per cent of a plot is on 
Webster silty clay loam and the remainder Is on Nicollet loam, 
the plot is classified as Viebster-NlcoUet. If more than two 
soil types or phases are present on one plot, the plot is 
classified on the basis of the two most extensive soil condi­
tions. The classification of plots by soil types is shown in 
Table 18. 
Average yields of all crops classified as to soil groups 
are shown in Tables 19, 20, 21 and 22. 
These data have many interesting implications. The no-
treatment plots with their wide range of soil conditions fur­
nish a fairly reliable index as to the relative production of 
the major soils in the Clarion-Webster soil association under 
a system of management that Is followed on many farms. There 
Table 18* Classification of Plots in 4-Year Rotation by Soil Types 
Treataent 
ci C-N N-C N N-W 
Plots 
W-H V W-Wa Wa-W Wa H-Wa 
Cheek 1100 1200 
1300 
1435 
1105 
1400 1235 1130 
1205 
1335 
1405 
1115 1110 
1305 
1410 
1230 1135 1210 
1310 
1430 
1215 
1315 
1330 
L 1129 1229 1329 
1429 
L-BP 1128 1228 1428 
L-P 1131 1231 1331 1431 
L-BPK 1433 1233 1333 1133 
L-2-1P-6 1132 1232 1332 1432 
L-2-12-12 1434 1234 1334 1134 
MS tons 1101 1201 1301 1401 
114x2 tons 1102 1202 1302 1402 
81I.L 1103 1203 1303 
1409 
1109 
1403 
1309 1209 
12M-L 1104 1204 1304 1404 
16M.L 1106 1406 1206 1306 
2CH.L 1407 1107 1307 1207 
Table 18. (Continued) 
Treatnent C-N N-C N N-W 
Plots 
W-N w W-Wa Wa-W Wa H-Wa 
M-L^P 1408 1108 1308 1208 
M-L-BP-K 1112 1412 1212 
M-L-P nil 1411 1211 
M.L-2-.12^ 1113 1413 1213 
1313 
H-I.-2-12.12 1114 1414 1314 1214 
C • Clarion loam. 
C-N • Clarion loam most extensive soil, Nicollet loam next most extensive. 
H-C « Nicollet loam most extensive soil, Clarion loam next most extensive. 
N • Nicollet loam. 
N->W « Nicollet loan most extensive soil, Webster silty clay loam next most 
extensive• 
W»II • Webster sllty clay loam most extensive soil, Nicollet loam next most 
extensive. 
W - Webster silty clay loam. 
W-Wa - l^'ebster silty clay loam most extensive, calcareous Webster next most 
extensive. 
Wa-W • Webster sllty clay loam calcareous phase most extensive, Webster next 
most extensive. 
Va s Webster sllty clay loam calcareous phase. 
H-Wa • Harpster sllty clay loam Kith some Webster silty clay loam, calcareous 
phase. 
Table 19- First-Year Average Corn Yields in 4-Year Rotation, 1919 - 1951-
Yields Adjusted for Hybrid Seed and for Differences 
Between Ranges and Classified as to Soil Types. 
Treatments C C-N N-C 
Average corn yields 
N N-W W-N W W-Wa Wa-W Wa H-Wa 
Cheeks 56.0 67.0 
66.6 
65.1 
56.8 
66.5 65.2 60.8 
72.3 
61.4 
67.7 
56.2 
59.6 71.6 
65.8 
66.6 
57.2 58.4 58.8 
57.8 
68.8 
49.0 
53.9 
53.5 
Average check 56.0 63.8 66.5 65.2 63.7 59.6 68.0 57.2 58.4 61.8 52.1 
Idme 
Lime - rock phosphate 
Lime - 0-20-0 
Lime - RP - K 
Lime - 2-12-6 
Lime - 2-12-12 78.8 
71.3 
72.6 
66.4 
64.3 
63.1 
65.0 
75.6 
67.4 
63.8 
69.8 
62.0 
61.6 
71.6 
71.1 
67.2 
69.3 
73.5 
60.8 
72.0 
63.8 
66.3 
69.6 
Average for fertilizers 78.8 72.0 67.0 67.4 66.8 65.9 70.3 66.6 
Hanure 8T 
Xantire 2x4T 
llanure 8 - L 
70.9 
65.2 
73.5 
74.4 
79.4 
79.8 
75.0 
77.2 
80.4 
78.0 
79.6 
78.5 
80.0 79.1 
Average 81IL 73.5 79.4 78.8 79.0 80.0 79.1 
Vanure - lime - rock 78*8 78.8 82.6 81.2 
phosphate 
M - L - RP - K 78.4 79.2 81.8 
Average M - L - RP - K 
Table 19* (Continued) 
Treatments C C-N N-C 
Average corn yields 
N N-W w-ir W W-Wa Wa-W Wa H-Va 
HL . 0-20-0 80.2 78.3 77.8 
79.6 
Average 78.7 
ML - 2-12-6 79.5 78.6 78.2 
78.3 
Average 78.3 
ML - 2-12-12 76.8 80.2 77.0 75.7 
ML 12 ton 
ML 16 ton 
ML 20 ton 
72.6 83.4 
75.2 80.4 
78.8 
83.3 
85.8 
77.5 
82.6 
83.0 
84.2 86.8 
Table 20. Second-Year Average Corn Yields In 4-Year Botatlon, 1919 - 1951-
Yields Adjusted for Hybrid Corn and for Differences Between 
Ranges and Classified as to Soil Types. 
Average corn yields iTeaTanenTJS ^ ^ g 
57.5 
Line "" 0—20^0 62*0 
Lime - rock phos- 64,2 62,9 69,4 56.9 
phate - K 
Line - 2-12-6 57.4 64.4 64.6 63.2 
Line - 2-12-12 68.7 68.0 79.6 64.2 
Average for fertilisers 68,7 66,1 68,4 62,0 63.6 62.0 63.0 56.3 
811 68.0 67.8 7A.6 68.8 
2x4M 64.5 66.0 74.8 68.8 
811 - L 67.1 71.8 74.2 68.8 71.6 69.2 
72.8 73 .-i 
Average for 8ML 67.1 71.8 73.5 71.1 71.6 69.2 
45.1 
48.4 
Check 63.0 
63.2 54.0 60.2 56.6 55.4 64.2 53.9 56.0 55.4 45.6 
57.8 67.7 55.7 62.4 53. 
59.7 62.4 60.2 58,j 
55.4 65.9 
Average check 57.8 61.5 5^-0 60.2 60.7 55.4 62.3 53.9 56.0 55.8 46.4 
Line 59.1 60.2 54,8 
58.1 
Line - rock phosphate 60,8 59.2 51.6 
66.4 54.0 
Table 20. (Continued) 
treatments C C-N N-C 
Average 
N N-W 
corn yields 
W-N W I7.«a Wa-W Wa H 
8H - L - RP 
8H . L - RP - K 
81IL - 0-20-0 
70.6 
69.2 
70.4 
72.3 
67.1 
69.8 
75.4 72.6 
72.6 
70.6 
71.6 
810. - 2-12-6 
8ML - 2-12-12 
69.6 
69.4 77.4 
72.8 
do • 0 
69.2 
71.4 
71.6 
71.5 
71.0 69.5 
12ML 
16ML 
2010. 
69.2 73.5 
70.2 
72.4 
754 
78.0 
69.9 
73.2 
79.4 80.4 
Table 21. Average Oat Yields In 4-Year Rotation, 1915 - 1951 
Yields Adjusted for Differences Between Remges 
and Classified as to Soil Types. 
_ . . Average oat yields 
Treatments C C-N N-C N N-Vf W-N W W-Wa ^a-W Wa H 
Check 52.9 56.0 59.4 50.8 55.0 57.6 51.2 58.0 59.2 52.6 
47.4 61.2 53.3 59.0 60.4 61.7 
44.4 60.6 60.1 70.6 61.8 
63.2 57.2 
53.5 
Average check 47.4 55.4 56.0 59.4 55.1 55.0 58.9 51.2 58.0 63.4 58.7 
Lime 53.6 56.5 63.8 
70.0 
Lime - rock phosphate 52.6 54.7 67.3 
62.6 
Lime - 0-20-0 58.1 61.3 66.4 76.3 
L - RP - K 64.1 54.7 70.1 58.2 
L - 2-12-6 60.6 62.9 72.4 73.4 
L - 2-12-12 71.8 68.0 73.3 67.I 
Average for fertilizers 71.8 66.2 61.1 61.3 58.8 62.7 66.0 72.3 
8M 55.7 54.8 65.6 65.4 
2x4 H 55.9 52.0 67.2 68.8 
8 HL 59.6 56.8 64.0 65.6 67.O 66.8 
71.0 67.8 
Average 8 ML 59.6 56.8 67.5 66.7 67.O 66.8 
en - L - RP 71.0 70.1 66.4 67.2 
8lf - L - RP - K 70.6 65.4 67.6 
8M - L - 0-20-0 68.5 69.6 72.4 
69.0 
Table 21. (Continued) 
Treatments C-N N-C 
Average oat yields 
N N-V/ W-N V-Wa Wa-W Wa 
70.7 71.6 71.0 
72.8 
75.1 72.1 73.2 
68.6 
61.0 
71.0 
73.8 
66.2 
67.8 
71.8 
68.0 
68.0 
68.0 71.1 
E 
811 - L - 2-12-6 
8H - L - 2-12-12 
12 liL 
161IL 
20 ML 
60.8 
70.3 
Table 22, Average lleadoir Yields In 4-Year Rotation, 1915 - 1951. 
Yields Adjusted for Differences Between Ranges 
and Classified as to Soil Types. 
Average meadoir yields 
xxeanaeniis C C-N N-C N N-W W-N w W-Wa Wa-W Wa E-Wa 
Check 1.68 2.61 2.05 2,54 1.90 1.93 2.88 1.76 2.06 2.12 1.96 
2.72 2.46 2.23 1.74 1«57 
2.12 2.26 1.91 2.47 1.84 
1.56 2.16 
1.56 
Average check 1.68 2.25 2.05 2.54 2.06 1.93 2.34 1.76 2.06 2.11 1.79 
Lime 2.06 1.72 1.37 
1.77 
Lime - rock phosphate 1.94 1.76 1.48 
1.57 
2.78 Lime - 0-20-0 2.12 2.82 1.97 
Lime - RP - K 1.51 2.18 2.18 2.18 1.74 
Lime - 2-12-6 1.94 2.70 2-53 2.02 
Lime - 2-12-12 2.30 2.58 2.82 2.48 
Average for fertilizers 2.30 2.04 2.41 2.82 2.44 1.84 2.38 1.82 
8M 2.12 2.85 3.28 2.49 
2x4 M 2.25 2.79 3.36 2.85 
8M - L 2.38 3.17 3.16 3.24 2.81 2.76 
2.82 2.98 
Average for 8 ML 2.38 3.17 2.99 3.11 2.81 2.76 
811 - L - RP 2.93 3.12 3.28 3.05 
811 - L - RP - K 2.85 3.18 3.16 
2.74 
Table 22. (Continued) 
Ijreatments C-N N-C 
Average meadow yields 
N N-W W-N W W-Wa Wa-W Wa H-Va 
8M - L - 0-20-0 
8M - L - 2-12-6 
8M - L - 2-12-12 
12 ML 
16 ML 
20 ML 
2.56 
3.16 
3.20 3.18 
3.10 3.23 
3.12 
3.56 
3.15 
3.22 
3.26 
3.46 
3.72 
3.44 
3.00 
3.15 
4.07 3.60 
3.32 
3.49 
3.14 
3.33 
2.98 3.17 
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appears to be no doubt that the one Clarion loam plot (no. 
1100) is loner in productivity than the check plots on Nicol­
let and V/ebster soils. It is recognized that the results 
from one plot can not be safely applied to a soil type, but 
as all Clarion plots in all rotations are lovrer than Nicollet 
and V/ebster plots with comparable treatments, it seems safe 
to assume that the difference is due to a soil type differ­
ence. In the no-treatment plots as itell as under all condi­
tions studied the Nicollet and T/ebster soils appear to be 
about equally productive for corn. 
Corn Yields. On the no-treatment plots the average 
corn yields on the Webster and Nicollet soils yiere some 10 to 
12 bushels per acre above the Clarion plot for first-year 
corn, but only slightly higher (2 to 5 bushels) for second-
year corn* On the no-treatment plots the calceo'eous phase 
of Webster silty clay loam has loner corn yields than either 
the Nicollet or Webster soil plots, but has slightly higher 
yields than the Clarion soil plot. The plots that contain 
appreciable quantities of Harpster silty clay loam have the 
lowest corn yields of any of the no-treatment plots with an 
average yield that is 16 bushels belov the yield on the Web­
ster soil plots. 
There are, unfortunately, no fertilizer treatments on 
Clarion soils. There are, however, fertilizer treatments on 
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the Webster, Nicollet and calcareous Webster soils as well as 
on plots having various combinations of these soils. On any 
of the plots that receive superphosphate, either alone or in 
combination with potash,the corn yields are essentially uni­
form for all soils on which they occur. Bock phosphate does 
not appear to be very effective in increasing corn yields on 
these soils. 
Yield Increases with fertilizers vary with soil condi­
tions. Webster soils show no conclusive response to fertili­
zers. Nicollet soils show only a small and non-significant 
response. All plots that contain any calcareous Webster soils 
show an average Increase of about 9 bushels per acre on first-
year corn. 
Manure treatments are effective in increasing corn yields. 
Yield Increases for manure average about 16 bushels per acre 
for first-year corn and 12 bushels per acre for second-year 
corn on all comparable plots. For greater ease of comparison 
the yields of first- And second-year corn with different 
treatments are combined in Table 23. The decline in yields 
of second-year corn is greater on calcareous Webster soils on 
the no-treatment plots, on the fertilized plots and on the 
manure plots than on any of the other soils. Plots with 
Clarion soils are lower in yield with both the 8- and 12-ton 
manure application than are any of the other soils. The de-
Table 23. Effect of Rates of Uantire on Yield of First- and Second-Year Corn 
in Corn-Gorn-Oats-lfeadov Rotation 
Yield - bushels per acre 
Webster-
calcar- Calcar-
Nicollet- Webster- eous eous 
Treatment Clarion Nicollet Webster Nicollet Webster Webster TTebster Average 
Check 
First-year corn 
Second-year corn 
Difference •
 
•
 
•
 
o
o
o
o
o
 
65.2 
60.2 
-5.0 
63.7 
60.7 
-3.0 
59.6 
55.4 
-4.2 
68.0 
62.3 
-5.7 
57.2 
53.9 
-3.3 
61.8 
55.8 
-6.0 
61.6 
58.0 
3.6 
Fertilizers 
First-year corn 
Second-year corn 
Difference 
72.0 
66.1 
-3.9 
67.0 
68.4 
+1.4 
67.4 
62.0 
-5.4 
66.8 
63.6 
-3.2 
65.9 
62.0 
-3.9 
66.6 
56.3 
-10.3 
67.6 
63.1 
4.5 
8 Ton HL 
First-year corn 
Second-year corn 
Difference 
73.5 
67.1 
-6.4 
79.4 
71.8 
-7.6 
78.8 
73.5 
-5.3 
79.0 
71.1 
-7.9 
79.1 
69.2 
-9.9 
77.8 
70.6 
7.2 
12 Ton ML 
First-year corn 
Second-year corn 
Difference 
72.6 
69.2 
-3.4 
83.4 
73.5 
-9.9 
83.3 
75.1 
-8.2 
82.6 
69.9 
-12.7 
80.5 
71.9 
8.6 
16 Ton ML 
First-year corn 
Second-year corn 
Difference 
75.2 
74.0 
-1.2 
80.4 
70.2 
-10.2 
85.8 
77.8 
-8.0 
83.0 
73.2 
-9.8 
81.1 
73.8 
7.3 
20 Ton ML 
First-year corn 
Second-year corn 
Difference 
78.8 
72.4 
-6.4 
77.5 
78.0 
40.5 
84.2 
79.4 
-4.8 
86.8 
80.4 
-6.2 
81.8 
77.5 
4.3 
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cllne In yield of second>year corn on the Clarion soils is, 
however, less than the average for all soils. 
The yield behavior of the plots with Clarion soils indi­
cates that probably some factor other than fertility is limit­
ing yields. The yield behavior of the plots with calcareous 
Webster soils indicates that phosphorus and possibly potash 
is the principal limiting factor in corn yields. As no re­
sponse to fertilizers is apparent on the manured plots, it 
appears that the manure is furnishing all of these elements 
that are needed. 
Yields on plots that receive the heavier manure applica­
tion indicate that most of the benefit of the heavier appli­
cations is reflected in the yields of second- rather than 
first-year corn. There appears to be a slight tendency for 
the Webster soils to have higher corn yields than the Nicol­
let soils with the 20-ton manure applications, but with data 
from only one plot, no definite conclusions can be drama. 
b. Oat yields. Oat yields on the no-treatment plots 
follow much the same pattern as corn yields with one import­
ant exception. Oat yields on the calcareous Webster and Harp-
ster soils are as high or higher than on any of the other 
soils. Average oat yields follow the yields of second-year 
corn very closely. As is the case with corn, oats show only 
a slight response to fertilizers on the V.'ebster soils, but 
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show a very good response on the calcareous V>ebster soils. 
The response to manure Is about the same as to the complete 
fertilizers except on the Webster silty clay loam plots where 
manure gives a significant response while the fertilizers do 
not. A slight but consistent response is obtained from ferti­
lizers added to the manure plots. As is the case with corn^ 
oat yields on all Clarion plots are lower than yields on com­
parable plots which have Nicollet or Webster soils. 
c. Hay Hay yields follow the same general yield 
trends as do corn and oats, but are somewhat more variable 
from plot to plot. The plots with Clarion soils have the 
lowest yields of any of the plots. There does not appear to 
be any significant difference between yields of hay on any 
of the other soils, when treatments are comparable, except on 
the plots that receive 16 and 20 tons of manure where the 
yields on the Webster soils are somewhat higher than on the 
Nicollet soils. Lime alone, lime plus rock phosphate, or 
lime plus rock phosphate plus potash does not appear to in­
crease hay yields. Superphosphate alone or in combination 
with potash results In a slight but consistent increase. 
Rock phosphate on the manured plots resulted in a slight 
increase in yield. Fertilizers on the manured plots gave an 
increase in hay yield over manure alone or manure plus lime. 
The greater the amount of manure applied, the higher the hay 
yields. 
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A summary of yields of all crops classified as to treat­
ments is given in Table 24. These summary tables must be 
used Krlth caution as soil differences tend to distort treat­
ment effects. They can be used to study major treatment 
effects and to draiw general conclusions. Yields of all crops 
tend to rise or fall together. Fertilizer treatments in addi­
tion to manure have not increased corn yields but have in­
creased oat and meadovr yields. Uanure applied annually is no 
better than an equal amount applied once in 4 years. Uanure 
plus lime increased first-year corn yields by 16 bushels, 
second-year corn yields by 14 bushels, oats by about 10 
bushels and hay by *9 ton. Heavier applications of manure 
up to 20 tons per acre have had little effect on yield of first-
year corn Khen compared to the 8 tons per acre rate, but have 
increased the yield of second-year corn. 
d. Modification of 4-year rotation (soybeans). In 1943 
the 4-year rotation v/as modified by splitting the ranges. A 
soybean-corn-oats-meadon rotation was folloived on the east 
half of the ranges from 1943 through 1946. A corn-soybeans-
oats-meadow rotation has been followed since that date. 
The yields of corn following soybeans compared with 
yields of corn following corn on the same plots are shown in 
Table 25* On the 72 different plots on which comparisons were 
made, the corn following soybeans outylelded corn following 
Table 24. Smaoary of Average Adjusted Yields of all Crops 
In Corn<-Corn-^Bts->l(6ado« Rotation 
Average adjusted yields on all ranees^ 
First-year Second-year 
Areateent corn corn Oats Hay 
bu. per A bu. per A bu. per A tons per A 
(1919-1951) (1919-1951) (1915-1951) (1915-1951) 
Check 61.7 56.8 56.9 2.25 
Line 65.3 58.0 61.0 1 •73 
Lime - rock phosphate 63.5 57.2 59.3 1.68 
Idme - super phosphate 59.6 2.42 
Idffle - rock phosphate - potash 68,4 63.4 61.8 1.90 
Lime - 2-12-6 68.4 62.4 67.3 2.30 
Lime - 2-12-12 75.1 70.1 70.0 2.54 
8 tons mantire 75.2 69.8 60.4 2.68 
2 tons manure annually 71.6 68.5 61.0 2.81 
8 tons manure - lime 78.5 71.1 64.8 2.91 
8 tons manure - lime - rock 80.4 72.7 68.6 3.10 
phosphate 
68.0 8 tons manure - rock phosphate - 79.7 69.8 2.98 
potash 
8 tons manure - 0-20-0 75-9 69.6 69.8 3.30 
8 tons manure - 2-12-6 78.6 71.4 71.5 3.20 
8 tons manure - 2-12-12 77.4 71.8 77.6 3.13 
12 tons manure - lime 80.4 71.9 64.0 3.14 
l6 tons manure - lime 81.1 73.8 68.8 3.44 
20 tons manure - lime 81.8 77.6 71.1 3.58 
L»S«Da 8.3 bu. 8.7 bu. 9.2 bu. .67 ton 
Hiethod of adjusting yields described in Section III, pages 49 to 57-
Table 23« CoaparatiTe Fffeota of Soybeans and Corn on the 
Yields of the Following Crop 
1^5 19W» 
Com Com Inorease Com Com Increase Com Com Increase 
Plot following following due to following following due to following following due to Average 
com soybeans soybeans com soybeans soybeans com soybeans soybeans response 
U) I*) 
Range 1100 Range 1200 Range 13OO 
0 51.0 52.3 2.5 63.1 66.9 6.0 71.9 7U.6 2.9 3.8 
1 69.3 76.7 10.7 62.5 67.5 8.0 81.5 8I4.I4 5.6 7.U 
2 67.9 71.9 5.9 65.3 69.1* 6.3 80.5 8U.9 5.5 3.9 
3 70.8 77.3 9.2 67.1 76.8 II4.5 80.6 87.9 9.1 10.9 
U 76.U 78.5 2.7 70.6 86.U 22.U 76.8 90.2 I7.U II4.2 
5 51.9 62.5 20.i| 58.2 68.5 17.7 65.U 69.7 6.6 II4.9 
6 82.7 92.0 11.2 73 .U 90.0 22.6 79.2 88.2 11 .u 18.5 
7 8U.0 93.1 10.8 76.1 87.2 lli.6 80.2 9U.7 18.1 1I4.5 
8 79.3 82.6 14.2 62.8 70.8 12.7 76.8 89.I4 16.14. 11.1 
9 75.9 79.8 5.1 59.6 68.1 II4.3 72.6 86.3 I8.9 12.8 
10 51.1 61.9 21.1 146.U 56.5 21.8 53.1 63.3 19.2 21.0 
11 69.1 7U.6 8.0 62.U 73.6 17.9 68.6 82.5 20.3 I5.U 
12 67.8 76.9 13.1* 71.2 79.9 12.2 67.0 79.3 18.14 lh.7 
13 76.7 7U.0 -3.6 67.9 77.0 13.1* 80.7 86.5 7.2 5.7 
m 76.7 80.5 65.2 77.U 18.7 77.8 89.I4 114.9 12.8 
15 51.5 1+8.1* -6tli 34.0 57.0 67.6 Ul.2 55.9 35.7 32.3 
26 61.8 6U.8 U.6 56.8 53.U -6.U 57.U 60.8 18.5 5.3 
29 60,1 68.7 114.3 56.6 U7.8 -18.U 51.1 57.2 11.9 2.6 
30 55.9 62.6 12.0 57.5 52.1 -lO.U U6.7 I48.5 3.3 1.8 
31 51.9 59.2 lU.i 56.7 eu.9 ll.U 67.3 ^.7 3.6 9.7 
32 58.1 65.5 12.7 63.5 77.7 22.5 7li.U 77.8 I4.6 13.3 
33 57.2 6U.8 13.3 57.2 76.8 3li.3 71.8 7I1.2 3.3 16.9 
3U 71.1 77.8 9.U 65.0 78.8 21.2 92.3 9h»k 2.3 10.9 
35 1^9.6 55.6 12.1 1*7.5 66.9 I4O.8 7I4.O 70.2 -5.I4 15.8 
Average - 12.059^ inorease in oorn yield due to soybeans as compared to oom. 
Table 23» (Continued) 
19U9 1950 191*7 
Oat* Oata Inorease Oats Oats Inorease Oats Oats Increase 
Plot following following due to following following due to following following due to 
oom aoybeana soybeans oom soybeans soybeans oorn soybeans soybeans 
Range 1100 
{ % )  
Range 1200 Range 1300 
(^) 
0 29.1 3U.2 ll*.9 50.8 I46.I -10.2 6t*.8 63.7 -1.7 
1 14.6.1 56.2 18.0 li9.1 57.1 lii.O 72.2 77.1 6,U 
2 142.9 56.2 23.7 52.1 55.3 5.8 73.0 75.0 2.0 
3 143.8 57.9 2I4.U 51.1 61.6 17.0 68.9 7l*.3 7.3 
U W.8 53.8 18.6 53.9 68.6 21.U 65.9 71.0 7.2 
5 27.2 27.8 2.2 52.1 I42.7 -22.0 5U.1* 61.6 11.7 
6 60.6 59.6 -1.7 60.9 65.1 I4.9 63.5 75.6 16.0 
7 51.9 65.9 21.2 61.2 6O.I4 -1.3 62.U 83.1* 25.2 
8 52.8 67.U 21.7 56.0 66.7 16.0 55.1 72.2 23.7 
9 50.5 lh.3 32.2 59.5 62.3 h.5 70.0 75.2 6.9 
10 lh.7 56.3 20.6 52.3 U6.6 -12.2 51.2 56.6 9.5 
11 55.6 69.8 20.3 65.5 67.6 3.1 65.7 76.2 13.8 
12 59.2 52.2 -I3.U 58.5 57.8 -1.2 63.5 70.1* 9.8 
13 6Z.U 71.2 12 .1| 59.8 60.8 1.6 71*. 5 75.0 .6 
li» 65.9 67.8 2.8 70.1 66.2 -5.9 63.1 60.7 -1*.0 
15 38.0 51.6 26.14 51.9 l4l*.3 -17.2 59.6 55.1 -8.2 
28 28.U 63.0 5U.9 57.1 1*9.5 -15.1* 56.6 57.9 2.2 
29 29.0 5U.3 62.3 l4l*.6 -39.7 59.1* 58.8 1.0 
30 29.0 146*1 37.1 I46.7 1*3.6 -7.1 1*9.5 55.5 10.8 
31 Wt.o 68.1 35.2 66.1 5U.0 -22.U 63.7 71*. 1 11*.0 
32 1*7.0 68.8 31.7 5l*.9 6ti.l II4.I* 79.1 76.5 -3.U 
3? 39.U U6.3 II4.9 I46.2 56.5 18.2 75.2 76.9 2.2 
3U I4U.6 55.6 19.8 66.1i 6U.0 -3.8 79.9 79.1 -1.0 
35 3U.5 30.2 1*9.6 56.7 12.5 6J4.2 76.5 16.1 
Table 25* (Continued) 
1951 191*8 
Oats Oats Increase Oats Oats Increase 
Plot following following due to following following due to 
com soybeans soybeans com soybeans soybeans (^) 
Range II4OO Range 1300 
0 26.6 30.9 13.9 51.6 60,2 ll*.5 
1 3U*l4 1|0«6 15.3 66.1 68.7 3.8 
2 U0.5 3U.2 -18.U 8U.2 79.1 -6.1* 
5 36.U U6,7 22.1 82.0 70.1* -16.5 
k 35.8 2*0.5 11.6 86.9 82.7 -5.1 
3 28.8 28.8 0.0 67.1* 68.8 2.0 
6 U1.5 U6.5 10.8 90.0 86.1* -iu2 
7 U3.7 1*8.7 10.3 93.0 96.6 3.7 
8 I43.6 147.1 7.1* 81.1* 76.6 -6.3 
9 39.6 1*8.7 18.7 89.6 82,5 -8.6 
10 30,h 32.0 5.0 68.1* 79.2 13.6 
11 U7.8 52.1* 22.1 86.0 9U.9 9  ^
12 i .^l 1*9.7 3.2 77.6 83.8 7.1* 
13 U8.8 1*8.6 .1* 92.1 97.2 5.2 
ih 51.0 52.1* 2.7 86.7 89.1 2.7 
15 36.1 36.1* .8 58.0 53.2 -9-0 
28 3U.1 1*0.5 15.8 76.6 85.7 10.6 
29 32.9 35.6 7.6 90.1* 9l*.6 3.1* 
30 36.1i 38.3 5.0 90.5 96.0 1*.7 
31 31.0 1*9.8 37.8 100.7 9U.3 -6.8 
32 38.8 1*5.6 ll*.9 lQl*.3 98.1 -6.3 
33 39.8 1*1.2 3.1* 71.0 72.7 2.3 
3U i4U.8 1*0.2 -11.1* 91.8 82.1; -11.1* 
35 30.1 38.1* 21.6 7l*.7 52.8 -la.7 
ATerage • 6.96^ increase in oat yield due to soybeans as compared to com. 
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corn by an average of 12 per cent. As can be seen in Table 
25» the percentage increase due to soybeans varied on the 
individual plots from a -18.4 per cent to a +67.6 per cent. 
No definite correlation between the per cent increase and 
plot treatment, season, or yield level is apparent. When the 
percentage increase in yield is plotted against soil types, 
there is a suggestion of a correlation. This information is 
summarized below: 
Clarion loam (5 plots) 6,2% Average increase 
following soybeans 
Nicollet loam (4 plots) 21,$% Average increase 
following soybeans 
Webster loam (8 plots) 15Average Increase 
following soybeans 
Webster loam, calcareous 15*9% Average increase 
phase (10 plots) following soybeans 
The principal way in which soybeans might affect corn 
yields is by increasing the amount of available nitrogen in 
the soil. If the 5 plots on the Clarion soil are a true 
sample, the response on corn following soybeans appears to 
indicate that corn growing on Clarion loam coxild not utilize 
the extra nitrogen as effectively as could corn growing on 
the other soils. The relatively high average response on 
the treated plots, especially the heavily manured plots, 
indicates that corn, at least on the Nicollet and Webster 
soils, could utilize more nitrogen than has been available. 
Oat yields following soybeans as compared to corn are also 
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given In Table 25. Oat yields following soybeans are 7 per 
cent higher than when following corn. 
The effect of soybeans on the yield of the following 
crop Is in general agreement with the findings of l^ortuDy 19^3 
(42)} Norman, 1946 (41); and V'elss, 194-9 (71), who report 
that corn and/or oats following soybeans yield more than when 
following corn. Norum found that In 1942 corn following soy­
beans on l^ebster and Clarion soils yielded 8.3 and 9.5 bushels 
per acre more respectively than corn following corn. On both 
soil types these yields constituted a 13 per cent higher 
yield of the succeeding corn crop. 
Soybean yields are summarized In Table 26. Soybean 
yields are much more tmlform than are yields of corn, oats 
and hay. No pronounced differences In yield exist between 
plots with comparable treatments but different soils. There 
Is an Increase in yield with soil treatments, especially with 
manure. The higher the rate of manure used, the higher are 
the soybean yields. 
5. Corn-corn-oats-meadow-meadow rotation 
The 5-year rotation is on ranges 912 to 922, 924- to 934^, 
1000 to 1010, 1012 to 1022 and 1024 to 1034. From 1915 until 
19^3)& corn-oats-meadow-wheat rotation was followed on four 
of the ranges while the fifth was used for four years of 
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Table 26. Average Soybean Yields, 1942 to 1951 
Yield - bushels per acre 
Ranee 1100 1200 1^00 1400 
Plot Treatment 1943 1944 1945 1942-47 Average 
Year and and and and all 
1948 1949 1950 1951 ranges 
0 Check 26.0 26.2 23.7 23.1 24.8 
1 8 tons manure In 4 31.3 31.4 30.6 30.2 30.9 
years 
31.8 2 2 tons manure per 31»5 31.2 31.4 31.5 
year 
30.8 3 8 tons manure - lime 33 33.5 32.2 32.5 
4 12 tons manure - lime 33.8 34.9 33.6 31.7 33.5 
5 Check 25.8 29.1 25.8 24.3 26.2 
6 16 tons manure - lime 36.4 37.6 35.7 32.2 35.5 
7 20 tons manure - lime 39.3 39.0 37.4 34.0 37.4 
d 8 tons manxire - lime 36.7 36.6 34.6 29.8 34.4 
- rock phosphate 
9 8 tons manure - lime 34.9 33.2 33.5 30.2 32.9 
10 Check 36.3 27.1 25.2 26.3 28.7 
11 8 tons manure - lime 37.1 32.4 33.5 31.8 33.7 
- 0-20-0 
12 8 tons manure - Ume - 36.2 
ti 
35.4 30.7 30.1 33.1 
rock phospfacite - potas] 
13 8 tons manure - lime 36.1 34.5 33.1 30.1 33.4 
- 2-12-6 
14 8 tons manure - lime 36.2 33.9 33.9 29.9 33.5 
- 2-12-12 
15 Cheek 28.8 25.1 28.1 24.3 26.6 
28 Lime -rock phosphate 29.5 25.1 26.8 22.9 26.1 
29 Lime 29.7 24.0 24.6 24.3 25.6 
30 Check 29.6 23.8 24.0 23.4 25.2 
31 Lime — 0—20—0 28.5 25.8 31.1 23.1 27.1 
32 Lime - 2-12-6 31.0 27.2 31.0 24.5 28.4 
33 Lime - rock phosftota 31.7 28.1 29.7 24.8 28.6 
- potash 
26.4 34 Lime - 2-12-12 34.0 31.4 29.6 30.3 
35 Check 29.7 23.4 27.4 21.4 25.5 
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alfalfa* In 194^3 the rotation was changed to a corn-corn-
oats-meadov-neadow rotation vlth treatments remaining the 
same* 
There has been only one complete cycle of all crops on 
all plots since 1943* It is, therefore, impossible to eval­
uate the rotation effect. As can be seen from the soil map, 
soil conditions are quite varied* Comparisons of yields on 
different soils with the same treatment in the same year are 
difficult to make but a few are possible. On the 924- to 934 
range two of the no-treatment plots are on Webster sllty clay 
loam and one is on Clarion loam. 
The yields of the different crops are given in Table 27# 
Table 27* Yields on Clarion and Webster Soils of Different 
Crops on Check Plots In th« 5-Year Rotation 
1948 i549 1950 1951 1952 
Soil First-year Second-year 
corn corn Oats Hay Hay 
(bushels per k) (tons per A) 
Clarion loam 71.6 32*3 38.1 0.80 
(plot 924) 
Webster sllty clay 81.4 5^.6 59.7 1.61 
loam (av. of plots 
929 and 934) 
Difference between 9*8 2?.3 21.6 0.80 
soils 
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The one year*s data for each crop do not permit any 
general statements as to average yield levels* The compari­
sons between yields of the same crop rdth the same treatment 
and the same year but on different soils is of Interest, For 
each crop the yield on the Clarion loam iras below the yield 
on the V-ebster sllty clay loam. 
B. Comparison of Yields on Different Soils 
Yields of different crops on different soils have now 
been studied on the 1-, 2-, 3-, 4- and 5-y«ar rotations. 
Yield comparisons between soils are probably most valid 
on the continuous corn rotations because in this rotation the 
same crop appears each year on the same plot. There are, 
however, only two soils present and only one crop Is grown. 
All that can be concluded from these data concerning yield 
differences between soils Is that on the no-treatment plots 
corn grown continuously yields less on Clarion than on Nicol­
let soil. 
The 2-year rotation is of little value in making compari­
sons between soil types. All of the plots are mixtures of 
Nicollet and Clarion soils and as crop yields are on a whole 
plot basis) there is no way to separate the effect of any one 
soil type. Also, there is no way to Isolate the rather large 
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difference in yields between the two ranges that apparently 
has resulted from seasonal differences. 
The 3-year rotation is of more value than the 2-year 
rotation in making comparisons between soil types as there 
are a number of plots that are entirely on one soil type. 
There Is not much difference in corn yields between ranges. 
There are rather large differences in oat and hay yields be­
tween ranges. As there is no way to separate the effects 
of seasonal variations from soil variations, the yield dif­
ferences that appear to exist between soils on the 3-year 
rotation must be used with caution and considered to be only 
rough estimates. 
The 4-year rotation with its wide variety of soil condi­
tions and treatments is the most useful part of this experiment 
for determining differences between soils. The method used 
for adjusting yields between ranges, described in the section 
"Adjustment of Yields" reduces the variation due to seasonal 
differences. As nearly as can be determined by a number of 
comparisons within the same range where seasonal variations 
would be a constant, as well as by analyses of the average 
yields from all ranges, yield differences of more than about 
5 per cent are probably significant. 
Because of the limited amount of comparable yield data 
available on the rotation, it is of little value in 
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malclng comparisons between rotations except within ranges 
as was done on page 111. 
A summary of yields of different crops on different 
soils in the 1-, 3- and 4--year rotations is given in Table 
28. Comparisons of the relative differences in yield that 
are credited to soil differences are somewhat more easily 
seen when the yields are expressed on a percentage basis as 
is done in Table 29, In this table yields on the Nicollet 
soils are taken as being equal to 100 per cent, and yields 
on all other soils are expressed as a percentage of this 
figure. 
Corn yields are lower on Clarion soils than on Nicollet 
soils in all cases. Corn yields are lower on calcareous 
Webster and Harpster soils on the check plots, but are near­
ly as high as on Nicollet soils on the manured plots. There 
does not appear to be any pronounced difference in relative 
corn yields on the different soils that are associated with 
different rotations except that Clarion loam on the continuous 
corn rotation has a lower rating than on the other rotations. 
Oat yields tend to be lower on Clarion soils and higher 
on Webster soils than on Nicollet loam. The relative advant­
age of the T^ebster soils and Harpster silty clay loam appears 
to be increased by the manure treatment. 
Hay yields are lower than on Nicollet loam on all of the 
other soils on the untreated plots in the 4*year rotation. 
Table 28. Comparison of Average Yields on Different Soils In Different Rotations 
Rotations 
No treatment Manure and line 
Corn-corn- Corn-corn-
Crop Soli oats-meadow oats-meadow 
Contl- Corn- First- Second- Contl- Corn- First- Second-
nuous oats year year niious oats year year 
corn meadow corn corn corn meadow corn corn 
Corn 
bushels 
per acre 
1919-51 
Oats 
bushels 
per acre 
1915-51 
Meadow 
tons 
per acre 
1915-51 
Clarion 
Nicollet 
Webster 
Calcareous 
Webster 
Harpster 
Clarion 
Nicollet 
Webster 
Calcareous 
Webster 
Harpster 
Clarion 
Nicollet 
Webster 
Calcareous 
Webster 
Harpster 
37.2 
44.5 
58.6 
62.8 
65.6 
41.6 
50.4 
62.6 
1.18 
1.56 
2.16 
56.0 
65.2 
68.0 
61.8 
52.1 
47.4 
59.4 
58.9 
63.4 
58.7 
1.68 
2.54 
2.34 
2.11 
1.79 
57.8 
60.2 
62.3 
55.8 
46.4 
54.1 
74.6 
78.4 
77.6 
57.6 
61.0 
65.1 
2.34 
2.05 
3.04 
73.5 
79.4 
79.0 
79.1 
75.7 
56.8 
66.8 
69.7 
70.3 
2.38 
3.17 
3.24 
3.13 
3.17 
67.1 
71.8 
71.1 
69.2 
69.5 
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Table 29. Average Crop Yields in the 1-, 3- and J-Year 
Rotations Expressed as Percentages of the Yields 
Obtained on Nicollet Loam 
Cont. Corn-oats- Corn-corn-
corn aeadon oats-meadoir 
First-yr. 
corn 
Second-yr. 
corn 
Ck M-L Ck U-L Ck M-L Ck U-L ( i )  ( i )  
A. 
w  
Corn 
( i )  ( i )  ( i )  ( i )  ( i )  
Clarion loan 84 93 95 86 91 96 94 
Nicollet loam 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Webster silty 
clay loam 104 99 104 99 103 99 
Webster silty clay 
loam, calcareous 95 100 93 97 
Harpster silty clay 
loam 80 95 77 97 
B. Oats 
Clarion loam 83 95 80 105 
Nicollet loam 100 100 100 100 
Webster silty 
clay loam 124 107 99 118 
Webster silty clay 
loam, calcareous 107 123 
Harpster silty clay 
loam 
C. Hay 
99 124 
Clarion loam 76 114 66 75 
Nicollet loam 100 100 100 100 
Webster silty 
clay loam 139 148 92 102 
Webster silty clay 
loam, calcareous 83 99 
Harpster silty clay 
loam 71 100 
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Hay yields on the mannred plots are about the same on all 
soils except on Clarion soils where they are lower. The ex­
treme and apparently erratic variation In relative hay yields 
on the 3-year rotation apparently results from seasonal as 
well as soil differences. 
C. Rotation Comparisons 
The lack of uniformity of the soils on which the experi­
ments have been conducted and the lack of replication and 
randomization makes comparisons between rotations difficult. 
Some general observations from plot averages} however, 
are possible. All rotations have two or more check plots^ 
and all have one plot in each range that receives lime alone. 
All have at least one plot in each range that receives lime 
plus manure at the rate of 8 tons every 4 years. All rota­
tions except the continuous corn contain a plot in each range 
that receives lime plus manure plus rock phosphate. As all 
rotations except the 5-year rotations have been followed for 
a long period of time, the average yields are a fairly reli­
able indication of the yields which might be expected over a 
period of time* 
The average yields for each of the rotations| except the 
5-year rotation, for the treatments listed above are given in 
Table 30. 
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Table 30. Stumnary of Average Yields Obtained ivlth 
Continuous Corni the Corn-Oats Rotation, the 
Corn-Oats-Meadon Rotation and the 
Corn-Corn-Oats-Ueadovr Rotation 
Treatment 
Continuous 
corn 
Corn-Oats- Corn-corn-
Corn-oats meadon oats-meadoiv 
Corn yields (bushels per acre) 
1919 to 1951. average of all corn 
No treatment 
Lime 
Manure, lime 
Uanure, lime, 
rock phosphate 
No treatment 
Lime 
Manure, lime 
Manure, lime, 
rock phosphate 
No treatment 
Lime 
Manure, lime 
Manure, lime, 
rock phosphate 
40,8 
46.5 
54.1 
45.9 
52.7 
65.0 
64.9 
62.2 
68.2 
76.9 
78.1 
Oat yields (bushels per acre) 
3.91? to average 
36.6 
48.2 
47.7 
53.8 
61,2 
63.1 
Hay yields (tons per acre) 
19?-? to 1951 average 
1.60 
1.66 
2.65 
2.79 
60.2 
61.6 
74.8 
76.5 
56.9 
61.0 
71.1 
72.7 
2.25 
1.73 
2.91 
3.10 
These average yield figures appear to be fairly reason­
able for the corn except that tlie yields in the 4-year rota­
tion are relatively higher than would be expected. The rela­
tive oat and hay yields on the 3- and 4-year rotations, how­
ever, appear to be completely unrealistic. There appears to 
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be no reason why the yields of oats following one year of 
corn should be lower than yields following 2 years of corn, or 
why hay yields in a 3-y3ar rotation should be lower than in a 
4-year rotation. 
The most likely source of variation appears to be dif­
ferences in soils. All crops do not occur on the same soil 
in all rotations In any one year. Nicollet soils do, however, 
occur in all rotations if not in every year of the rotation. 
Nicollet loam, therefore, appears to be the best soil to use 
as a standard for measuring variation in yield between soil 
types. It will be recalled that there is essentially no dif­
ference In corn or hay yields on Webster sllty clay loam and 
Nicollet loam. Therefore, Webster plots can be used for this 
comparison between rotations where no Nicollet plots are 
available. There Is also no appreciable difference in corn 
or hay yields on calcareous Webster soils and Nicollet soils 
on the plots that have been manured. Thus, yields from man­
ured calcareous Webster plots can be used for rotation com­
parisons where no Nicollet or Webster soils are available. 
By a careful screening of all plots it was possible to 
locate a number of plots in all rotations where the soil was 
either domlnantly Nicollet or Webster or on the maniu'ed 
plots, calcareous Webster. Enough of these plots were found 
to occur so that a yield record was available of every crop 
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every year on every rotation for the untraeted and the man­
ured and limed plots on comparable soils. 
A list of the plots used for rotation comparisons is 
given in Table 31* Whenever possible, more than one plot 
was used and the average yield taken. As oats do not yield 
the same on V»ebster as on Nicollet soils, an adjustment fact­
or, based on the percentage difference betveen oat yields on 
the different soils as reported in Table ?9, was used. The 
adjustment factor used in each plot is reported in Table 31« 
Corn, oats and meadow yields on these selected plots for 
the period 1942 to 1951 are reported in Table 32. These plots 
are considered as being replicated by years, and are analyzed 
statistically as though they were in a conventional experi­
mental design. This somewhat unorthodox procedure at least 
gives some indication of the magnitude, of variance that 
exists. 
The results of the rotation comparisons are summarized 
in Table 33* The relative yields are much as they might be 
predicted from a knowledge of past management. The 40-bushel 
average yield on the untreated continuous corn plots indi­
cates the high original fertility level of these soils. 
Average corn yields vary from 40 to about 85 bushels per acre. 
There are about 30- to 35-hushels of this increase that can be 
credited to rotations. The manure-lime treatment in the con­
tinuous corn rotation has an average yield of 50 bushels 
Table 31, Plots Used for Rotation Comparison and Adjustment Factors Used 
to Uake all Plots Comparable to Nicollet Loam Plots 
Rotation 
Treatment Continuous Factor 
corn Corn->oats oats 
Corn- Factor 
oats-meadow oats 
Corn-corn-
oats-meadow 
Factor 
oats 
Check 906 
Manure 
lime 908 
810 
811 
807 
812 
813 
1.10 
822 
819 
824 
IIS)' 
.95 
.89 
1110) 
1130)® 
1200) 
1205)a 
1235) 
!SI)-
1405) 
1410)a 
1415) 
1108)3 
1109)® 
1208 
1409) 
.95 
.95 
.97 
.89 
.89 
.95 
.97 
Table 32. Comparison of Rotations on Similar Soils t Nicollet and Webster Soils 
a). Corn 71elds 
Yield-bushels per acre 
Corn-corn-oats-meadon 
Treatment Tear Continuous Corn-oats- First-year Second-year 
corn Corn-oats meadow corn corn 
Cheek 
Average 
Manure ft lime 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
Average 
50.2 
45.9 
42.5 
39.6 
33.2 
27.6 
56.8 
37.2 
39.9 
55.8 
55.2 
48.1 
55.1 
55.1 
23.4 
64.0 
47.6 
60.8 
37.7 
50.3 
58-9 
47.5 
46.8 
58.0 
53.0 
32.6 
56.8 
55.2 
43.0 
36.3 
48.8 
First- and second-year corn 
97.4 70.0 
57.4 69.5 
44.1 69.7 
53.5 58.5 
75.2 71.9 
47.5 53.5 
80.2 89.8 
64.3 65.4 
85.2 65.9 
77.8 78.4 
68.3 69.3 
79.1 
74.6 
58.9 
75.0 
64.7 
53.8 
76.6 
68.4 
80.8 
70.3 
70.2 
105.5 
73.2 
68.0 
84.3 
89.3 
59.5 
91.4 
82.1 
90.8 
96.5 
84.1 
93.4 
81.6 
80.3 
80.6 
92.3 
71.1 
100.6 
81.4 
93.2 
99.3 
86.4 
65.4 
74.6 
60.8 
50.5 
56.3 
69.7 
84.8 
68.0 
64.9 
52.3 
61.6 
91.9 
76.8 
77.6 
61.2 
76.6 
45.0 
90.4 
71.5 
79.1 
76.7 
74.7 
First- and second-year corn • 80.5 
Table 32a. (Continued) 
Analysis of Variance 
df SS MS F 
Total 99 34,873 
Treatments 9 21,155 2,350.5 40.7 
Year 9 9,042 1,004.0 
Error 81 4,676 57.7 
L.S.D.= 
L.S.D. = 2.26 (3.4) « 7.7 
Table 3^. (Continued) 
bX Oat Yields 
Yield - bushels per acre 
Year 
No treatment Manure - lime 
Rotations 
Corn-oats 
Corn-oats-
meadoir 
Corn-corn-
oats-meadow Corn-oats 
1942 40.0 57.5 62.5 55.0 
1943 45.3 70.6 72.3 49.9 
1944 23.1 32.0 38.9 25.0 
1945 40.6 56.8 64.7 48.3 
1946 30.0 53.8 53.9 34.4 
1947 20.7 72.4 56.3 44.0 
1948 32.5 54.1 62.5 45.0 
1949 18.6 61.0 42.5 32.6 
1950 32.5 56.8 50.8 48.8 
1951 21.3 40.5 28.8 26.5 
Average 30.5 55.5 53.3 40.9 
Rotations 
Corn-oats- Corn-corn-
meadoTT oat s-meadov 
70.6 64.2 
81.2 78.9 
40.3 4^.9 
68.1 78.8 
65»6 54.4 
70.1 58.9 
71.6 81.8 
67.8 46.0 
50.2 49.8 
36.4 38.0 
62.2 59.7 
Analysis of Variance 
df SS MS F 
Total 59 16, 360.7 
Years 9 6, 675.9 741.7 
Treatments 5 7, 466.8 1,493.3 30.3 
Error 45 2, 218.0 49.3 
L.S.D. » 2.3 ^ * 3»14 « 7.1 bu, per acre. 
Table 32. (Continued) 
c). Hay Yields 
Yield "• tons per acre 
No treatment Manure - lime 
Year Rotation Rotation 
Corn-oats- Corn-corn- Corn-oats- Corn-corn-
meadov oats-meadow meadow oats-meadow 
1942 3.20 3.54 4.49 4.63 
19A3 2.77 2.94 3.30 2.98 
1944 2.70 3.29 2.88 
1945 2.58 1.82 3.96 3.79 
1946 1.91 2.57 2.48 3.69 
1947 
1948 
1.07 1.59 2.15 1.96 
2.40 2.15 3.12 3.76 
1949 1.83 1.98 2.88 3.27 
1950 2.62 3.10 4.13 4.24 
1951 2.37 2.27 3.02 2.46 
Average 2.36 2.43 3.28 3.36 
Analysis of Variance 
df SS IIS F 
Total 39 26.21 
Years 9 13.51 1.50 lO*^ 
Treatments 3 8.68 2.89 19»» 
Error 27 4.02 .15 
L.S.D. = 2.26 3, 2 (.15) . 
10 
= .37. 
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Table 33. Sununary of Comparisons of Yields Obtained 
in Different Rotations on Similar Soils, 
Yields Adjusted to Yields on Nicollet Soils. 
1942 to 1951 Average. 
Rotation bu, 
Corn 
> per acre Oats Hay 
First-
year 
Second-
year 
Ave­
rage 
bu. per 
acre 
tons per 
acre 
I. Continuous corn 
No treatment 
Manure, lime 
39.9 
50.3 
II. Corn-oats 
No treatment 
Uanure, lime 
48.8 
70.2 
30.5 
40.9 
III. Corn-oats-meadow 
No treatment 
Uanure, lime 
68.3 
84.1 
55.5 
62.2 
2.36 
3.28 
IV. Corn-corn-oats-
meadoir 
No treatment 
Uanure, lime 86.4 
61.6 
74.7 
65-4 
80.5 
53.3 
59.7 
2.43 
3.36 
L.S .D. 7.7 7.1 .37 
compared to a 48.8 bushel average yield on the untreated 
plots in the corn-oats rotation. ThuS| the manure about 
equalizes the effect of one half of the corn. The manure-
lime plots on the corn-oats rotations have an average corn 
yield equal to that on the untreated plots on the corn-oats-
meadow rotation. This Indicates that the manure-lime treat­
ment has been as effective in maintaining corn yields as the 
rather ordinary (2.36 tons per acre) meadow. 
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Corn yields on the 4-year rotation are slightly loner 
than on the 3-y®ar rotation *hen the averages of first- and 
second-year corn are used for comparison. Yields of first-
year corn in the 3" and 4-year rotations are essentially the 
same, 68,3 as compared to 69*3 bushels per acre on the no-
treatment plots, and 84,1 as compared to 86.4 bushels per acre 
on the manure plus lime plots. 
Yields of both oats and hay in the 3- and 4-year rotations 
are essentially the same for comparable treatments. The in­
clusion of a meadow crop In the rotation Increased oat yields 
by about 25 bushels per acre. 
This same concept Is somewhat easier to understand in 
Table 3^) where the yields are expressed as percentages of 
the yields of the treated plots on the 3-year rotations. The 
untreated continuous corn plots have corn yields of 47 per 
cent, the manured continuous corn plots 60 per cent. The 
yields In the 4-year rotation are only slightly below those 
on the 3-year rotation. 
The lime and manure treatments are about the equal of a 
year of meadow In the rotation as far as corn yields are con­
cerned . 
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Table 34-. Yields of Corn and Oats for Different Rotations 
Expressed as Percentages of the Yields on the Manured 
Corn-Oats-Meadow Rotation. 1942 to 1951 Average. 
Corn Corn-oats 
Corn-oats-
meadow 
Corn-corn-
oats-meadow ( i )  W  
Corn» 
No treatment 47 58 82 78 
Manure, lime 60 83 100 96 
Oats*^ 
No treatment 45 88 86 
Manure, lime 64 100 100,6 
•Por corn, 84,1 bushels • lOOJJ. 
•*For oats, 62,2 bushels s lOC^. 
D, Correlation of Indices of Production with 
Crop Yields on Different Soils 
As pointed out in an earlier section, the success with 
which a crop grows depends upon nutrients, air, water and 
temperature. The interactions of these various factors and 
of various portions of each of them is exceedingly complex. 
Any measxirement of any of these factors is of necessity an 
oversimplification and involves arbitrary decisions that have 
meaning only when correlated with crop behavior. 
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!• Plant nutrients as measured by soil tests 
One such type of measurement Is the soil test. Tests 
are made for that fraction of phosphorus, potassium end 
nitrogen in the soil that is believed to be correlated ir;ith 
plant growth, A check on the adequacy of the nutrient sup­
plied is furnished by plant analyses. The methods used are 
described in Section IV, B. The average results of soil 
tests for each plot In the rotation experiments together Trith 
leaf analyses for the plots that were in corn in 195I are 
presented in Table 35, 
Results on a number of no treatment or check plots on 
different soils are given in Table 36. The most definite 
correlation between soil type and soil test on the no treat­
ment plots is for pH. As would be expected, the Harpster 
sllty clay loam, which is calcareous at the surface, has the 
highest pH. There Is a slight tendency for available phos­
phorus to be highest In the Nicollet and V.'ebster soils. 
Potassium is highest in the T'ebster soils. 
a. Phosphorus. A brief study of the data in Table 35 
indicates that the phosphate tests of soils are readily af­
fected by treatment. In nearly all cases phosphate levels 
are higher on manured plots than they are on check plots. 
Superphosphate applications have resulted in higher phosphate 
Table 35* Soil Tests and Leaf Sample Data, Agronomy Farm Rotation Experiment 
Rotation Plot 
no. 
Soil Treatment 
Corn 
jrleld Soil test 
1951 
Leaf 
/ bu./acre PH P K N jtP jte 
(lbs. per A) (ppm) 
CK 26.8 6.2 3.6 208 20 
M 38.1 6.2 7.9 198 23 
ML 37.7 6.7 10.2 196 20 
L(CrR.) 29.4 6.5 3.56 154 18 
CK 22.3 6.1 2.0 158 15 
CK 41.3 6.3 2.2 198 18 .17 1.64 
HL 65.8 6.7 10.6 212 28 .22 1.70 
mBP 70.3 6.8 11.1 206 29 - .28 1.86 
CrL 57.6 6.7 5.6 208 28 .23 1.58 
CrIRP 47.7 6.7 7'$ 202 29 .22 1.54 
CK 36.3 6.2 5.8 190 20 .20 1.54 
CK 6.1 5.8 169 
ML 6.6 11.3 176 
VIRP 10.9 169 
CrL 6.8 5.0 154 
CrIJ\P 6.6 6.06 161 
CK 6.0 5.12 170 
CK 54.9 5.8 1.25 164 .21 1.30 
ML 91.5 6.6 2.12 166 .3^ 1.72 
MIRP 96.5 6.6 4.25 172 .34 1.73 
Crl? 76.9 6.4 2.19 180 .28 1.04 
CrIRP 77.3 6.5 3.62 170 .38 .82 
CK 77.8 6.0 3.25 178 .32 .86 
CC 
C-O 
C-O-H 
906 
907 
908 
909 
910 
805 
806 
807 
808 
809 
810 
811 
812 
814 
815 
816 
817 
818 
5^9 820 
821 
822 
N 
N 
N 
N 
C 
C.H30 
C-N^5 
N-CfO 
N-c|2 
N-C20 
C-H^ 
C-N30 
C-N30 
c-N30 
C-N20 
C-NfO 
C-N30 
N-C20 
N-C20 
J 
Table 35* (Continued) 
Botation Soli Treatnent 
no* 1971 
Corn 
yleli 
5
bu./acre 
C>0-M 
C—C"0"M 
823 N-CJ2 CK 
824 N^30 ML 
825 C-K20 MISP 
826 0 CrL 
827 CrlUP 
828 N-C^ CK 
829 R CK 
830 W ML 
831 w lUilP 
832 w CrL 
833 w CrIAP 
834 V CK 
1100 c CK 66.9 
1 C 8M 97.4 
2 C 8M(2x4) 87.8 
3 c 8ML 99.0 
4 12ML 110.2 
5 C-N30 CK 72.6 
6 N 16ml 105.9 
7 w-w 20HL 111.4 
8 w 8MIAP 105.9 
9 w ML 99.3 
10 w CK 82.7 
11 W-N UL - 0-20-0 104.4 
1951 
Soil test Leaf 
pH P K N ?gP 
(lbs, per A) (ppm) 
5.6 
6.1 
6.4 
6.6 
6.3 
6.0 
6.1 
6.5 
6.5 
6.5 
6.4 
5.9 1.44 155 30 .22 1,52 
5.8 2.00 163 27 .31 1.93 
5.9 3.06 168 29 .30 1.54 
6.4 1.62 147 39 .32 1.67 
6.4 2.06 162 32 .35 1.92 
6.1 1.56 180 26 .22 1.55 
6.3 4.44 182 33 .34 2.20 
6.4 8.75 ?04 38 .33 2.18 
6.6 5.62 180 38 .33 1.54 
6.8 10.30 206 .37 1.54 
6.7 3.88 205 25 .32 1.19 
6.9 10.20 190 .34 1.56 
2.88 154 
3.81 169 
7.12 157 
1.44 152 
3.12 136 
3.12 157 
2.0 175 
3.75 223 
5.08 260 
2.81 262 
4.00 252 
3.12 232 
2
Table 35> (Continued) 
Corn 
Rotation Soil Treatment 1951^ 
bu./aere 
C-C-O-M 1112 N-wJJ-Wa^? lIUlPK 94.6 
13 N-W25-Wa25 UL - 2-12-6 103.8 
14 N-W-Wa HL - 2-12-12 104.9 
15 W-H-Wa CK 68.9 
28 H-Wa^o CrUtP 7^.8 
29 N-W CrL 74.8 
30 N-W , CK 74.2 
31 N-Wa30 CrL - 0-20-0 70.1 
32 N-Wa^2 CrL - 2-12-6 83.1 
33 WA-W40 CrmPIC 71.8 
34 Wa-W20 CrL - 2-12-12 87.2 
35 WA-W20 CK 68.3 
1200 N CK 
1 C-H20 8M 
2 C-k20 8lf(2x4) 
3 C-11^5 81IL 
4 M 12ML 
5 N-w20 CK 
I  
1?-H20 161IL 
W-Wal5 20ML 
Wa-W^ 8imip 
Wa HL 
10 Wa CK 
11 «a HL - 0-20-0 
1951 
Soil test Leaf 
(lbs. per A} (ppm) 
7.1 2.44 171 .32 1.69 
7.1 4.00 164 .34 1.46 
7.0 4.38 181 .33 1.62 
6.8 1.37 172 .24 1.00 
6.9 2.31 190 .31 .72 
6.9 4.31 182 .36 .72 
6.8 2.08 183 .25 .94 
7.0 6.88 204 .43 .62 
7.2 3.75 216 .31 .76 
7.4 2.38 242 .26 1.08 
7.5 13.80 255 .34 1.35 
7.5 3.94 236 .32 .80 
6.6 2.69 169 
6.5 3.19 189 
6.4 
6.8 
3.38 
3.12 
194 
186 
7.0 3.69 184 
6.9 2.08 190 
7.3 5.69 229 
7.6 10.20 226 
7.7 2.81 201 
7-Z 1.50 196 
7.8 1.00 185 
7.7 1.50 184 
Table 35* (Continued) 
Rotation 
no. 
Soil Treatment 
Corn 
yield Soil test 
bu«/acre pb P K N 
(lbs. per A) (ppm) 
MIBPK 7-7 1.69 212 
UL . 2-12-6 7.6 6.88 216 
ML - 2-12-12 7.6 1.25 187 
CK 7.6 1.00 174 
CrlSP 7.5 2.12 200 
CrL 7.5 3.31 186 
CK 7.4 1.75 206 
CrL - 0-20-0 7.5 11.75 214 
CrL - 2-12-6 7.5 7.81 228 
CrlAPK 7.2 2.12 210 
CrL - 2-12-12 7.0 5.06 167 
CK 7.4 2.94 150 
CK 6.7 1.94 142 
811 6.5 4.38 159 
811(2x4) 6.5 5.19 176 
SKL 6.7 4.94 162 
12ML 6.8 6.12 164 
CK 6.8 2.06 170 
1610. 7.0 10.00 210 
2010. 7.0 15.60 226 
81IIRP 7.1 6.94 207 
8HL 7.4 6.69 186 
CK 7.4 1.69 160 
81IL - 0-20-0 7.5 7.56 172 
1951 
Leaf 
C.C-O.H 
C.C-0-M 
1212 
13 
14 
29 
1300 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
? 
1? 
11 
H-Wa20 
H-Wa25 
31 W-H20 
32 W 
33 W 
34 II 
35 N 
C-H20 
N-C30 
N-W15 
N-W40 
W-h20 
w 
w 
W-Wa20 
Wa-W30 
Wa 
Wa 
Table 35- (Continued) 
Corn 
Rotation Soil Treatment 
no* i77J-
bu./acre 
C-C-O-M 1312 ?la 8HIIIPK 
13 Wa 8lfL - 2 .12.6 
lA Wa 61IL - 2-12-12 
H-Wa,^ CK 
W-Wal5 CrIRP 
29 Va CrL 
30 H-Wa CK 
31 Wa-W30 CrL - 0-20-0 
32 Wa-W}2 CrL - 2-12-6 
33 W-WaJ? CrIRPK 
34 N-w30 CrL - 2-12-12 
35 H-WI5 CK 
1400 N-Cl? 
1 N-WjO 
2 W-N20 
3 W 
5 H-Q^ 
6 N-W20 
7 N-W20 
8 N-W20 
9 M-W30 
10 W 
11 W 
CK 56.8 
811 76.5 
8U(2x4) 79.5 
BML 79.3 
121IL 73.6 
CK 54.6 
I6IIL 71.4 
2010. 90.3 
81IUIP 78.9 
810. 71-9 
CK 49.6 
810. - 0-20-0 64.9 
pH P 
(lbs. 
7.6 2.62 
7.6 3.44 
7.6 2.31 
7.6 1.25 
7.5 2.50 
7.6 2.38 
7.7 1.69 
7.5 13.60 
7.5 5.31 
7.3 3.12 
7.0 5.25 
7.2 2.56 
6.4 2.06 
6.3 4.44 
6.3 4.31 
6.7 4.31 
6.8 7.69 
6.5 2.94 
7.0 15.38 
7.0 19.50 
7.0 7.00 
7.0 9.00 
7.0 3.06 
7.1 18.00 
59^1 
Soil test Leaf 
analysis 
K N jBK 
183 
162 
154 
152 
168 
156 
151 
192 
165 
165 
142 
136 
141 .22 1.06 
170 .26 1.76 
177 .27 1.74 
183 .30 1.72 
196 .31 1.80 
161 .25 1,47 
211 .30 2.08 
208 ,30 2.16 
150 .31 1.68 
160 .305 1.62 
184 .25 1.29 
178 .33 1.59 
Table 35* (Continued) 
Rotation Soli 
no. 
Treatment 
Corn 
yield 
1951 
bu./acre 
C-C-O-H 1412 V 8iaiiPK 
13 w 8UL . 2-12-6 
14 W-K30 EUL - 2-12-12 
N-W20 CK 
28 Wa CrlBP 
29 Wa CrL 
30 Wa CK 
31 Wa CrL - 0-20-0 
32 Wa CrL - 2-12-6 
33 CrIRPK 
34 H-C30 CrL - 2-12-12 
35 C-I»*O CK 
C-C-O-H-H 912 C-L30 CK 
913 C H 
914 C ML 
915 C HISP 
916 C ML - 0-20-0 
917 C CK 
918 C-H40 Cr 
919 C-H3-R15 CrL 
920 CrRP 
921 C-IF30 Cr — 0—20—0 
922 c CK 
40,7 
71.7 
82.4 
48.1 
38.9 
39.4 
53.5 
42.7 
55.5 
51.1 
65.2 
52.2 
Soil test Leaf 
P g N" 
(lbs. per A) (ppm) 
6.9 9.75 228 
7.0 15.60 219 
7.0 10.60 200 
7.2 1.62 186 
7.6 1.00 184 
7.6 1.75 200 
7.5 2.25 202 
7.5 4.19 180 
7.5 3.31 186 
7.5 3.25 169 
7.3 4.38 156 
7.4 2.75 146 
6.1 1.38 147 
6.3 2.31 150 
6.5 1.94 134 
6.3 2.81 122 
6.2 6.25 145 
5.7 1.88 152 
6.1 2.31 164 
6.2 1.38 164 
6.1 3.62 152 
6.1 5.94 144 
5.8 1.75 152 
.30 1.89 
.30 2.22 
.28 2.22 
.205 1.58 
.22 .81 
.245 .81 
.275 1.14 
.375 .84 
.245 .90 
.215 1.06 
.25 1.29 
.27 .90 
Table 35* (Continued) 
Corn 
Rotation Soli Treatment 1951^ 
bu./acre 
C-C-O-M-M 924 C OK 
925 N-C20 m 
926 N-W30 HL 
927 W-HI5 lORP 
928 W lILP 
929 V CK 
930 W Cr 
931 W CrL 
932 W CrRP 
933 W CrP 
934 W CK 
1000 H ^ CK 
1 H-C^5 H 
2 C-H35 HL 
3 C-N35 msp 
4 C-ir*5 MLP 
5 H-C30 CK 
N-cl5 Cr 
N-w20 CrL 
ff-N40 CPRP 
9 W-«30 CrP 
10 W CK 
I  
Soil test Leaf 
? it T--^^ 
(lbs. per A) (ppm) 
6.0 1.38 142 
5.9 2.31 142 
6.1 2.69 168 
6.3 6.12 189 
6.4 8.31 199 
6.0 2.81 201 
6.1 3.12 224 
6.5 2.06 246 
6.9 2.3? 243 
6.9 3.06 225 
6.7 1.62 224 
5.6 2.75 192 
5.9 4.81 212 
6.2 4.44 206 
6.3 9.25 194 
6.3 16.38 203 
5.8 3.00 200 
6.0 2.06 202 
6.3 2.44 204 
6.6 5.12 241 
6.4 14.80 240 
5.9 3.25 206 
Table 35* (Continued) 
Rotation 
no* 
Soil Treatment 
Corn 
yield 
1951 
bu./acre pH 
Soil 
P 
test 
K N 
1951 
Leaf 
(lbs. per A) (ppm^ 
C-C-O-M-M 1012 H-C30 CK 67.4 5.8 2.25 160 .24 1.36 
13 C-H30 If 95.5 6.1 3.38 .29 1.77 
14 C ML 91.5 6.5 2.56 168 .30 1.66 
15 ump 99.7 6.5 6.31 182 .34 1.65 
16 C-H20 IILP 101.0 6.4 16.40 180 .36 1.57 
17 C-H30 CK 69.3 5.8 2.44 166 .24 1.27 
18 C-MJO Cr 55.5 5.8 2.19 158 .22 1.36 
19 N-C^ CrL 69.7 6.3 1.81 159 .23 1.22 
20 N-C30 CrRP 80.1 6.3 4.19 162 .34 
21 N-C15 CrP 82,1 6.3 9.62 150 .36 .88 
22 N CK 64.4 5.9 2.25 158 .26 .98 
1024 W-H^ CK 86.7 6.5 1.56 206 .28 
2? W-H^ M 113.3 1.69 232 .32 1.87 
26 W UL 113.7 6.8 1.81 258 .34 
27 If UIRP 104.8 7.0 2.88 240 .34 1.77 
28 W-If40 MLP 107.7 7.1 3.75 249 .37 1.68 
29 Wa-WJO-RZOcK 70.9 7.2 1.19 273 .24 1.10 
30 Wa-W30 Cr 62.4 7.6 1.44 272 .23 .91 
31 Wa L 62.0 7.8 1.25 258 .23 .76 
32 Wa RP 65.9 7.8 1.06 248 .30 .72 
33 Wa 0-20-0 57.4 7.8 1.25 229 .44 .62 
34 Wa CK 54.4 7.8 1.00 218 .27 
138 
Table 36. Soil Tests by Soil Types on Untreated Plots 
Soil P K 
plots pH lbs« per acre lbs, per acre 
loam^°*^ i (.25)®2.4 i .4 (.8) I60 t 4.2 (9) 
6.3 t .14 (.29) 2.8 t .2 (.4) 171 t ? (11) 
Webster 
sllty clay 7 6.5 t .28 (.66) 2.5 1 ,3 (.7) 200 t 7 (17) 
loam 
Webster 
loam^ cal^ 5 7-5 t .07 (.2) 1.8 t .5 (1.4) 212 + 16 (4?) 
oareous 
Barpster 
sllty clay 3 7.6 I .04 (.16) 1.3 1 .2? (.8) 159 t 8 (.34) 
loam 
^The reliability of each mean Is Indicated In two 
ways. Firstly the standard error Is reported In 
the usual way. Secondly. In view of the wide var­
iation In numbers of plots entering any mean, the 
95 per cent confidence Interval for each mean Is 
shown. The half length of the Interval Is given 
in parenthesis. 
tests in nearly all cases. The record for rock phosphate is 
less clear. Some plots that have received rock phosphate 
have higher phosphate tests than do the check plots, but 
others do not. 
The relation of phosphate level as determined by the soil 
test to treatment Is shown in Table 37. These selected treat-
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Table 37, Soil Testa for Available Phosphorus Classified 
as to Soil Treatment 
Treatment 
No treatment 
Manure - lime 
Manure - lime - rock phosphate 
Manure - lime - superphosphate 
Lime - rock phosphate 
Lime - superphosphate 
20 tons manure - lime 
Number Available phosphorus 
of plots lbs, per acre 
51 2.2 t .15 (.3)® 
18 5.3 i .81 (1.7) 
14 6.3 t .73 (1.6) 
9 9.8 i 2.0 (4.6) 
13 3.5 t .52 (1.1) 
9 7.9 t 1.61 (3.7) 
4 13.5 i 2.40 (7.8) 
The reliability of each mean is indicated in two 
nays. Firstly, the standard error is reported in 
the usual way. Secondly, in view of the wide var­
iation in numbers of plots entering any mean^ the 
95 per cent confidence interval for each mean is 
shoim. The half length of the interval is given 
in parenthesis. 
ments illustrate that the phosphate level in the soil as de­
termined by the soil test can be altered rather readily by 
soil treatments. 
There is a very wide range of soil test results for dif­
ferent plots with similar treatments. The possibility that 
Identical treatments result in different test results on dif­
ferent soils appears to warrant study. The results of the 
phosphate tests on a number of soil types and treatments are 
classified by soil types in Table 38. These test results are 
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Table 36* Result! of Phosphate Tests and Leaf Analyses o 
Soil No treatment Lime 
Line • reek Lime • 
phosphate superphosphate 
a. Sell test in poimd 
(subplot samples from !(- and 
Clarion loam 1.8 t .05 (.06)* l.U t .03 (.0?) 5.U + .3 (.6?) 6.2 t 1.5 (3.9) 
Hioollet loan 2.0 1 .09 (.18) 2.9 * .9 (1.8) 3*9 - *26 (.6) B.U t .6? (l.U) 
2.U1.11 (.22) 2.7 1 .3 (.7) 2.9 1 .3 (.6) 10.3 1 l.U (3.0) 
Webster silty 
olay loam, 1.8 ! .1? (.3U) 1.8 I .17 (.35) 1.3 t .lU (.3) 5.9 t 1.2 (2.5) 
oaloareous 
b. Leaf analyses in per oent 
(all rotatio 
Clarion loam .22 t .02 (.OU) .28 t ^ 
Hioollet loam .2U t .02 (.oU) .27 * .03 (.35) .22 t .03 (.07) .33 t .05 (.12) 
Webster silty 
olay loam, 2.8 1.02 (.OU) .2U t .01 (.12) .26 I .OU (.16) .35 - .Ol; (.12) 
oaloareous 
dumber in parenthesis Indloates the one luilf of the 95 per oent eonfidenoe limit a 

f Analyses on Tlffereut Soili Under Different Treatments 
TrMtnent 
•ime - Uanure - lime * Manure * lime * 
nhAiinhAfj* Manure Manure - lime i. v u a v ^ pnospnate roolc phosphate superphosphat# 
»8t in pounds per acre 
from i;- and rotations) 
1.5 (5.9) 3.0 i .iJ* (.3) 2.7 t .16 (.32) 1^.6 4 M6 (.9) 11.2 t 1.16 (2.3U) 
.67 (l.i+) 3.5 t .18 (.U) 5.6 t .83 (1.7) 7.6 + .71 (1.6) 11.5 i 2.3 (5.3) 
i Uh (3.0) h.l 1 .15 (1.0) 6.U t .63 (1.3) 6.1 * .3 (.6) 11.7 t 1.23 (2.6) 
1.2 (2.5) 3.2 i .6 (1.3) 3.6 + .93 (2.2) U.8 t ; U2 (2.5) 
in per oent m
 
O
 
o
 ; in dry ma tter 
(all rotations) 
.30 t .01 (.05) .31 i .08 (.26) .3U f 0 .36 t o( 
.05 (.12) .26 i .29 4 .01 (.oti) .3U t .01 (.12) 
.29 t .01 (.12) .32 1 .02 (.06) .33 •* .01 (.oU) .32 t .oe (.07) 
.OU (.12) 
.denoe limit as desoribed in Table 36* 
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from the subplot samples in the 4- and 5-year rotations. It 
is readily apparent that there Is a sigi ifleant difference 
in soil tests on different soils *ijth the same soil treat­
ments . 
The calcareous Webster soils, in general, show a lower 
phosphorus test than the other soil types. On the Webster 
soils, there is no increase in available soil phosphorus as a 
result of using rock phosphate, while on the Clarion and 
Nicollet soils, rock phosphate use approximately doubled the 
amount of available soil phosphorus. There is a small in­
crease in available soil phosphorus on the calcareous soils 
that have received superphosphate, but the increase is much 
less than on the Clarion and V/ebster soils. 
On all but the calcareous soils, any of the sources of 
phosphate used have been sufficient to increase the soil 
phosphorus level over the treated plots, but only on the 
plots that receive both manure and superphosphate has there 
been a buildup to a relatively high level. 
The percentage of phosphorus in corn leaves is increased 
by manure or by superphosphate fertilizers. Data are too 
limited to make definite statements, but the rock phosphate 
does not appear to have been effective in Increasing the 
phosphate content of corn leaves. 
Apparently the delivery of phosphate to the plant Is 
markedly different in rotations that contain legumes as com­
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pared to those that do not. This Is Indicated by the soil 
tests and leaf analyses of the corn-oats rotation as com­
pared to the same measures on the corn-oats-meadow rotation. 
Soil tests indicate a higher phosphorus level in the 2-year 
rotation, but leaf analyses and yields both indicate a high­
er phosphorus level on the 3-year rotation. 
The differences in responses to different levels of 
available phosphorus on the different rotations are illu­
strated in Figure 4. For both the 2- and 3-year rotations 
there is a significant correlation between available phos­
phorus and yield, but the yield levels are widely separated. 
This may, of course, be due to nitrogen being In very short 
supply on the 2-year rotation, but the fact that leaf phos­
phorus is low in the samples from the 2-year rotation indi­
cates either that the nitrogen shortage may not be the com* 
plete story or that phosphorus assimilation is depressed by a 
shortage of nitrogen. Bennett, Stanford and Ptmenil, 1953 
(6) found that phosphate uptake was influenced by nitrogen 
levels, 
There is a significant correlation between phosphorus 
soil tests and yield on the 2- and 3~7Qar rotations* However, 
the larger number of samples from the 1100 range of the 4-
year rotation do not show a significant correlation to the 
1951 corn yield. The data which are presented in Figure 5 
are, however, probably more useful In evaluating the soil 
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Figure 5. Available Soil Phosphorus from Plots 1100 to 1135 In the 
4-year Rotation Compared to 1951 Corn Yields 
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tests than are the data from the ?- and 3-y®ar rotations. 
From the data presented in Figure it is apparent that 
there is a relationship betv/een soil tests and yields. Atove 
a certain soil test, yields do not appear to be related to 
available phosphorus. Below this value, they do appear to be 
related. On the 4-year rotation plots this critical value 
appears to be about 3 pounds per acre. 
A study of the leaf analysis data confirms this 3-pound 
figure. In the 1100 range, all but four samples have phos­
phorus contents of greater than 0.25 per cent. A comparison 
of soil tests and leaf analyses indicate that all of the plots 
on which leaf phosphorus was .25 per cent, or less, have soil 
tests of 2 pounds per acre, or lass. Corn yields in 1951 
on these plots were, also, well below corn yields on the plots 
which had a leaf phosphorus content of .30 per cent, or more. 
There are only four plots 3n this range w3th soil tests 
of 2 pounds or less and 9 with less than 3 pounds of avail­
able phosphorus. It appears that while a low soil test does 
not, in all cases, indicate a low phosphate supply to the 
plant, it indicates a strong probability that such will be the 
ease. A high phosphorus soil test apparently indicates an 
adequate phosphorus supply when other nutrients ere present 
in adequate amounts. 
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On the 2-year rotation, hofiever, the limited nximber of 
samples available indicates that a soil test of 5 or 6 poimds 
of phosphorus per acre may be below the optimim available soil 
phosphate level. Leaf phosphorus determinations from the 
2-year rotation Indicate that soil tests of the magnitude of 
5 to 10 pounds per acre viere associated with inadequate phos­
phorus in the plant, 
b. Potassium. The soil and leaf determinations of 
potassium furnish interesting data. From observations there 
does not appear to be any good correlation between soil po­
tassium as determined by the soil test and crop yields* Cor­
relation studies of soil potassium and yield confirm this. 
In the 1100 range in the 4-year rotation, for example, a cor­
relation of soil potassium and the 1951 corn yields indicates 
no significant correlation as the "r" value is -,271. This 
value in fact indicates a tendency for a negative correlation. 
There is a tendency for a high yield to be associated with a 
low soil potassium test. This is in conflict with the results 
obtained by Stanford, Kelly and Pierre, 1941 (64) who found a 
significant and positive correlation between exchangeable 
potassium and corn yield on the high lime soils in the Clarion-
Webster soil area of Iowa, 
There Is a highly significant correlation between potas­
sium in the corn leaf and yield. This is illustrated In 
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Figure 6* V^hen soil potassium is compared to leaf potassium, 
there is found to be a significant correlation between the 
two, but the high leaf potassium determinations are associated 
with low soil testa (r » -.394), This appears to result from 
the fact that the calcareous soils have large amounts of ex­
changeable potassium but low leaf potassium. 
The soil test results and leaf sample determinations 
have been classified^ as far as possible, by soil types. The 
results are presented In Table 39. While there Is some over­
lapping between soil types, there Is a tendency for the Web­
ster soils to have higher tests than the Clarion and Nicollet 
soils. There Is apparently no appreciable difference In 
tests between the Clarion and Nicollet soils (160 and 172 
pounds per acre) or between the two different Webster soils 
(200 and 203 pounds per acre). While the number of Harpster 
samples Is small, the tests Indicate that It would be classed 
with the Clarion and Nicollet soils so far as potassium tests 
are concerned. 
There Is much less difference In leaf potassium than In 
soil potassium, but of the four soil types for which analyses 
are available, the Clarion soil plots have the lowest soil 
potassium and the highest leaf potassium,whereas the calcare­
ous Webster plots have the highest soil potassium and lowest 
leaf potassium. It should be recalled that Clarion soils are 
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Figure 6. Relationship of Per Cent Potassiim 
in Corn Leaf Samples to Corn Yield 
Table 39. Results of Potassium Soil Tests and Leaf Analyses 
on Different Soils with Different Treatments 
-- - ^ lime3 
Soil type No treatment Llme^ potash Manure 4. lime^ * potash 
fertilizers fertilizers 
a. Available potassium in soil in pounds per acre 
Clarion loam I60 t 4 (9)^ 172 t 6 (13) 
Nicollet loam 171 t 5 (11) 158 t 6 (20) 173 t 8 (19) 172 i 6 (26) 
*clay®loam"^ 200 f 7 (17) 201 t 19 (80) 212 + 3 (8) 216 i 8 (35) 
''loMrcficweSiS^ 212 t 16 (45) 212 t 22 (70) I88 t 5 (14) I85 t 40 (112) 
Harpster loam 159 t 8 (26) 
b. Leaf potassium in per cent of dry matter 
Clarion loam 1.35 t .08 (.19) 1.68 t .02 (.05) 
Nicollet loam 1.20 ± .12 (.29) I.I8 + .11 (1.32) 1.72 t .08 (.35) 
*loam®*^ 1.16 t .08 (.34) 1.02 + .13 (.41) I.63 t .04 (.09)1.59 ± .07 (.30) 
Webster silty clay \ 
loam^ calcareous 1.01 — .12 (.51) 2.11 _ .12 (.51) 
^AU potassium bearing fertilizers. 
2ai1 8 ton manure 4 lime plots. 
3A11 8 ton manure * lime 4 all potassitim bearing fertilizers. 
^Number in parenthesis indicetes J- of 95 P®r cent confidence limit as de­
scribed in Table 36. 
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the best oxidized and Webster soils the poorest oxidized of 
any in this group. 
The data in Table 39 also indicate that long continued 
potassium additions to the soil, either in the form of maniire 
or potassium bearing fertilizers, are not reflected in the 
soil tests. Although there are no large numbers of plots 
available for comparison in each of the separate soils,Ihe 
trend is the same on all soils and the inference that addi­
tions of moderate amounts of potassium does not affect the 
soil test results appears to be Justified. The potassium 
levels on the untreated plots are as high, according to the 
soil tests, as on the plots that have received potassium. 
A someivhat more precise measure of the same data is fur­
nished by the material in Table 40. For this table the sub­
plots in the 4- and 5-year rotations have been classified as 
to soil type and treatment and their means and the standard 
error of the means determined. The same general trend is 
apparent in Table 40 as in Table 39 and serves to confirm the 
statements already made. There is a difference In soil test 
that is associated with soil type. The potassium soil test 
is not readily Influenced by soil treatment. 
The per cent of potassium in the leaf is increased by 
soil treatment. On all soils for which data are available the 
percentage of potassium in the corn leaf js higher on the man­
ured than on the check plots. The average results indicate 
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Table 40, Results of Potassium Soil Tests on Subplots 
in the 4- and 5-Yoar Rotations on Different 
Soils Under Different Treatment 
Manure * lime^ 
Soil type No treatment Manure * lime ^ potash 
Clarion loam 155 - (5)® 162 t 5.1 (n) 156 
Nicollet loam 165 - 3.0 (6) 174 t 5.6 (12) 166 t 3.7 (9) 
Webster loam 193 - 1.7 (3) 209 - 7.3 (15) 208 t 5.8 (12) 
Webster silty + j. 
clay loam, 194 i 5.5 (11) 191 - 1.7 (4) 186 t 6.1 (I3) 
calcareous 
®The number in parenthesis indicates i* of the 95 per 
cent confidence limit as described in Table 3o. 
^Includes manure 4- lime 4> 2-12-12 and manure ^ lime 4 
rock phosphate 4 potash treatments. 
that the corn leaves from the check plots contain about 1.2 
per cent, from the manured plots 1.7 per cent, and from the 
manured plus fertilized plots 1.8 per cent of K^O* 
The only definite conclusion that can be drawn concern­
ing the soil test results appears to be that the potassium 
test on calcareous soil is not a reliable indicator of the 
potassium available to corn plants. In the case of the cal­
careous soils a high soil test may be associated with a 
distinct potassium shortage. This is in agreement with work 
reported by Allaway and Pierre, 1939 (1) who found poor corn 
growth and potassium deficiencies on high lime soils with 140 
to 200 pounds per acre of exchangeable potassium. In the 
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case of the other soils there Is no correlation betiveen soil 
test and yield but potassium supplies have not apparently 
limited yields. The correlation betvieen leaf potassium and 
yield may have resulted from other growth factors which tend 
to vary in the same direction as the potassiim supply, or it 
appears possible that these other growth factors by being 
present in greater supply enables the plant to increase its 
absorption of potassium from a constant supply. Leaf ana­
lyses may apparently reflect actual potassium deficiencies, 
even though soil tests do not, where the range is rather nar­
row. 
Available potassium varies with soil type but not with 
moderate treatment. Available phosphorus varies readily with 
treatment* The sensitivity of the test for the available 
fraction of these two elements probably results, at least in 
part, from the differences in total quantities that are pre­
sent in the soil. 
Potassium is present in the soil in magnitudes of hun­
dreds of tons per acre. Phosphorus is present in maximum 
quantities of a few thousands pounds per acre. An addition 
of 100 pounds of P2^5 I'^creases the total qxiantity in the 
surface soil by as much as 10 per cent, but the same quantity 
of potassium would increase the amount present by only a 
fraction of one per cent. 
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c* Nitrate nitrogen. Determinations of nitrate nitrogen 
produced In 2 weeks of Incubation were run on the soils of a 
number of plots. The determinations were run by the methods 
described by Fltts, 1952 (17))on samples collected In the fall 
of 1950* A wide range of treatments, yields, and rotations 
are represented* The results on eight subplot samples were 
averaged and the average nitrate nitrogen produced per plot 
Is given In Table 35* 
Average nitrate productions are plotted against 1951 
corn yields In Figure 7* As can be seen from this graph, 
there Is a good correlation between nitrate production and 
corn yields* While there Is a suggestion that corn yields 
are leveling off at the higher nitrate rates, the data are 
not conclusive* 
From these data It appears that nitrate production below 
about 25 ppm Is low enough to definitely limit corn product-
Ion* Nitrate production above about 30 ppm appears, on the 
basis of this rather limited data, to be adequate for produc­
ing very good yields of corn. Of the five plots with nitrate 
tests above 30 ppm, all produced corn yields of about 100 
bushels per acre or more. 
A study of the subplot nitrate determinations made pos­
sible some comparisons of nitrate production of the various 
soil types under comparable treatment conditions* The results 
of this study are summarized In Table 41* 
LEGEND 
CONTINUOUS CORN 
CORN- OATS 
CORN - CORN - OATS - MEADOW 
'5 20 25 30 35 40 
PPM NITRATE NITROGEN 
Figure 7» Comparison of 1951 Corn Yields with Nitrate Nitrogen Produced from 
Soil Samples Collected in the Fall of 1950 
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Table 41, Nitrate Production on Different Soli Types 
vlth Comparable Treatments 
.Shssk, Manvffe Lime 
Soil type No. No. No. 
tests Ave. Range tests Ave. Range tests Ave. Range 
Clarion 
loam 
Nicollet 
loam 
Clarion 
loan 
Nicollet 
loan 
Webster 
sllty 
clay 
loaB 
2-year rotation (corn-oats) 
8 18 13-23 7 28 25-30 4 29 22-38 
7 20 17-24 9 29 27-32 12 29 22-39 
4-year rotation (corn-eorn-oats-meado^r) 
12 29 24-36 13 28 24-32 
3 26 22-31 3 26 25-27 
35 
On the basis of these data no distinction can be made 
betveeri different soil types concerning their rate of nitrate 
production under comparable treatments. The one sample of 
Webster sllty clay loan,irhlch has an appreciably higher rate 
of nitrate production than the other soils with comparable 
treatment, is too small a sample for making any generaliza­
tions. 
d. Combined effect of available phosphorus and nitrate 
nitrogen on corn yields. A multiple regression of available 
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phosphorus and nitrate nitrogen as compared to 1951 corn yields 
was rxin on all plots for which nitrate determinations were 
available. Data from the continuous corn plots, plots 805 to 
810 from the corn-oats rotation and 10 plots from the 1100 
range of the corn-corn-oats-meadow rotation, were available. 
When the total data was analyzed the following results 
were obtainedt 
= -1,686 t .95 
B2 « 4.006 t .47 
Yield = (-1.686 i .95) + (4.006 i .47) ^  - 31.70. 
Indicates the slope of a surface resulting from the 
correlation between available phosphorus and corn yield and 
B2 Indicates the slope of this surface resulting from nitrate 
nitrogen. indicates available soil phosphorus and ni­
trate nitrogen. 
From the above results it appears that there Is a posi­
tive and significant relationship between nitrate nitrogen 
and yield and a negative relationship of doubtful validity 
between available phosphorus and yield. 
When a test is made for equality of regressions within 
groups, or for differences in slopes for the regression for 
the three different rotations,It Is found that Bi s 1.32 t 
1.03 and Bg = 1.45 t 0.72 and that there Is no significant 
difference between the slopes of the regressions In the three 
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different rotations. There is, however, a significant dif­
ference between the means of the three different rotations or 
groups. This is indicated in the analyses of variance for 
the data pooled within groups as presented below* 
df 
Sum of 
squares 
Mean 
square 
Single regression 2 1867.60 933.8 
Difference 4 20.99 5.2 
Separate regressions 6 1888.59 314.8 
Error 12 U73.96 122.8 
Total 18 3362.56 
The data are so limited, especially within groups, that 
caution must be used in making interpretations. These data 
appears to support the hypothesis that phosphorus uptake is 
affected by nitrogen levels. Different apparent A values, as 
defined by Uitscherlich (39) are indicated for nitrate nitro­
gen for each of the different rotations. To properly evalu­
ate this problem more nitrate nitrogen determinations are 
needed. 
2, Total nitrogen 
Another measure of the producing power of soils is fxir-
nished by nitrogen determinations. Total nitrogen is a more 
Indirect measure of production than measurements of available 
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nutrients and ivater, but It furnishes an Index of the total 
quantity of nitrogen In the soli iwhich might enter Into long­
time crop production. 
Results of total nitrogen determination by the method 
described by Black (7) for the major soils on the rotation 
experiments are given in Table 42. These results serve to 
characterize the different soil types and indicate the rela­
tive reserves of nitrogen. Clarion loam has a total of 9»900 
pounds, Nicollet loam has 13|000, and the Webster soils have 
over 14,000 pounds of nitrogen in the upper 3O inches of the 
soil profile* 
All of the samples were taken from untreated plots on 
the 4- and rotations. The Clarion and Nicollet soil 
samples are from the rotation and the Webster soil from 
the 4-year rotation. The past cropping history has been simi­
lar on both these rotations, except that the land has been in 
meadov a greater percentage of the time on the 5-year rotation 
plots. Thus, if past management has had any effect on nitro­
gen levels, it should favor a higher level in the Clarion and 
Nicollet profiles. Therefore, it appears unlikely that the 
differences in total nitrogen levels measured result from dif­
ferences in past management. 
In a study by Peevy, Smith and Broun, 1940 (44) nitrogen 
determinations for surface samples of some of these same plots 
are reported. They report a value for a composited surface 
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Table 42. Total Nitrogen In Representative Soil Profiles 
(from Hi treated Plots in the 4- and 
5-Year Rotations) 
Total 
Plot soil Depth 
of soil 
917 Clarion loam 
1005 Nicollet loam 
0-8 
8-12 
12-18 
18-24 
24-30 
0-8 
8-12 
12-18 
18-24 
24-30 
30-36 
1305 Webster sllty 0-8 
clay loam 8-14 
14-18 
18-23 
23-30 
1310 Webster sllty 
clay loam, 
calcareous 
0-8 
8-10 
10-18 
18-24 
24-30 
.1429 
.1072 
.0626 
.0536 
.0536 
.1579 
.1429 
.U92 
.0983 
.0834 
.0715 
.2651 
.1608 
.0775 
.0477 
.0357 
.3128 
.2979 
.0775 
.0298 
.0357 
1.70 
1.62 
1.52 
1.59 
1.69 
1.61 
1.61 
1.51 
1.50 
1.36 
1.68 
1.51 
1.60 
1.70 
1.87 
1.85 
1.46 
1.59 
1.85 
1.85 
1.85 
4515 
1614 
1326 
1188 
1272 
4725 
2138 
2508 
2070 
1578 
7440 
3588 
1224 
1035 
1085 
8600 
2214 
2688 
780 
930 
(Ibs./A) 
9915 
13019 
14372 
15212 
soil sample collected In 1937 from plots 912, 917 and 922 of 
•14 per cent nitrogen. The surface soil sample collected in 
1953 from plot 917 has .143 per cent nitrogen. A composited 
surface soil sample from plots 1000, IOO5 and 1010 had 0.21 
per cent nitrogen in 1937. The surface soil sample collected 
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In 1953 from plot 1005 had ,16 per cent nitrogen. More ex­
tensive sampling would be needed before any statements as to 
trends could be made. 
A number of the plots analyzed for total nitrogen in the 
5-year rotation by Peevy, Smith and Brown, 1940 (44) can be 
located on the modern soil map. The 1915 and 1937 nitrogen 
levels are classified by soil type and the data are presented 
in Table 43. 
These data are of Interest in that they Indicate a marked 
difference in total nitrogen content between soil types. As 
with the profile samples reported in Table 42, total nitrogen 
is lowest in the Clarion loam and highest in the calcareous 
Webster silty clay loam. lAider the type of land use that has 
been followed on these plots there is a tendency for total 
nitrogen contents of the different soils to approach a uni­
form level with time under comparable treatment. 
The problem of the rate at which this equilibrium is be­
ing reached on the different soils under different treatments 
will be studied in a separate investigation. 
3,* Moisture relationships 
Average annual precipitation at Ames as listed in the 
1941 Yearbook of Agriculture, Climate and Man, (15) is 30.46 
inches per year. Of this total 22 inches fall during the 
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Table 43. Total Nitrogen In Surface Soil Samples Analyzed 
by Peavy, Smith and Brown, 1940, and Classified 
as to Modern Soil Type 
Treatment Plots Dominant 
soil type 
Total nitrogen 
per cent 
1915 1937 
No treatment 912, 917, 922 Clarion loam .16 .14 
No treatment 1000, 1005, 1010 Nicollet loam .23 .21 
No treatment 1012, 1017, 1022 Nicollet loam .21 .19 
No treatment 924, 929, 934 Webster silty 
clay loam 
.33 .25 
No treatment 1024, 1029, 1034 Webster silty 
clay loam, 
calcareous 
phase 
.36 .32 
Manure 913 Clarion loam .15 
Manure 925 Nicollet loam .17 .16 
Manure 1025 V'ebster silty 
clay loam 
.29 .25 
Manure - lime 91"^ Clarion loam .13 .14 
Manure - lime 1014 Clarion loam .17 .16 
Manure - lime 926 Nicollet loam .19 
1026 Webster silty 
clay loam 
.32 .27 
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groTTlng season. Although no figures of water needs of differ­
ent crops are available for Ames, the following table indi­
cates the approximate relative amounts that are needed: 
Table 44. V.'ater Required to Produce Specified 
Yields of the Principal Crops 
Crop Yield 
Inches of water 
required 
Corn 60 bu. per A 10-14 
Oats 50 bu. per A 12-16 
Alfalfa 3 tons 18-28 
^Table 44 is based on the work of Briggs and 
Shants, 1914 (12). 
From the above table it is apparent that there is approxi­
mately enough total rainfall to meet the needs of any of the 
crops commonly grown. However, to be effective the water must 
be in the soil in a state available for plants when the plants 
need it. To be available for crop use the water must pene­
trate into the soil instead of running off of it and must be 
held in the soil in reach of plant roots instead of filtering 
through the soil to a depth below plant roots. 
Of total precipitation, some evaporates before filtering 
into the soil, varying amounts run off, and of the portion that 
enters the soil some is held and some is lost to lower hori­
zons or through tile drains. 
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There are no measurements of runoff on the Agronomy Farm 
at Ames, but observations indicate that runoff differences 
must exist between soil types. The Clarion soils occupying 
the higher ground, ivith from 2 to 4 per cent slope, must have 
the greatest amount of runoff. Webster soils, occupying 
nearly level areas at lower elevation than the Clarion soils, 
have no runoff and in addition commonly receive some of the 
water that runs off of the surrounding Clarion soil areas. 
Nicollet soils which occupy a topographic position between the 
Clarion and Webster soils are intermediate in amount of runoff. 
The amount of water that enters the soil is therefore 
greatest on the Webster and Glencoe soils and least on the 
Clarion soils. 
Tile drains which are spaced every 90 feet on all of the 
rotation plots are adequate to carry off all free or gravita­
tional water within a few days. The water that remains in 
the soil after the tiles have quit running makes up the great­
er part of the water used by plants, ivhen water no longer 
drains out of a soil under gravity, the soil is said to be at 
"field capacity." A somewhat more conventional laboratory 
measure of soil water is the moisture equivalent,which is the 
percentage of water held by a soil sample after it Is sub­
jected to a force of 1000 times gravity for 30 minutes. 
The lower limit of available water, the wilting point, 
can be measured directly by growing plants in soil until they 
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permanently wilt and then determining the moisture percentage 
of the soil) or it can be measured somevihat more rapidly by 
subjecting soil samples to the same stress that plant roots 
are considered to be able to exert. This stress is equal to 
15 atmospheres of pressure or 220 pounds per sqtiare inch. The 
pressure method was used in this study. 
a. Available water. The moisture equivalent, wilting 
point and available water, expressed as per cent of the dry 
soil are given in Table 4?. There are slight, but significant, 
differences in water holding capacities between some of the 
different soils. Clarion soils are lowest and Webster soils 
are highest. It will be noted that there is more difference 
between moisture equivalents and wilting points of the dif­
ferent soil types,than there is between available water. For 
example, the wilting percentage of calcareous Webster is about 
60 per cent higher than of Nicollet, but there is no differ­
ence between the percentage of available water in the two 
soils. 
If water at times limits crop production, Webster sllty 
clay loam would be expected to be the most productive soil and 
Clarion loam the least productive at comparable treatment 
levels. 
Moisture measurements on different horizons of individual 
soil profiles are given in Table 46. Because these measure-
Table 45. Available Water In Different Surface Soils, 
Clarion-Webster Soil Area 
Plot 
no. 
Soil type 
Ifolsture 
equivalent 
1100 AN Clarion loam 23.82 
AS 23.00 
ON 23.99 
1104 AH 21.97 
AS 23.48 
DS 21.88 
1102 AS 20.97 
BR 20.56 
CN 21.45 
Average 22.34 t 
1106 AN Nicollet loam 24.81 
AS 25.16 
BS 24.62 
1335 BN 20.54 
BS 21.35 
CS 23.38 
1407 BS 25.15 
CN 26.82 
i>N 25.46 
Average 24.14 t 
Wilting 
point 
Available 
water 
13.70 
13.72 
14.43 
13.96 
12.13 
13.71 
11.88 
11.92 
13.21 
10.12 
9.28 
9.56 
8.01 
11.35 
8.17 
9.09 
8.64 
8.24 
.42 (97) 13.18 t .32 (.73) 9.16 t .36 (.83) 
13.49 11.32 
13.54 11.62 
13.03 11.59 
10.60 9.94 
9.58 11.77 
10.89 12.49 
14.25 10.90 
15.75 11.07 
14.59 10.87 
.68 (1.57) 12.86 t .68 (1.56) 11.28 t .24 (55) 
dumber In parenthesis is one-half of the 95 P®!* cent confidence Interval. 
Table 45* (Continued) 
Plot 
no. Soil type 
Ifoisture 
equivalent 
(je) 
Wilting 
point 
Available 
water 
i%) 
1109 an Webster silty 27.70 14.50 13.20 
BN clay loan 28.90 13.50 
BS 29.20 15.68 13.52 
1110 AN 26.78 13.76 13.02 
AS 26.56 13.08 13.48 
BS 26.54 14.51 12.03 
1411 AN 30.48 19.43 11.05 
1412 BN 30.92 18.47 12.45 
BS 31.10 17.80 13.30 
Average 28.69 t .62 (1.43) 15.85 i .74 (1.71) 12.84 i .29 (67) 
1430 AS Webster silty 35.56 24.34 11.22 
BN clay loam, 35.92 24.58 11.34 
DS calcareous phase 36.16 23.82 12.34 
1431 AN 34.68 23.09 
BN 34.80 22.94 11.86 
CS 33.08 21.92 11.16 
1432 AS 31.56 20.76 10.80 
BN 29.60 19.48 10.12 
CS 30.15 18.96 11.19 
Average 33.50 t .84 (1.94) 22.21 i .68 (1.56) 11.29 1 .21 (48) 
Table 46. Available Water in the Clarion, Nicollet and T^ebster Soil Profiles 
Depth 
(inches) 
Moisture Wilting 
Volume 
iveight 
Available Available 
Plot Soil type equivalent 
w 
point water 
w 
water 
(inches) 
917 Clarion loam 0-8 21.52 11.26 1.70 10.26 1.39 
8-12 21.88 12.39 1.62 9.49 .55 
12-18 21.62 11.77 1.52 9.85 .90 
18-24 20.27 11.46 1.59 8.81 .85 
24-30 20.62 11.37 1.69 8.25 .84 
30-36 20.32 11.43 1.75 8.89 
Total to 30-•inch depth 4.53 
1005 Nicollet loam 0-8 23.90 15.47 1.61 8.43 1.08 
8-12 26.14 17.16 1.61 8.98 .57 
12-18 25.02 16.42 1.51 8.60 .77 
18-24 24.43 16.14 1.50 8.29 .75 
24-30 23.95 15.80 1.36 8.15 .67 
30-36 22.87 15.18 1.68 7.69 
Total to 30 -Inch depth 3.84 
1305 V'ebster silty clay 0-8 30.08 18.93 1.51 11.15 1.34 
loam 8-14 29.11 18.17 1.60 10.94 1.06 
14-18 29.12 18.48 1.70 10.64 .72 
18-23 28.98 18.26 1.87 10.72 1.00 
23-30 27.63 15.56 1.85 11.07 1.23 
Total to 30-inchedepth 5.35 
1310 Webster silty clay 
loam, calcareous 
0-8 
8-10 
10-16 
18-24 
1.46 
1.59 
1.85 
1.85 
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merits are made on only one location, they lack the precision 
of the measurements on the surface samples vhen nine differ­
ent samples were run on each soil type. However, insofar as 
the properties of the surface horizon are within the range of 
the properties measiired on the nine samples, which all except 
the Nicollet samples are, they can be accepted as being re­
presentative samples. 
Volume weights of dry soil are also given in Table 46. 
Voltime weight determinations on only one profile per soil 
type, like the available water determinations, have limited 
precision but indicate the magnitude of volume weight rela­
tionships. 
From the available water and volume weight determinations, 
the available water per profile has been calculated and ex­
pressed in Inches of water. This figure is shown in the right 
hand column of Table 46. The Webster silty clay loam profile 
with 5*35 inches of available water has the largest amount of 
available water and Nicollet loam the lowest. 
The profile samples are of value principally in that they 
indicate that there is little difference in moisture equiva­
lent or wilting point percentages with depth. This Indicates 
that the more dependable values obtained on the larger number 
of surface soil samples can be used to predict the moisture 
relationships in the different soils to a depth of 30 or so 
Inches, ^'he volume weight determinations are In general not 
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greatly different for different horizons or for different 
soils. There appears to be a tendency for the deeper hori­
zons of the Webster soils to have higher volume weights, but 
this may be due to compaction at the time of sampling, as these 
samples were in a plastic condition irhen sampled. 
Assuming a volume weight of 1.60, an index of the dif­
ferences in available water can be computed using the per­
centages of available water as determined on the surface 
samples. The results of this computation is given in Table 
A7. 
Table 47. Relative Amounts of Available Water in the Upper 
30 Inches of Clarion, Nicollet and T'ebster Soils 
Soil type 
Clarion loam 
Nicollet loam 
Webster silty clay loam 
Webster silty clay loam, 
calcareous 
Inches of available 
Depth water in upper 30 
inches of soil 
0-30 4.40 
0-30 5.41 
0-30 6.16 
0-30 5.41 
These estimates are based on a uniform volume weight of 
1.60. If the volume weight figures of 1.85 measured for the 
Webster subsoils were used, the estimate for these soils would 
be somewhat higher. Thus it appears that the differences be­
tween soils indicated in Table 47 are conservative and pro­
bably represent real differences between these soils. Clarion 
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loam has 4.4 Inches of available water and V'ebster silty clay 
loam has about 6 inches. Nicollet loam and Webster silty 
clay loam, calcareous phase, both have about 5*4 inches. 
Reliable figures of the amount of water needed by corn 
are not available for Iowa, but Barger, Climatologist, Iowa 
State College (3), estimates that about one inch of water is 
needed per week by corn at silking tire. Thus corn growing 
on Webster silty clay loam should be able to survive drought 
conditions for about 10 days longer than could corn growing 
on Clarion loam. 
b. Aeration. As the v.ebster soils receive more water 
than the Clarion soils and have virtually no surface drain­
age, they are most in need of drainage. Drainage is provided 
by tile along each roadway and through the center of each 
range. During wet periods the Webster soils are wetter than 
the Clarion soils but no figures or observations are avail­
able on crop damage due to insufficient aeration. As the 
tiles work well^ damage from poor drainage is not extensive 
or easily observed. 
In general,moisture and aeration conditions are favor­
able for crop growth on all of the soils studied. Available 
water measurements and runoff observations indicate that the 
Webster soils have the most favorable moisture relationships 
during dry seasons. Dxirlng wet seasons the Clarion soils are 
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somewhat favored, but no direct evidence is available concern­
ing the frequency this occurs or the climatic conditions that 
bring it about. There is no conclusive evidence that drain­
age or aeration hazards are any more severe on the Webster 
than on the Clarion plots on the rotation experiment. 
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VI. LAND USE AND CROP YIELDS ON THE 
CLARION-WEBSTER SOIL AREA 
It Is of interest to note ho* the yield information ob­
tained on the Agronomy Farm rotation experiments compares 
with yields obtained by farmers throughout this soil area* 
Data for 12 Io*a townships selected as having princi­
pally Clarion, Nicollet and Webster soils is presented in 
Table 48. Information is not available as to what proportion 
of each of these soils is present, but the proportions are 
probably not greatly different than on the Agronomy Farm, 
The rotations followed are not given, but from the per cent 
of the various crops, the probable cropping systems can be 
estimated with fair accuracy. 
About one half of the crop land is used for corn and one 
third for oats. It is estimated by Duncan, Shrader and Pesek, 
1952 (16) that about 70 per cent of all oats In Iowa are 
seeded with some type of legume or meadow seeding. Thus, pro­
bably about 20 per cent of the crop land is seeded to a mea­
dow mixture, but only about 10 per cent is left down the fol­
lowing year. 
To account for the proper percentage of the various crops 
some combination of the following system must be in use in 
much of the land. 
Table 48. Land Use and Crop Yields on Selected lovia Toimshlps in the 
Clarion-Webster Soil Area for the Period 1938-19^ 9 
Total 
Corn Oats Soybeans 
Yield 
CoTinty Toimshlp rotated Forage Corn Oats Soybeans 
acres acres acres acres acres bu./A bu./A bu./A 
Polk Lincoln 17,594 8,212 5,943 1,538 1,901 61.6 40.0 22.9 
Dallas Sugar Creek 17,635 9,674 4,777 1,694 1,490 60.3 42.3 22.6 
Guthrie Richland 16,582 9,312 4,219 1,548 1,503 55.4 38.6 22.2 
Story Sherman 18,569 9,520 5,613 1,795 1,641 54.0 36.5 22.0 
Story Lafayette 17,139 8,500 5,574 1,277 1,788 57.6 39.5 22.5 
Boone Grant 18,012 9,178 5,722 1,541 1,571 55.3 39.7 21.9 
Greene Dairson 18,259 9,281 5,048 2,622 1,308 55.1 38.3 21.6 
Carroll Sheridan 16,527 8,633 4,906 1,486 1,502 54.5 38.5 20.4 
Hardin Alden 25,797 12,890 7,677 2,225 3,005 53.1 39.2 20.3 
Hamilton Blairsburg 18,392 9,200 5,943 2,065 1,184 51.3 39.9 19.9 
17ebster Colfax 18,209 8,982 6,119 2,024 1,084 50.7 40.0 20.2 
Calhoun Lincoln 16,343 7,654 5,328 2,145 1,216 52.2 39.4 20.3 
Average 18,255 9,253 5,572 1,830 1,919 55.1 39.3 21.4 
Average per cent 
of crop land 50.7 30.5 10.0 10.5 
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(1) Corn-oorn-oats-meadow. Not over 40 per cent 
of all crop land (20 per cent corn, 10 per 
cent oats, 10 per cent meadov). 
(2) Corn-soybeans, corn-soybeans-oats, or corn-
soybeans-oats-meadov). From 20 to 40 per cent 
of all cropland. (10 per cent corn, 10 per 
cent soybeans, 0 to 10 per cent oats, 0 to 10 
per cent meadow)* 
(3) Corn-oats or corn-corn-oats. From 20 to 40 
per cent of all crop land is probably In this 
general system (10 to 40 per cent corn, 10 to 
20 per cent oats). Probably about one half of 
the oats are seeded to some type of legume. 
On the basis of the land use systems folloived, it ap­
pears that yields on the tomnship samples should be lovrer 
than those obtained on the 4-year rotation on the Agronomy 
Farm and higher than those obtained on the 2-year corn-oats 
rotation. 
As is shown in Table 49 the supposition that yields in 
the rotation experiment are in agreement with yields obtained 
by farmers appears valid as the township yields are inter­
mediate between the yields on the no treatment plots of the 
2- and 4-year rotations for comparable periods of time. 
Table 49. Comparison of Yields in Selected Townships 
and on Comparable Rotations on the Agronomy Farm 
for the Period 1938-1949 
Agronomy Farm 
2-year rotation 4-year rotation Average from 
12 townships 
55 
39 
No Manure No Manure 
treatment - lime treatment - lime 
Corn 48 68 64 80 
Oats 31 43 54 65 
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Some line, starter fertilizers and manure are commonly 
used, and their use has probably resulted in moderate in­
creases in average toimship yields. Cultural practices fol­
lowed on the experimental plots are probably superior to 
those used by many farmers. This may result in a moderate 
upT»€urd bias for yields on the experimental plots. 
It does not appear probable, however, that either of 
these factors ivould have enough influence on yields to affect 
the general conclusion that yields obtained on the experi­
mental plots are in general agreement with yields obtained 
by farmers under similar management. The yield increases 
irith treatment that are obtained on the Agronomy Farm can be 
duplicated by farmers under field conditions. The treatments 
used in the rotation experiment, except possibly the heavy 
manure treatments, are quite modest. 
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A series of rotation experiments on the Iowa State Agro­
nomy Farm at Ames, lova have been in continuous operation 
since 1915* These experiments are a source of crop yields 
over a relatively long period of time. They cover a rela­
tively vide range of rotation, treatment and soil differences. 
Careful field studies have been made to describe and deline­
ate the area of occurence of the various soil types on the 
rotation experiments. 
Clarion loam, Nicollet loam, Webster silty clay loam, 
Webster silty clay loam, calcareous phase, and Harpster loam 
occiir in sufficient quantities so that yield differences be-
tvreen soil types can be studied. These soil types are the 
most extensive ones in the Clarion-Webster soil area, so it 
is believed that the results from this experiment are of value 
in predicting crop responses over a large part of the Clarion-
Webster soil area in Iowa. 
Continuous corn, corn-oats, corn-oats-meadov, corn-corn-
oats-meadoK and corn-corn-oats-meadoiv-meadoir rotations have 
been followed. 
Ifanure, lime and rock phosphate treatments occur on all 
rotations. On the 4-year rotation, 18 different treatments 
involving various combinations of manure, lime, phosphorus 
and potassium additions have been studied. 
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Soil test Information on available phosphorus, available 
potassium and pH has been obtained for all plots. Nitrate 
nitrogen production has been determined for a number of plots 
in three different rotations. 
Total nitrogen and the amount of available water ?rhlch 
the soils can hold has been determined for the different soil 
types. 
Studies of crop yields and soil properties Indicate: 
1. That there are differences in crop yields that are 
related to or correlated with soil type differences. 
2. Yield differences between soil types are not the sane 
for all crops or treatments. In the A-year rotations on \ai-
treated soils, corn yields on the different soils vary about 
30 per cent. Corn yields are lowest on the Harpster soils 
and highest on HVebster silty clay loam. On manured plots the 
variation between soils Is reduced to about 7 per cent. Corn 
yields on tin treated plots are low on the calcareous soils. 
Oat yields do not show this depression. Corn yields on the 
manured plots are about the same on calcareous and non-calcare-
ous soils.. 
The use of rock phosphate has resulted in moderate yield 
increases on Clarion and Nicollet soils but not on the Webster 
soils. Yield responses to superphosphate and potash are 
greatest on calcareous Webster soils. 
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3. All crops on all soils in all rotations responded to 
manure applications. Corn yield increases resulting from 
manure average about 15 bushels per acre. 
4. Crop yields are affected by rotations. Comparisons 
of rotations on similar soils with similar treatments, indi­
cate that corn yields are about 30 bushels per acre higher 
in the corn-oats-meadow rotation than on the continuous corn 
plots. The relatively high corn yields (40 bushels) on the 
\intreated continuous corn plots indicate the high original 
level of fertility in these soils. 
First-year corn yields in the corn-corn-oats-meadow rota­
tion are as high as the corn yields in the corn-oats-meadow 
rotation. Second-year corn yields are about 10 bushels below 
first-year yields. 
5. The higher the yield of the meadow crop, the higher 
is the yield of the corn crop that follows. Corn yields on 
plots with a 3 ton average hay yield average about 15 bushels 
per acre higher than on plots which have a 2 ton average hay 
yield. 
6. There are no differences in soil phosphorus determina­
tions that can be associated with soil type differences on 
untreated plots but soil tests results change at different 
rates on different soils with different phosphate treatments. 
Available soil phosphorus does not change on calcareous soils 
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but Increases appreciably on Clarion and Nicollet soils when 
rock phosphate is added. 
7« There are differences In available soil potasslian 
that are associated with soil type differences. The amount 
of potassium as determined by the soil test is not influenced 
by the amounts that are added in any of the treatments, but 
the quantity of potassium In corn leaves Is Increased by 
these additions. No correlation was found between soil potas­
sium as determined by the soil tests and crop yields. There 
is a significant correlation between leaf potassium and corn 
yields. 
8. There is a correlation between nitrate nitrogen pro­
duction and yield of corn but no apparent relationship be­
tween nitrate nitrogen production and soil type for the 
limited number of samples available. There is a difference 
in total nitrogen that is associated with soil type differ­
ences • 
9. V.'ater holding capacities vary with soil type, being 
highest for Webster silty clay loam and lowest for Clarion 
loam. 
10. Township yield records indicate that yields obtained 
by farmers on the Clarion-Webster soil area in Iowa are about 
the same as those obtained on the rotation experiments under 
comparable farming systems. The practices which have increased 
yields on the rotation experiment should work equally well for 
farmers. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix A 
Table A. Corn Yields on Continuous Corn Plots, 1919 to 195I. Yields Prior 
to 1936 Adjusted for I^brid Seed 
Yield • bushels per acre 
Year Plot No. 906 Plot No. 907 Plot No. 908 Plot No. 909 Plot No. 910 
Nicollet loam Nicollet loam Nicollet loam Nicollet loam Clarion loam 
Treatment Cheek Uanure Uanure - lime Lime Check 
1919 46.1 62,5 66.6 50.1 44.6 
1920 48.7 57.0 70.6 57.0 52.9 
1921 41.8 55.6 57.0 50.2 43.3 
1922 46.1 55.6 59.7 52.9 40.| 
1923 37.8 58.2 59.4 51.0 43.8 
1924 36.4 43.3 41.9 37.8 30.9 
1925 57.6 60.2 64.0 52.5 33-3 
1926 40.2 40.2 42.6 36.6 25.8 
1927 41.0 42.3 44.8 39.7 33.9 
1928 54.7 55.6 52.0 42.6 36.6 
1929 47.0 51.9 52.4 43.8 38.2 
1930 33.9 34.9 38.7 36.8 36.0 
1931 43.4 52.7 714 42.7 37.5 
1932 51.7 57.0 55.8 48.0 39.4 
1933 51.5 56.3 54.6 43.2 34.8 
1934 25.1 25.7 24.2 25.3 22.4 
1935 59.5 65.7 69.2 68.0 47.8 
1936 26.6 27.5 30.4 29.1 23.4 
1937 74.1 79.7 78.1 75.0 53.7 
1938 47.5 55.6 58.6 50.2 29.7 
1939 60.0 63.4 66.5 55.0 48.5 
1940 46.6 54.7 57.2 48.9 41.7 
1941 52.3 63.4 66.9 57.3 43,6 
1942 50.2 64.4 55.8 53.3 52.5 
Table A. (Continued) 
Yield - bushels per acre 
Year Plot No. 906 Plot No. 907 Plot No. 908 Plot No. 909 Plot No. 910 
Nicollet loam Nicollet loam Nicollet loam Nicollet loam Clarion loam 
Treatment Check llantu'e Manure > lime Lime Check 
1943 45.9 55.8 5^2 51.2 42.5 
1944 42.5 46.6 48.1 46.7 36.3 
1945 39.6 55.2 55.1 42.6 32.0 
1946 33.2 48.0 55.1 37.4 
1947 27.6 19.0 23.4 24.8 23.4 
1948 56.8 60.0 64.0 56.6 40.0 
1949 37.2 46.5 47.6 36.8 27.5 
1950 39-? 55 *8 60.8 48.3 30.9 
1951 26.8 38.1 37.7 29.4 22.3 
Average 44.5 51.8 54.1 46.5 37.2 
Sz 1.9 2.19 1.98 1.69 1.53 
Cs 24.53^ 24.3jj 21.IJ^ 20.9% 23.7% 
s 10.9 12.6 11.4 9.7 8.8 
Ii«S •!) • for treatments =3.4 bushels. 
Analysis of Variance 
Source df Sum of Mean F sauares sauare 
Years 32 18,053 564 158»* 
Plots (treatment) 4 5,797 1449 405»» 
Error 128 457 3.57 
Total 164 24,307 
L.S.D. • 2.8 Q'IZl . 3.4 
5 
Table B. Bffect of a Sweet Clover Catch Crop on Corn Yields on Continuous Corn Plots 
Plot 
Yield - bushels per acre 
1943 1944 1945 1946 19A7 1948 19^9 1950 1951 Total 
906 
B-none 
D-none 
A-sweet 
C-sweet 
907 
A-none 
C-none 
B-sweet 
D-sweet 
908 
B*none 
C-none 
A-sweet 
!>• sweet 
909 
A-none 
D-none 
B-sweet 
C-sweet 
910 
6-none 
C-none 
A-sweet 
D-sweet 
Total 
45.8 
43.2 
clover 41,4 
clover 50,3 
54,0 
57.6 
clover 57.6 
clover 47,0 
55.6 
54.7 
clover 63,6 
clover 57,0 
53.5 
45.9 
clover 53.1 
clover 49,4 
37.5 
35.3 
clover 41,2 
clover 38,3 
982.0 
42,8 
42,8 
35.7 
49.2 
48,1 
45.0 
55.4 
39.6 
53.8 
42.3 
55.9 
45,6 
42,9 
36.6 
50.7 
42.6 
35.3 
30.8 
39.8 
32.8 
867.7 
26.5 
34.5 
36.5 
42.7 
56.6 
53.8 
57.1 
44.7 
59.4 
50.8 
60.8 
55.1 
39.4 
30.5 
44.8 
40.3 
3^3 
26.9 
35.1 
28,9 
856.7 
32.8 
33.1 
29.4 
36.9 
43.8 
52.2 
51.4 
47.4 
57.9 
52.3 
53.4 
62.3 
47.8 
43.1 
56.8 
45.5 
3^9 
28.6 
36.0 
33.3 
877.9 
26.9 
22.5 
23.1 
32.2 
55.7 
54.8 
45.9 
67.8 
32,9 
36.8 
31.7 
42,7 
40,2 
40,0 
31.0 
48.0 
26.6 
29.6 
23.5 
30.1 
330.2 
337.3 
298.2 
399.9 
19.2 
18,8 
22,8 
18,1 
56.5 
63.4 
74.5 
56.2 
48.3 
44,6 
49.2 
43.9 
59.0 
52,6 
61,9 
47,4 
41.8 
34.3 
43.3 
34.4 
427.3 
422.4 
473.2 
378.7 
24,0 
22.7 
30.6 
28.8 
70.6 
57.3 
84,5 
64,1 
50.2 
44.9 
50.8 
65.8 
55.7 
71.9 
57.1 
43.2 
32.2 
49.4 
35.8 
480.5 
412,9 
527.2 
456.6 
20.7 
18.5 
27.0 
22.6 
55.6 
43.4 
63.1 
50.1 
41.8 
27.9 
41.7 
31.9 
52,1 
31.5 
54,1 
42,4 
29.8 
23.3 
33.3 
25.5 
383.6 
300.7 
424.6 
350.3 
21.7 
19.0 
27.0 
19.8 
35.8 
30,8 
45,2 
34,8 
20.1 
17.4 
31.9 
23.2 
28.4 
24,8 
39.6 
24,1 
19.3 
17.9 
26.3 
18.3 
264.3 
231.5 
322.1 
253.5 
466.0 mo.i 769.0 927.6 617.9 7475.0 
L.S.D. • 5*6 bushels 
Table Ga. Corn Tlelds from 2-Year Corn-Oats Rotation. 
Yields Adjusted for Hybrid Seed. 
Yield - bushels per acre 
Plott 
Soilx 
Year Treatments 
805 
C-H30 
Check 
0^5 
Uanure 
- lime 
807 
N-CJO 
Manure - lime -
rock phosphate 
808 
N-C20 
Lime 
.^0 
Lime - rock 
phosphate 
810 
N-C20 
Cheek 
1919 52.9 61.1 62.5 58.3 59.8 51.5 
1921 50.2 52.9 50.2 58.3 62.5 44.6 
1923 64.0 67.8 71.7 65.4 66.6 60.2 
1925 50.0 70.4 72.9 53.7 61.4 52.5 
1927 44.8 64.0 64.0 57.6 57.6 48.6 
1929 37.1 76.1 74.8 64.0 66.5 57.1 
1931 60.3 7^.2 69.8 62.4 63.9 45.8 
1933 49.0 69.4 61.7 56.1 56.7 51.1 
1935 60.6 78.2 77.3 72.6 69.3 47.1 
1937 80.6 86.7 83.9 77.6 73.8 81.7 
1939 37.8 67.2 65.6 56.2 63.2 59.6 
1941 41.8 66.7 65.3 53.5 60.4 47.2 
1943 38.6 69.0 74.6 51.6 58.5 47.5 
1945 57.9 79.2 75.0 73.3 72 58.0 
1947 40.6 55.5 53.8 48.3 48.3 32.6 
1949 27.0 68.4 55.9 38.9 55.5 
1951 41.3 65.8 70.3 52.6 47.7 36.3 
Average 49.1 68.0 68.3 59.8 60.5 51.6 
Sx 3.13 2.28 2.04 2.01 2.21 2.62 
Ca 31.336 i3.8je 12.3% 13.9% I5.OJC 20.9% 
s 12.9 9.4 8.4 8.3 9.1 10.8 
r - .009 - .169 
Table Ca. (Continued) 
Yield - bushels per acre 
Plot: 8U 
Soil: C-K45 
Tear Treatment: Check 
812 
C-N*5 
Manure 
- lime 
cS. 
Manure - lime • 
rock phosphate 
814 
C-N30 
Lime 
815 
C-H30 
Lime - rock 
phosphate 
816 
C-H30 
Cheek 
1920 47.4 67.9 62.5 50,1 47.4 44.7 
1922 55.7 70.7 70.7 55.7 61.1 52.9 
1924 41.9 57.0 61,0 44,7 46,1 39.1 
1926 39.0 70.2 67,8 52,2 55.8 41.6 
1928 37.8 73.4 75.5 76,2 72.9 39.1 
1930 31.7 46.7 45.6 35.4 41.1 37.6 
1932 55.7 65.4 66,0 50,8 53.1 33.6 
1934 10.9 24,0 24,7 15.8 16,0 8.0 
1936 9.4 12,1 17.1 15.4 15.4 10.7 
1938 51.1 64,9 66.9 45.0 51.2 44.6 
1940 74,3 71.7 52.3 56.9 5^.7 
1942 81,7 76.5 49.3 51.0 62.6 
1944 46,8 62,7 55.2 49.5 46.8 43.3 
1946 53.0 63.0 66.4 40.5 47.0 42.0 
1948 56,8 78.6 74.6 47.8 53.7 53.8 
1950 43.0 79.0 82.6 50.2 40.2 27.9 
Average 43.1 62,0 61,6 45.7 47.2 39.8 
Sx 3«Z5 4.85 4.55 3.63 3.65 3.68 
Cs 34.8JC 31.3JJ 29.53c 31.756 30.9JC 36.93c 
8 15.0 19.4 18,2 14.5 14,6 14.7 
Average of 
both ranges 46,1 bu. 65.0 bu. 64.9 bu. 52.7 bu. 53-6 bu. 45.7bu. 
Table Cb* Oat Yields from 2-Year Corn-Oats Rotation 
Yield - bushels per acre 
Plot I 805 806 807 808 809 810 
Soil* C-H30 C-N^5 N-c30 N-c20 N-C^O M-C20 
Treatment I Check Uanure llanure - lime - Lime Lime - rock Check 
- lime rock phosphate phosphate 
1916 43.7 
1918 33.7 
1920 43.8 
1922 40.6 
1924 44.4 
1926 22.2 
1928 42.5 
1930 37.5 
1932 43.1 
1934 10.1 
1936 34.4 
1938 28.8 
1940 23.8 
1942 37.5 
1944 11.9 
1946 23.8 
1948 33.8 
1950 23.1 
Average 32.2 
SZ 2.57 
Cs 33.9J^ 
40,9 42.5 40.7 43.7 
43.7 41.2 33.7 37.5 
49.0 50.6 46.6 54.7 
60.9 62.5 54.7 59.4 
48.8 46.6 42.2 48.4 
48.5 48.4 38.7 41.4 
51.9 54.4 45.0 45.9 
54.4 50.0 45.0 49.4 
56.9 55.0 50.0 55.6 
19.6 20.5 16.0 17.7 
43.4 42.5 37.2 36.9 
33.8 32.2 35.6 38.4 
41.9 41.9 32.5 35.6 
55.0 46.3 55.0 
28.8 25.0 21.9 22.5 
35.0 34.4 28.8 29.1 
51.2 45.0 37.8 41.6 
45.8 48.8 41.2 38.8 
44.8 44.3 38.6 41.8 
2.45 2.55 2.26 2.66 
23.2Jg 24.45^ 24.9J^ 27.oj^ 
41.2 
40.6 
47.5 
53.1 
43.1 
19.6 
38.8 
43.8 
27.5 
13.3 
43.8 
36.9 
28.8 
40.0 
23.1 
30.0 
32.5 
32.5 
35.3 
29.2JJ 
Table Cb. (Continued) 
Yield • bushels per acre 
Plot! 811 812 813 814 815 816 
Year 
Soil: C-H45 c-n45 C-N40 c-n30 c-n30 C-H30 
Treatment: Checlc ICanttre Uanure - lime - Lime Lime - rock Check 
- line rock phosphate phosphate 
1915 32.8 66.8 61.8 40.6 50.3 26.9 
1917 41.2 44.3 47.5 31.2 34.3 38.1 
1919 40.0 40.7 56.2 31.5 41.2 29.7 
1921 50.0 78.1 68.7 40.6 53.1 50.0 
1923 38.1 49.6 42.8 34.1 34.3 31.8 
1925 31.2 46.5 46.8 36.8 38.7 28.8 
1927 37.8 58.1 50.6 29.7 38.8 25.9 
1929 33.8 56.9 57.2 35.0 36.6 32-9 
1931 46.3 52.5 47.5 50.6 38.8 
1933 37.8 53.8 55.9 40.9 50.6 36.2 
1935 54.4 66.9 64.4 44.1 53.8 56.9 
1937 66.3 79.1 75.0 55.0 59.4 64.4 
1939 34.4 40.3 35.9 28.8 22.5 36.9 
1941 37.5 45.6 45.6 30.6 33.8 37.5 
1943 41.2 52.8 46.9 33.1 38.8 37.5 
1945 3^5 51.6 45.3 33.1 36.6 41.2 
1947 18.8 46.9 41.2 27.8 29.4 32.5 
1949 16.9 32.5 32.8 15.0 14.4 22.5 
1951 19.4 26.2 26.9 20.9 20.6 16.4 
Average 37.4 51.7 50.2 34.5 38.6 35.9 
ST 2.68 3.17 2.80 2.09 2.78 2.64 
Cs 31.3% 26.7% 24.3jf 26.4^ 31.3% 32.05j 
of 
both ranges 34.8 48,2 47.7 36.6 40.2 35.6 
Table D. Yields of Corn, Oats and Hay In the 3-Year Rotation 
a. Yield of Com 
Yield - bushels per acre 
Plot* 817 818 819 820 821 822 
Soil: C-H^® C-H^® C-N*° C-N^O N-C^O N-C^O 
Year treatmentt Check Manure Uantire - lime - Lime Lime - rock Check 
- lime rock phosphate phosphate 
Range I 
1921 
1924 
1927 
1930 
1933 
1936 
1939 
1942 
1945 
1948 
1951 
Average 
SS 
Cs 
52.9 
55-7 
47.4 
45.6 
71.3 
17.2 
70.3 
99.3 
56.5 
73.6 
54.9 
58.6 
6.21 
.352 
73.4 
72.1 
67.8 
54.8 
83.8 
14.6 
88.0 
104.0 
78.0 
92.8 
91.5 
74.6 
7.26 
.323 
65.2 70.6 70.6 58.3 
87.1 72.1 72.1 58.3 
85.8 70.4 79.4 37.1 
5^.1 55.6 57-2 45.0 
53.7 67.8 65.7 61.7 
16.5 14.3 16.5 12.1 
89.5 83.3 84.3 77.2 
107.0 104.5 106.3 97.4 
84.3 70.9 64.4 53.5 
91.4 82.7 89.0 80.2 
96.5 76.9 77.3 77.8 
75.6 69.9, 71.2 59.9 
7.81 6.66 6.81 7.0i 
.3^3 .316 .317 .39 
Table D. (Continued) 
Yield - bushels per acre 
Plot* 823 824 825 826 827 828 
Soil I N-C"0 N-c30 C-H^O c C N-C^ 
Itreatnentt Check Manure Uanure - lime - Lime Lime - rock Check 
- lime rock phosphate phosphate 
RppRe 
1920 63.9 80.2 78.9 55.7 59.7 
1923 74.9 91.8 100.3 82.4 84.8 
1926 54.6 79.8 78.6 57.0 60.6 
1929 71.5 90.3 91.9 72.6 74.? 
1932 65.7 74.5 60.2 59.6 45.2 
1935 
1938 
63.9 71.5 67.5 59.4 70.1 
65.9 79.6 106.3 63.3 72.0 
1941 76.3 76.7 71.0 62.4 72.7 
1944 39.8 68.0 76.9 55.6 60.8 
1947 45.9 59.5 59.6 50.3 46.6 
1950 79.1 90.8 92.4 62.2 78.1 
Average 63.8 78.4 80.3 61.9 65.9 
Sz 3.77 3.04 4.73 2.68 3.77 
Cs .196 .129 .196 .144 .190 
r -.18 -.34 
55.7 
72.1 
54.6 
69.2 
58.3 
06,9 
62.5 
71.7 
A8.5 
49.3 
91.4 
63.7 
3.77 
J96 
Table D. (Continued) 
Plot: 829 
Soil: N 
Year Treatment: Check 
Yield - bushels per acre 
830 831 832 
W W W  
Uanure Uanure - lime - Lime 
- lime rock phosphate 
833 
w 
Lime •> rock 
phosphate 
834 
W 
Check 
fiypRe yiy 
1919 69.3 96.7 102.3 91.3 99.4 
1922 63.8 79.0 84.4 72.1 76.2 
1925 75.5 90.0 93.5 87.0 89.6 
1928 32.3 61.1 61.1 59.8 50.2 
1931 63.0 71.7 74.3 72.6 72.1 
1934 12.6 16.0 16.5 26.3 31.1 
1937 86.0 98.5 100.7 95.2 90.4 
1940 92.2 88.7 87.5 92.1 
1943 58.8 73.8 72.6 59.4 62.6 
1946 71.8 91.8 86.8 80.2 83.8 
1949 64.3 81.9 82.3 71.0 73.3 
Average 61.5 77.6 78.5 72.9 74.6 
S3? 6.45 7.08 7.20 5.91 6.12 
Cs .348 .303 .304 .269 .272 
77.5 
69.3 
85.8 
33.7 
64.1 
12.6 
87.7 
87.0 
56.0 
78.6 
69.7 
65.6 
7.14 
.361 
Table D. (Continued) 
b. Yield of Oats 
Yield - bushels per acre 
Plot: 817 818 815 820 821 822 
Year Soil: C-N^O 
C-N20 C-N^o c-n30 n-C20 
Ijreatment: Check Manure 
- lime 
Manure line -
rock phosphate 
Lime Lime - rock 
phosphate 
Check 
Ranee I 
1916 46.3 44.7 54.0 51.6 53.2 55.7 
1919 40.7 43.8 40.9 47.2 54.7 43.2 
1922 49.4 66.9 71.3 55.0 63.1 40.7 
1925 30.0 43.4 50.3 41.6 46.6 35.0 
1928 38.1 58.4 60.9 48.8 50.3 49.4 
1931 40,0 43.8 32.5 33.8 41.3 42.5 
1934 24.6 47.1 57.5 55-2 53.2 32.9 
1937 66.9 74.4 75.0 84.4 85.0 78.1 
1940 37.5 67.5 64.4 62.5 60.6 62.5 
1943 53.8 79.4 81.2 72.5 70.6 70.6 
1946 34.4 57.8 65.6 55»6 53.8 53.8 
1949 37.5 63.8 67.8 55.6 67.2 61.0 
Average 41.6 57.6 60.1 55.3 58.3 52.1 
SZ 3.26 3.72 4.07 3.84 3.44 4.07 
Cs .272 .224 .235 .241 .204 .271 
Table D* (Continued) 
Yield - bushels per acre 
Year 
Plot: 
Soil: 
Treatment: 
823 824 825 826 
N-C20 N-C30 C-N20 C 
Check Manure U^iare > lime - Lime 
- lime rock phosphate 
827 
C 
Lime - rock 
phosphate 
828 
jj-C^ 
Check 
1915 
1918 
1921 
1924 
1927 
1930 
1933 
1936 
1939 
1942 
1945 
1948 
1951 
Average 
SS 
Cs 
39.4 
43.7 
37.5 
68.8 
44.7 
50.0 
30.6 
50.0 
29.4 
60.0 
57.5 
56.2 
40.0 
46.8 
3.24 
.250 
69.4 
62.5 
78.1 
71.5 
61.9 
69.4 
37.8 
55.9 
39.4 
70.6 
68.1 
71.6 
36.4 
61.0 
3.96 
.234 
fiange H 
68.1 
68.7 
81.3 
70.9 
iU 
38.4 
u 
65i0 
70.3 
42.5 
62.4 
3.41 
.197 
59.7 50.0 21.3 
33. 40.0 37.5 
50.0 62.5 37.5 
70.0 74.6 68.8 
45.0 47.5 43.1 
40.0 41.9 40.0 
21.6 25.3 21.2 
51.2 46.6 62.5 
30.6 30.0 31.3 
52.5 51.9 55.0 
41.2 49.7 56.2 
40.6 57.2 51.9 
31.1 39.0 41.1 
43.6 47.4 43.6 
3.66 3.60 4.0^ 
.303 .274 .337 
Table D. (Continued) 
Yield - bushels per acre 
Ploti 829 830 831 832 833 834 
Soils R w W W It ff 
Year Treatment t Check Manure 
- lime 
Manure - lime -
rock phosphate 
Lime Lime - rock 
phosphate 
Check 
BanKe III 
1917 82.5 78.7 74.0 69.7 66.9 
1920 78.8 70.0 75-0 73.7 70.7 80.0 
1923 
1926 
63.1 68.1 70.0 70.9 74.0 75.0 
72.2 76.5 65.9 72.5 39.4 
1929 76.8 82.5 87.2 74.7 77.2 78.1 
1932 68.8 72.8 70.0 66.6 74.7 73.8 
1935 45.0 50.9 50.6 51.6 53.4 51.3 
1938 31.2 37.2 29.4 27.5 32.5 
1941 58.8 73.1 75.0 66.3 68.1 66.3 
1944 27.5 44.4 46.2 43.1 41.9 40.0 
1947 71.2 78.8 78.8 71.2 74.4 81.2 
1950 53.4 55.2 57.5 64.2 63.3 66.2 
Average 59.4 66.9 62.6 64.0 62.6 
Sic 4.88 4.68 4.45 4.07 4.47 4.99 
Cs .285 .246 .230 .225 .242 
CM 
•
 
Table D. (Continued) 
c. Yield of Meadon 
Yield - tons per acre 
Year 
Plot: 
Soils 
Treatments 
817 818 819 820 
C-N^O C-N20 C-N20 C-N30 
Check Manure Manure - lime - Lime 
- lime rock phosphate 
821 
N-C^O 
Lime - rock 
phosphate 
822 
N-C20 
Cheek 
1920 1.28 2.18 2.86 1.59 1.59 
1923 1.00 1.90 2.80 1.40 1.45 
1926 .70 1.20 1.85 .60 .95 
1929 1.45 4.55 5.10 3.04 3.32 
1932 .59 1.76 2.19 1.43 1.41 
1935 
1938 
.23 
1.51 2.26 
.47 
2.75 .84 
1941 2.32 3.20 4.17 3-74 
1944 2.04 3.10 3.29 2.96 3.28 
1947 .88 1.81 2.15 1.77 1.84 
1950 .96 3.40 4.13 2.43 3.49 
Average 1.18 2.34 2.89 1.90 2.19 
ST .188 .350 .383 .311 .357 
Cs .528 .496 .439 .518 .516 
1.55 
1.50 
.63 
2.23 
.76 
.87 
1.61 
2.^ 
2.70 
1.07 
2.62 
1.66 
.239 
.477 
Table D. (Continued) 
year 
Plot* 822 
Soil* N-c20 
treatmentt Check 
824 
N-C3O 
Ifaniire 
- lime 
Yield - tons per acre 
825 
:-n2o 
826 
C 
Manure - lime - Lime 
rock phosphate 
827 
C 
Lime - rock 
phosphate 
828 
N-C^ 
Check 
1916 
1922 
1925 
1928 
1934 
1937 
1940 
1943 
1946 
1949 
Average 
Cs 
.65 
1,10 
.85 
.69 
2.19 
1.15 
2.74 
1.74 
1.95 
1.38 
.230 
.528 
ranee ii 
1.25 1.40 .80 1.00 .40 
1.60 1.75 .25 .25 .85 
1.35 1.60 .45 .50 .65 
1.90 2.45 .70 .80 1.30 
1.05 1.20 •33 .52 .75 
2.04 2.31 1.96 1.74 2.50 
2.67 2.40 1.36 1.68 
3.30 3.32 1.83 3.30 2.80 
2.48 3.14 1.57 2.63 2.09 
2.88 3.17 1.19 2.73 1.71 
2.05 2.27 .96 1.48 1.47 
.240 .244 .200 .338 .25< 
.370 .340 .659 .723 .55i 
Table D. (Continued) 
Yield - tons per acre 
Plot I 829 830 831 832 833 834 
Year H W W WWW
Treatments Check Manure Uanure - lime - Lime Lime - rock Check 
- lime rock phosphate phosphate 
Range III 
1915 
1918 
1921 
1924 
1927 
1930 
1933 
1936 
1939 
1942 
1945 
1948 
1951 
Average 
Sic 
Cs 
2.45 
1.30 
1.56 
1.75 
.37 
1.51 
1.97 
1.46 
1.27 
3.00 
2.36 
1.96 
1.74 
1.75 
.179 
.370 
3.30 3.43 2.50 2.00 3.64 
1.85 3.40 2.25 1.75 1.35 
3.09 3.32 1.90 1.90 1.70 
4.20 5.65 2.10 2.35 1.70 
1.65 .70 .70 .55 
2.83 2.13 2.37 2.19 1.10 
2.69 3.00 1.58 1.05 1.79 
1.80 1.81 1.60 1.52 1.96 
2.62 2.85 1.17 1.23 1.88 
4.49 4.50 3.77 3.97 3.40 
4.00 3.91 2.81 3.47 3.14 
2.98 3.37 2.56 2.86 2.85 
3.04 3.00 2.56 3.08 3.00 
2.91 3.23 2.14 2.16 2.16 
.277 
.343 
.299 
.334 
.217 
.365 
.268 
.448 
.264 
.442 
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